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Summary of Submissions

Amendment No. ,, to Local Planning Scheme No. IO - Amending the Land Use Permissibility of Convenience Store and Service
Station in the Town Centre and Local Shopping Centre Zones

Submitter No.

2

Do riot object

No comments were provided

Objection

I. The knee-jerk council reaction to 'amend' the Towns entire
'Town Centre Zone' & 'Local Shopping Zones' planning
scheme based on one planning submission that was
ultimately too large for the site's small size and located
close to a school or 'sensitive area' from a planning
perspective is concerning. Especially thesince

disproportionate reaction appears to be substantiated by
nori-planning matters raised by local residents,
specifically the 'possibly' hazardous benzene concentration
in the air affecting local school children. This fact is certainly
important, and why the relevant environmental and
ultimately the health authority sets a minimum distance
benzene emitting developments (encompassing
drycleaning, paint manufacturing plants as well as petrol
and diesel fuel stations) must be from such sensitive areas.
However the correct enforcement of notably existing
planning rules must not trigger broader town planning
changes; as much as a single car accident in a remote town
being dramatised does not ban the use of cars by everyone
elsein town. ..

Nature of Submission

Supported.
Responses from the Town

Dismissed:

I. Officers of the Town were requested by Council
to review and commence the process to
change the land permissibility ofuse

'convenience store' and 'service station' land
uses within the Town Centre and Local

Shopping Centre Zone. This was a suggestion
made by the JDAP in response to the
application referred to by the objector. Officers
of the Town subsequently undertook a review
and concluded that there was planning merit in
making a recommendation to Council to initiate
the amendment process to prohibit these land
use activities within the Town Centre and Local

Shopping Zones.

2. This reason for objection has not taken into
consideration the context of the entire

document. The strategy developed objectives
and guidelines which identifies the preferred
uses for the Town Centre, neither a
'convenience store' or 'service station' are

identified as a preferred land use. The intent of
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2. The Local Planning Policy NO I - Bassendean Town Centre
Strategy & Guidelines introduction states the following:
By 2030, the Town of Bassendean will be an ideal highly
accessible urban village location where people can
participate in a cohesive, vibrant and diverse community
fifestyle and a thrivihg local business economy within a high
quality built and natural environment.

My interpretation of the proposed Local Planning Scheme
No. 10 - Amendment No. 10 puts it at odds with the above
Town Centre strategy. ... 'Town Centre Zone' and 'Local
Shopping zones' must encourage and engage members of
the community to live and work in the Town. In order to work
in the Town and garner local residents with a varied
shopping experience more development options riot less
development options should be invited for planning
approval.

3, The opportunity to attract investment in business ideas by
local residents with the business acumen to survive, invest
and thrive are fleeting, Further planning limitations will riot
help the Town Centre or Local Shopping zones flourish. The
opposite will occur.

4. Limiting residents shopping options to larger 'Coles and
Woolworths' type developments rather than smaller
'convenience store' use (which is what has specifically
been done in conjunction to the proposed service
station amendment) ultimately tells smaller businesses
(which I thought the Town is trying to encourage?!) that
they're not welcome in the Town Centre or mixed use
developments the scheme promotes.

the strategy seeks to focus on mixed use,
compatible developments with an emphasis on
producing intense people spaces and reduced
car dependency. Convenience stores and/or
service stations do not conform to these

objectives.

3. The amendment will riot result in any
detrimental impacts on the function of the Local
Shopping or Town Centre zones. The
amendment will not prohibit a diverse
commercial area or smaller commercial

developments, Land uses that provide for the
retailing of goods and products will remain
permitted. For example, a corner shop and a
shop will remain permitted, enabling the
retailing of goods and services. The primary
difference between a convenience store and a

corner shop and or a shop is a convenience
store allows for the retail sale of petrol. Officers
of the Town have determined that enabling
convenience stores & service stations within

the Town Centre and Local Shopping zones
goes against the principles of orderly and
proper planning, having regard to the desired
character of these areas.

4. Refer to the response provided in point 3.

5. Refer to the responses provided in points I and
3. In addition to this a subsequent amendment
could be investigated at a later date should this
occur.
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5. Fuel technology has recently seen a change towards
battery and liquid hydrogen technology that appears
promising with respect to a lower environmental impact;
what's to say that a similar breakthrough in petroleum
technology doesn't spark a move in the opposite direction?

6. Electricity is still a petroleum product at present (Perth still
does use diesel generators) - the wording of this planning
amendment is ambiguous and would move to ban these
charging stations in mixed use Town centre developments
that would in turn alienate residents from seeking local
services, or living in these developments. If I can't charge
or fill up my car while or nearby shops or where I live, I lose
the convenience of 'shopping local' so will go elsewhere -
to a Town that will. ..

7. As a local resident who still enjoys trips down south
requiring fuel until such a time that battery technology is
more affordable to local residents who aren't millionaires, If

the Town wants to encourage diverse mixed developments,
then be pragmatic to the needs to the current local
population and not some 50 years in the future wealthy
Aryan space inari who uses teleportation instead of a
private motor vehicle.

8. If the Town and it's local residents do not wish to have fuel

stations then I submit the planning department specify
ONLY petrol and diesel. Rather than alienate SERVICE
STATIONS (car maintenance), LPG, Electric & Hydrogen
fuel source station development at the same time.

6. The amendment seeks to remove the retail sale

of petrol and petroleum products which are
included in the definition of a convenience store
and service station. Officers of the Town

consider electric charging bays incidental
infrastructure to a car park, which is a separate
land use and therefore is not be affected by the
amendment.

7. As identified in the Amendment Report there is
one service station (No. 309 Guildford Road,
Bassendean) and two convenience stores (No.
310 Collier Road, Bassendean & Unit I, No.
335 Collier Road, Bassendean) that already
exist within the Towns district borders. None of

the existing service stations or convenience
stores within the Town are situated on land that

is zoned Local Shopping or Town Centre, so
these zones will continue to operate in the
same manner in which they already do, without
these land uses.

In addition to the existing facilities within the
Town, there are several other service
stations/convenience stores within close

proximity to the Towns district borders. No
more than 500m beyond the Towns borders
exists a further 2 service station/convenience

stores (No. 502 Guildford Road, Bayswater &
No. I 57 Morley Drive East, Kiara) and no
further than I 000m is a third service

station/convenience store in Guildford (20
Johnston Street, Guildford). All three outlets
outside the Town's borders remain easily
accessible to the Town's residents.
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9. I note the Bassendean Town centre had a fuel station

located within adjacent to the still existing childcare centre
and 73m from St Michael's Primary School that had no
outcry from residents to be shut down nor reported
increased health incidences, aside from having to drive
further (pollute the environment) out of Town to fill up our
cars. The business owner simply sold the business and site
to a developer. This is the site the Whiffield Development is
built on,

I O. Ashfield residents have already been targeted by Council
whom voted against a $37 million dollar investment by the
state Iaudably to do with politics rather than Ashfield
residents best interests - is the planning team going to do
the same and further limit any development in Ashfield's
ONLY shopping precinct on offer to local residents?

I I. Is the planning department embracing large format
development over smaller 'convenience store' type
developments by specifically eliminating their basis for
planning applications in THE TOWN CENTRE or
SHOPPING ZONES deemed appropriate for years until this
one denied planning application?!

I2. How is the Ashfield IGA convenience store already
present going to be treated? How are other battling mini
marts going to be treated across Bassendean? How will
new convenience stores be treated? They won't even be
allowed to submit an application if this proposed
amendment is accepted!

Whilst the retail sale of petrol and petroleum
products is considered inappropriate in the
Town Centre and Local Shopping zones, the
uses will remain permitted within the 'Light
Industry' and 'General Industry' zones which
are more appropriate locations.

8. A land use for the purpose of car maintenance
that does not involve the retail sale of petroleum
products would meet the definition of 'motor
vehicle repair', which is designated an 'X' use
within the Local Shopping and Town Centre
zones. The amendment seeks to prevent the
retail sale of petrol and petroleum products
within the Town Centre and Local Shopping
zones and is not alienating 'car maintenance'.

I3. I'd like to see the Town of Bassendean (which includes
Ashfietd) be where my children and grandparents can buy
a variety of goods both day and outside of work hours
without travellin to Morle or further afield. Sto ping

9, This was a historical arrangement, that no
longer exists. This arrangement had also been
approved before the adoption of the Town
Centre Strategy. This change (old petrol station
was replaced by mixed use development), is
reflective of the Town preferred development
outcome within these zones.

IO. The Local Shopping zone within Ashfield is
restricted due to its small size and would be

unable to support the construction of a 'service
station' or 'convenience store'. Furthermore, it
directly abuts residential developments
(sensitive land uses) making it impossible for
any future service station/convenience store to
achieve the recommended minimum 50m-

200m se aretion distance pro OSin a risk to
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convenience store development and service station
development (based on the ambiguous definition actually
provided as 'petroleum products (fuel)') will only damage
the local residents who want a convenient place to shop and
live. Hence my strong opposition to this proposed
amendment.

I appreciate this opportunity to provide feedback. I hope that local
residents and local landowners looking to live, develop and invest
in the Town Centre or Local Shopping zones aren't unwittingly
attracted to do so elsewhere by further Local Planning Scheme
Amendment Proposals and a council that appears to be targeting
Growth & Prosperity.

3. Objection

The very reason for me to purchase the property in Bassendean
was the residential nature of the neighbourhood and the serene
environment. I am concerned that this atmosphere will be disturbed
by the new development.

Further I am worried that the value of the property will diminish with
the develo merit of commercial entities.

4. Objection

Convenience stores belong in Town Centre Zones and Local
Shopping Zones for convenience.

Currently service stations are listed "A" meaning local government
will have regards to matters set out in clause 67 of the deemed
provisions - so already very restrictive - no need to change.

the amenity of those nearby sensitive land
uses.

I I . Refer to response provided in point 3.

12. The existing Ashfield IGA is approved as a
'shop'. The amendment does not affect the land
use permissibility of a 'shop'. Any entity wishing
to operate in the same manner as the existing
IGA would be considered a 'shop' which has a
different definition to a 'convenience store'

within the Town's Local Planning Scheme No.
I O.

13. Refer to responses provided in points 37 and
IO.

Noted.

Officers of the Town suspect the objector may not have
read the amendment document in full, given their
comments, which reinforce the intent of the
amendment, however, they had ticked 'objection'.
Officers of the Town tried to contact the submitter to no

avail, but have concluded this is a nori-objection.

Dismissed:

The amendment will not result in any detrimental
impacts on the function of the Local Shopping or Town
Centre zones. The amendment will not prohibit a
diverse commercial area or smaller commercial

developments. Land use that provide for the retailing
of goods and products will remain permitted. For
example, a corner shop and a shop will remain
ermitted, enablin the retailin of goods.
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5. Objection

The construction of convenience stores and service stations is an

investment in the Bassendean Area. I see no advantage in
hindering any investment and in turn employment opportunities in
our area.

Convenience stores belong in the "Town Centres & Local Shopping
Zone" if not there, where?

6

The main street, west of Wilson street requires a balanced mix of
pedestrian and car based retail. The lack of convenient (provision
of) parking bays is why the west end of the Town centre is faltering.
The other reason is that the west end of town has no convenience
store!!! ! Land use in the local planning scheme IO for convenience
store should remain unchanged.

The primary difference between a convenience store
and a corner shop and or a shop is a convenience store
allows for the retail of petrol. Officers of the Town have
determined that enabling convenience stores & service
stations within the zones goes against the principles of
orderly and proper planning.

Whilst the retail sale of petrol and petroleum products
is considered inappropriate in the Town Centre and
Local Shopping zones, they will remain permitted
within the 'Light Industry' and 'General Industry' zones
which are considered a more appropriate location.

Do no object

Support the proposal.

Dismissed:

Refer to responses provided to submission n0. 2 -
points 3 and 7; and

Refer to response provided to submission n0.4.

Supported.
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Town of Bassendean

Local Planning Scheme No. I O

Scheme Amendment Report

Amendment No. 11

Report Prepared by the Town of Bassendean



PROPOSAL To AMEND A LOCAL PLANNING SCHEME

I . LocaI Authority:

2. Description of Scheme:

3. Type of Scheme:

4. Serial No. of Amendment:

5. Proposal

Town of Bassendean

Local Planning Scheme No. I O

District Zoriing Scheme

Amendment No. I I

The proposed amendment seeks to amend
Table I - Zoriing Table, of Local Planning
Scheme No. 10, to modify the land use
permissibility of 'Convenience Store' and
'Service Station' in the Town Centre' and
'Local Shopping' zones to use that is not
permitted 'X' use within these zones. The
amended zoriing table will read as follows:

Zones

Town Local

Centre Shopping
Zone Zone

Convenience X X
Store

Service
Station

Use Class

.

I

X X



"
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I. Purpose

This amendment has been proposed to ensure that:

o 'Convenience Store' and Service Station' land use activities that provide for the
sale of petroleum products (fuel) will not be permitted within the 'Town Centre'
zone and 'Local Shopping' zone; and

. The change of permissibility to the Convenience Store and/or Service Station will
not prevent the retailing of convenience goods and products in the 'Town Centre'
and Local Shopping' zone.

2, Background

The Convenience Store land use activities is currently considered a P' land use and
Service Station is considered an 'A' land use within the Town Centre and Local Shopping
zones. These land use activities often create conflict with adjoining land uses.

Subsequently Council, at their ordinary meeting held on the 17 December 2018,
unanimously resolved to:

I, 'Requests staff review and commence the process of changing the permitted use
of propentes zoned Local Shopping Centre to prohihit development of
Convenience Stores Providrng for the Sale of Fuel and Convenience Goods' and
Service Statibns' at undesirable locations within the Town; and

2. Requests staff to review and commence the process of changing the permitted
use of properties zoned Town Centre to prohibit development of 'Convenience
Stores Providing for the Sale of Fuel and Convenience Goods' and 'Service
Stations' at undesirable locations within the Town's Central Business Distr^^t "

This request was made by Councillors on behalf the community due to the number of
expressed concerns with respect to development involving the sale of fuel & petroleum
products and their proximity to adjoining and nearby or adjoiningladjacent sensitive land
uses, which was highlighted with an application for a Convenience Store providing for the
sale of fuel and convenience goods at Lot 75 (No. 72) Walter Road East (Corner Marion
Street), Eden Hill, which was refused at a meeting of the Metro Central Joint Development
Assessment Panel on 27 November 2008.

The minuted reasons for refusal suggested that it is timely for the Town to now initiate a
review of permitted land uses to ascertain the suitability of these types of businesses in
various locations with a view to minimize potential conflicts between adjoining land uses
and road networks.

3



3.

Ob'eatives of the Zones

Report

Town Centre Zone

The general objectives of the Town Centre zone are to promote, facilitate and stren then
the Town Centre zone as the principal focus of the district, mainly in terms of shopping,
professional, administrative, cultural, entertainment and other business activities.
Subsidiary objectives are to ensure the development conforms with the Towns Local
Planning Strategy and Local Planning Policies where applicable to the Town Centre.

The Town has developed a Town Centre Strategy which includes guidelines for
development that further refines the objectives of the zone.

The Convenience Store and Service Station land uses are not consistent with objectives
of the zone, namely they do riot confirm with the intent of the Town Centre Strategy and
Guidelines. The guidelines seek to focus on mixed use, compatible developments
focusing on intense people spaces and reduced car dependency, which a service station
and/or convenience store do not promote. This is discussed in further detail in the report.

Land use activities that involve the retailing of convenience goods and products, but do
not include the retailing of petroleum products will still be permitted land use activities
within the Town Centre and will remain consistent with the objectives of the zone.

Local Shopping Zone

There are four objectives of the Local Shopping Zone, these are:

a) "To provide for the local retail and service needs of the locality, ,

by To ensure that the local needs of residents are met, wh!1st maintaining a retail
hierarchy to ensure that the catchment of the Town Centre zone is not adversely
affected;

o) To ensure a respectibr the residential amenity of the surrounding neighbourhood,
particularly in terms of design and location of vehicle parking, pedestrian
movement, pedestrian and vehicular safety, and control of signage;

d) To ensure that development conforms with the Local Planning Strategy and the
prtnojoles of any Local Planning Policy adopted by the Council. "

There are essentially three precincts within the Town by which the 'Local Shopping'
Zoriing applies, for the purpose of this report they are referred to as: The Walter Road
East; the Golstoun Road shops; and the Corner of Ivanhoe and Morley Drive East. Should

14
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this amendment be approved, the three precincts will still have the scope to facilitate land
use activities that involve the retailing of convenience goods and products (i. e. a Shop or
Corner Shop) consistent with the objectives of the zone.

In the opinion of the Town the locations whereby the Local Shopping Zoriing applies are
inappropriate to facilitate a Convenience Store and/or Service Station land use activity,
and any proposal that involves the sale of petroleum products will create conflict with the
community*

The conflict and concern these land use activities create within the community was
highlighted during the assessment process for the recently considered application for a
proposed Convenience Store' at Lot 75 (No. 72) Walter Road East, Eden Hill, which was
subsequently refused at a meeting of the Metro Central Joint Development Assessment
Panel, This is discussed further within the report.

I~

I~

^

^

,,

Environmental Protection Authorit

Environmental Factors - Se aration Distances between Industrial and Sensitive Land
Uses No. 3 June 2005

The purpose of the EPA's guidance statement is to provide advice about the minimum
requirements in which the EPA would expect to be met when the authority considers a
proposal or scheme during the Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) process, The
document provides the generic separation distances between industrial activities and
sensitive land uses where the industry may have the potential to affect the amenity of a
sensitive land use. Whilst the document does riot specify a recommended separation
distance for a Convenience Store land use, it does for a Service Station. There is a
precedence set that the same separation distances are applied to a Convenience Store
given the impacts of the activities are the same. Table I outlines the recommended
separation distances between the industry and the sensitive land uses.

Industry

EPA

Service Station

Guidance for the Assessment of

Description
Industry

For premises

operating during
normal hours, i. e.
Monday - Saturday
from 0700-, 900
hours

Table 2 - Recommended Seporotibn Distances Between Indust, 10/@rid Sensitive Land Uses

of Emissions type or
risk

Freeway
centre (24
operations

Gaseous,
odour, risk

All other 24 hour
o erations

service

hour

noise,

Recommended

separation distance
in metres

Gaseous,
odour, risk

50m

Gaseous,
odour, risk

noise,

noise

loom

200m
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Land uses that are considered to be sensitive to emissions from industries include
residential developments (single dwelling, grouped dwellings, and multiple dwellings),
hospitals, motels* hostels, caravan parks, schools, nursing homes, child care facilities,
shopping centres, playgrounds and some public buildings.

A significant majority or not all) of the Town Centre one and Local Shopping zones are
within the 50m minimum recommended separation distance to a sensitive land use. Given
there is also a trend towards these types of activities being 24 hour operations, it is
recommended that a separation distance of 200m is achieved. This cannot be achieved
in any development site within these zones

Any new development for a Service Station or Convenience Store will likely fail to achieve
compliance with the recommended minimum separation distances, posing a risk to the
amenity of the sensitive land uses through potential exposure gaseous, noise, odour and
risk emissions. On this basis alone the land use activities should riot be permissible within
the Towns Town Centre and Local Shopping zones.

Local Plannin Strate

The purpose of the Towns Local Planning Strate^y is to ' enable Council and the
community to set out the vision for the Town of Bassendean, with set achievable
objectives with a particular emphasis in relation to population, housing, industry and
commercial development.

The Towns Local Planning Strategy was originally approved in 2008, however changes
to the Strategy were endorsed by the WAPC in December of 2014 and subsequently
finalized in February of 2015. The Strategy includes a Commercial strategy that outlines
objectives for the commercial zones within Bassendean. The commercial strategy
includes but was not limited to the following objectives

To promote the improvement of amenity and services of local shops at an
appropriate scale and facilitate integration with medium density housing
developments where suitable.I_

Identify the Eden Hill, Waiter Road and Ashfield Local Centres as Local Shopping
zones under the Local Planning Scheme and make provision for limited retail and
commercial uses to service local needs only.

Allowing a service station or convenience store in the Town Centre or Local Shopping
Zone is viewed as being contrary to the directions advocated in the Local Planning
Strategy. Furthermore, there is a general trend towards mixed use development within
the commercial zones which is facilitated by the Local Planning Scheme, but which petrol
station developments are in conflict with.

^

F. .
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Town Centre Strate

The objectives of the Town Centre Strategy are to create possibilities for intense eo Ie
spaces which include but are not limited to the creation of:

> A good quality public realm along Old Perth Road, provide places for peo Ie to
meet, stay and be a part of the Bassendean community

> Diversity of residential housing; and
> The Bassendean Town Centre Guidelines.

The Town Centre Guidelines provide a clear expectation of development within the Town
Centre. The guidelines encourage development that is consistent with the ob'eatives of
place making, innovative and sustainable design, and development that respects and
positively contributes to the character, scale and amenity of the Town Centre.

The guidelines identify the preferred uses in the Town Centre as; residential (apartments,
grouped dwelling, short stay accommodation); civic and community; retail focus (shops)
particularly on the west & east ends, commercial (office space); higher intensity mixed
use; and uses that encourage the use of public transport, A service station and/or
convenience store activity does not fall appropriate Iy within any of the preferred uses.

In addition, the guidelines encourage the reduction of car dependency. Vehicles are
encouraged to move slowly and safely through the Town Centre, prioritizing pedestrian
movement to encourage people to walk to the Town Centre. This will subsequently
discourage high volumes of vehicles through the Town Centre. Generally speaking, a
Service Station and/or Convenience Store rely heavily on a high volume of passin traffic,
which is something that is discouraged in the Town Centre.

A land use that involves the sale of petroleum products, high volumes of traffic, is not a
desired land use, and or will present in the desired built form of the Town. The
construction of a Convenience Store and/or Service Station will contradict the objectives
of the Town Centre Strategy and Town Centre Guidelines.

Walter Road East - Local Sho in Zone

The Walter Road East Local Shopping zone
comprises of five separate lots (2 north/3
south) along Waiter Road East, as
highlighted in figure I.

The zone either directly abuts or is only
separated by a 20m wide road reserve to
sensitive land uses. This will subsequently
make it impossible for any future proposed
Service Station/Convenience Store to
achieve the recommended minimum 50m _ ''g""1 ' Water Road EOStIOC@Ishop, in, z, rij, ,

.......,
,
,
.
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200m separation distances. Any development within the buffer would pose an

unnecessary risk to the amenity of the sensitive receptors through potential exposures to
gaseous, noise, odour and risk emissions.

The Town recently considered a proposed 'Convenience Store' on the northern side of
Waiter Road East, at Lot 75 (No. 72) Waiter Road East, Eden Hill. The application was
subsequently refused by the Joint Development Assessment Panel in November of 2018
primarily for its proximity to adjoining sensitive land uses (the adjoining primary school
and residential development) which would result in amenity impacts; and the constricted
small site which would have resulted in severe maneuverability and traffic safet issues,
should the development have been approved. Any future development proposal
encompassing the same activity will likely experience the same amenity impact issues,

Colstoun Road Sho s - Local Sho

The Colstoun Road Local Shopping
zone comprises of four small lots at
the corner of Maidos Street and

Colstoun Road, opposite Ashfield
Reserve, as highlighted in figure 2.
The zone is significantly restricted
due to its small size, and
realistically it would be unable to
support the construction of a
Service Station or Convenience
Store' without severe restrictions on
maneuverability (similar to the
Waiter Road East (North) site).

in Zone

Furthermore, the lots within the zone directly abuts residential developments (sensitive
land use), making it impossible for any future proposed service station/convenience store
to achieve the recommended minimum 50m-200m separation distances posing a risk to
the amenity of those nearby land uses/residences. Therefore, the zone is considered
inappropriate for land use activities involving the retailing of petroleum products.

,*

, *

%,, .*
Figure 2 - CdSto"n Road Shops - Local Shopping Zoriing
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Morle Drive East - Local Sho in Zone

The Morley Drive East Local Shopping zone
comprises of two lots at the corner of Money
Drive East & Ivanhoe Street, as highlighted
in figure 3. The development site is
separated from nearby residential land by a
12m wide road reserve to the east and a 30m
wide road reserve to the north and west, and
abuts a reserve for recreational purposes to
the south, It remains unlikely that the

separationin In Imum distances

recommended by the EPA to sensitive land
uses will be achieved. Therefore, the sites
are considered inappropriate for a Service
Station and/or Convenience Store land use.

Furthermore, Council at their ordinary Council Meeting held on the 27 November 2018
considered a proposed concept plan for the two lots, being Lot 5 (No. 246) and Lot 4 (No.
248) Mor!ey Drive East. The plan outlines the strategic planning for the site and how the
future redevelopment concept aligns with the future direction for the area, in particular the
need and nexus for the type and scale of land uses proposed.

The draft concept plan proposes a mixed use activity centre comprising of the followin :
. A 3000m2 supermarket;
. 31 0m2 of retail and commercial floor spaces;
. 450m2 for fast food and beverages; and
. Medium density residential development.

The concept plan has not been designed in a manner to support a Service Station and/or
Convenience Store land use as highlighted in figure 4.
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^gure 3 - Morley Drive EOSt - Local Shoppyhg Zone
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Existn Number of Service Stations/Convenience Stores

Within the boundary of the Town of Bassendean there is one service station (No. 309
Guildford Road, Bassendean) and two convenience stores (No. 310 Collier Road,
Bassendean & Unit I, No. 335 Collier Road, Bassendean) that already exist, none of
which are located within the Town Centre or Local Shopping zones.

The existing convenience stores are relatively new developments and are appro natel
located within the Bassendean Industrial Area, whilst the existing service station on
Guildford Road is a long standing development (operating since the 1950s) within
residential zoned land and is subject to an 'Additional Use' in accordance with Schedule

,.

,..

2 of the Towns Local Planning Scheme.

In addition, to the existing facilities within the Town, there are several other service
stationer convenience stores within close proximity to the Towns district borders. No more
than 500m beyond the Towns borders exists a further 2 petrol stations (No. 502 Guildford
Road, Bayswater & No. 157 Morley Drive East, Klara) and no further than 1000m is a
third service station/convenience store in Guildford (20 Johnston Street, Guildford). All
three outlets outside the Towns borders remain easily accessible to the Towns residents.

Should the proposed amendment to the use class petitiissibility of a service station and/or
convenience store within the Town Centre and Local Shopping zones be initiated,
adopted and eventually approved the Minister of Planning these existing operations will
not be impacted as a direct result and there would still be scope for the Town to consider
these land use activities in more appropriate locations such as the Towns 'Light Industr '
and/or 'General Industry' zones. The Town is satisfied there is an adequate number of
outlets easily accessible to its residents should they require petroleum products.

4. Conclusion

Permitting land use activities that involve the sale of petroleum products within the Town
Centre and Local Shopping zones will contradict the objectives of the zones, as well as
creating conflict with adjoining sensitive land uses. This goes against the prtnci Ies of
proper and orderly planning. The proposed change in permissibility will not have any
derrimental impacts on the function of the Towns commercial zones.

The zones will still be able to support a range of land uses that will support retailin of
convenience goods and products, For example, the Corner Shop and Shop land use
activities will remain permitted, allowing the retailing of convenience goods, even though
the convenience store land use will be prohibited. The Convenience Store land use would
remain a 'D' use and a Service Station would remain an 'A' use within the 'Light Industr '
and 'General Industry' zones.

The two convenience stores and solitary service station existing within the Town will riot
be affected by the amendment and will continue to operate.

L
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PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT ACT 2005

The Bassendean Town Council under and by virtue of the power conferred upon it in that behalf
by the Planning and Development Act, 2005, hereby amends the above local planning scheme
by:

TOWN OF BASSENDEAN

LOCAL PLANNING SCHEME IO

I* Amending the zoriing table as follows:

AMENDMENT No. 11

Use Class

Convenience Store
Service Station

Zones

Town Centre Zone
X

X

Local Sho
X

X

in Zone
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ADOPTION

Adopted by resolution of the Council of the Town of Bassendean at the Ordina M t' f h
Council held on the 910*'* day of F I'\, a 20.9.

I^'^^-^~
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FINAL APPROVAL

Adopted by Resolution of the local government of the Town of Bassendean at the

Ordinary Meeting of Council held on the day of

pursuant to that Resolution the Seal of the Municipality was hereunto affixed in the
presence of:

RECOMMENDEDISUBMITTED FOR FINAL APPROVAL

FINAL APPROVAL GRANTED

, , and

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

DELEGATED UNDER S. 16 OF THE
PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT ACT 2005

Date. . .. ... ... ..

......,

MAYOR

.....,....... .....,..,.......................

MINISTER FOR PLANNING

Date. .

...........,..,...,..,..........,...,.

,................,.,..,..,........
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Amended Application for Development

Approval for Concrete Batching Plant at Lot

I05 (Nos. 2-8) Clune Street, Bassendean

ATTACHMENTS



ATTACHMENT A



job Ref: 8379

26 February 2019

Chief Executive Officer

Town of Bassendean

35 Old Perth Road

BASSENDEAN WA 6054

Attention: Mr Brian Reed - Manager Development Services

Dear Sir

Application to Amend Development Approval - Removal of Conditions
Lot ,05 (No. 21 Clune Street, Bassendean

Rowe Group acts on behalf of the Leasee of Lot 105 IN0.2) Clune Street,

Bassendean ('the subject site'). We have been instructed to prepare and lodge

an Application for Development Approval which seeks approval for the removal
of Conditions.

This Application is made under Clause 77 (1) (c) of Schedule 2 of the Planning

rind Development (Local Pionning Schemes) 2015 ('the Regulations').

In order to progress this matter, we attach the following:

Completed Town of Bassendean Application for Development Approval

form;

Application fee of $295.00 (being the requisite fee associated with an

amendment to a Development Approval);

Copy of the Certificate of Title; and

The following justification.

I^
RowE
GROUP

Subject Site

Level3

369 Newcastle Street

Northbi'idge 6003
Western Australia

The subject site is legally identified as;

Lot 105 on Diagram 62913 Certificate of Title Volume 2110 Folio 480.

p:0892211991
I: 08922119i9

info@rowegroup. comau
rowegroup. coin au

Refer Attachment One - Certificate of Title.

The subject site is approximately 7,563m'. The subject site has frontage to
Clune Street.

Page I
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Background

The Town of Bassendean I'the Town') issued a Development Approval for a concrete batching plant at the

subject site on colanuary 2017. Refer Attachment Two - 201anuary 2017 Development Approval.

The Town issued an amended Development Approval for the addition of three (3) silos and plant equipment at

the subject site on 22 August 2017. Refer Attachment Three - 22 August 2017 Development Approval.

The Town issued an amended Development Approval for minor modifications to the approved concrete

batching plant at the subject site on 27 March 2018. Refer Attachment Four - 27 March 2018 Development

Approval.

Proposed Removal of Conditions

This Application seeks approval for the removal of Conditions 6.7,8.9 and 10 from the Development Approval.

The purpose of this Application is to remove Conditions that overly restrict the operation of the approved
concrete batching plant at the subject site.

Each Condition is addressed individually below

Condition 6

Condition 6 of the Development Approval reads:

^
^

6. Operating house [siC] ore to be restricted to 6:000m to 6:00pm Monday to Soturdoy (public holidoys

exduded), however no front end loader may operate prior to 7:000m;

Our Client intends to 18enerally) operate the concrete batching plant between 12 to 14 hours per day, six (6) days

a week. There may be rare occasions where the plant will operate on a Sunday or public holiday. In order to

facilitate this, we require that Condition 6 be removed from the Development Approval.

We understand that the intent of Condition 6 may have been to impose to alleviate perceived noise impacts on

the surrounding area and nearby noise sensitive land uses.

Our Client has engaged LIDyd George Acoustics to prepare a site specific Environmental Noise Assessment of the

approved concrete batching plant in order to demonstrate compliance with the Environmento1Protection (Noise)

Regulations 7997 I'Noise Regulations'). The Environmental Noise Assessment concludes that noise levels

resulting from operations at the subject site comply with the Noise Regulations at all hours of the day without

the need for mitigation measures.

Refer Attachment Five - Environmental Noise Assessment.

Page 2
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Furthermore, a revised Transport Statement has been prepared by Shawmac to demonstrate that the proposed

operation will not have an adverse traffic impact on the surrounding road network. Based on the assessment of

traffic generation under the existing and the proposed peak period, it is predicted that the existing and

proposed operating schedule will riot have unacceptable impact on the adjacent intersections and road

segments. The proposal to remove the approval condition which restricts operating hours to be between

6:00am-6:00pm is supported from the traffic engineering perspective.

Refer Attachment Six - Revised Transport Statement.

On the basis of the above, we are of the view that Condition 6 should be removed from the Development

Approval.

Conditions 7.9 and 10

Conditions 7.9 and 10 of the Development Approval reads;

7 The onnuoloutput (lionuoiy to 31 December) of the facility 15/1mited to 105,300m' of concrete, '

9. Average production of the piont not exceeding 350m on anygiven doy with a maximum production

capacity o1375m' on onygiven doy without the further OPProvolofthe Townjirst h@ving been obtained;

I O. The Qinount o1concrete botched on-site is to be provided quarterly to the Town by no more than 30

doys alter the end o1eoch quarter ending 31 March, 301une, 30 September and 37 December on any

givenyeor. The quorterly summoiy must Ident!6^. and highlightjor eoch working day the dote grid time

thot the maximum output wos reoched being:

(0) 350m' OS a doily overo8e, ' ond

(b) 375m' OS o daily maximum.

I^

We understand that the intent of Conditions 7.9 and 10 may have been to minimise perceived noise, dust and

waste impacts on the surrounding area. We are of the view that there will be no adverse noise, dust and waste

impacts on the surrounding area. Therefore, Conditions 7.9 and 10 should be removed from the Development

Approval.

As previously mentioned, our Client has engaged Lloyd George Acoustics to prepare a site specific

Environmental Noise Assessment of the approved concrete batching plant in order to demonstrate compliance

with the Noise Regulations. The Environmental Noise Assessment concludes that noise levels resulting from

operations at the subject site comply with the Noise Regulations at all hours of the day without the need for

mitigation measures. Therefore, the proposal will not have any adverse noise impact on the surrounding area

or nearby noise sensitive land uses.

In respect to other environmental impacts such as dust and waste, we have prepared a revised Waste and Dust

Management Plan (WDMP') which demonstrates mitigation measures and management systems to negate any

Page 3
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perceived dust and waste impacts. It should also be noted that in this respect, the proposed operation is

required to comply with the mitigation measures and standards contained in the Environmental Protection

(Concrete Botch!hg ond Cement Moriujocturing) Regulations 7998 ('Concrete Batching Regulations'). The facility will

operate in accordance with the Concrete Batching Regulations, as is required. Such mitigation measures that
are required to be implemented by the Concrete Batching Regulations include:

Not allowing any vehicles carrying concrete or other ingredients of concrete to leave the subject site until it
has been washed;

Materials will not be stored to a height which exceeds that of the material bins;

Material bins incorporate a sprinkler system and wind shields to reduce dust emissions;

An air cleaning system is incorporated in the cement silo to reduce dust emissions; and

The plant incorporates an enclosed transfer point to the conveyor and a fully covered conveyor to reduce
dust emissions.

Refer Attachment Seven - Waste and Dust Management Plan.

Furthermore, the quantity of concrete batched, or the operation times of the plant does not increase the

amount or risk of dust emissions. Mitigation measures and management systems are proposed through the

WDMP and these will ensure dust emissions do not escape or cause an adverse Impact on the surrounding area.

On the basis of the above. we are of the view that Conditions 7.9 and 10 should be removed from the

Development Approval.

Condition 8

r,

Condition 8 of the Development Approval reads:

8,

As previously mentioned, our Client intends to generally operate the concrete batching plant 12 to 14 hours per

day, six (6) days a week. There may be rare occasions where the plant will operate on a Sunday or public

holiday. This will mean that trucks need to have access to the subject site on Sundays and public holidays. In

order to facilitate this, we require that Condition 8 be removed from the Development Approval.

There is to be no access to the site by trucks grid semi-tro"ers on Sundoys or pub"c holidays,

We understand that the intention of Condition 8 may have been to minimise traffic impacts. A revised Transport

Statement has been prepared by Shawmac to demonstrate that the proposed operation will not have an

adverse traffic impact on the surrounding road network.

Refer Attachment Six - Revised Transport Statement.

The revised Transport Statement concludes based on the assessment of traffic generation under the existing

and the proposed peak period, it is predicted that the existing and proposed operating schedule will not have

unacceptable Impact on the adjacent intersections and road segments

Page 4
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In addition, our Client has engaged L!oyd George Acoustics to prepare a site specific Environmental Noise

Assessment of the approved concrete batching plant in order to demonstrate compliance with the Noise

Regulations. The Environmental Noise Assessment concludes that noise levels resulting from operations at the

subject site comply with the Noise Regulations at all hours of the day tincluding Sundays and public holidays)
without the need for mitigation measures.

On the basis of the above, we are of the view that the proposed operation does not have any impacts that
warrant the vehicle access restrictions contained in Condition 8 of the Development Approval. Therefore,
Condition 8 should be removed.

Conclusions

This Application seeks approval to remove Conditions 6.7,8.9 and 10 of the Development Approval issued by

the Town of Bassendean on 27 March 2018. The purpose of this Application is to remove Conditions that overly
restrict the operation of the approved concrete batching plant at the subject site.

This Application should be supported for the following reasons:

An Environmental Noise Assessment prepared by Lloyd George Acoustics demonstrates that the proposed

operation will comply with the Environmento1Protection (Noise) Regulotions 1997 at all times without the need

for noise mitigation measures;

The concrete batching plant will operate in accordance with a Waste and Dust Management Plan and

incorporates the required mitigation measures and management systems set out in the Environmento1

Protection (Concrete Batching and Cement Manufacturing) Regulations 7998. Therefore, the proposal will riot

have any adverse dust and waste impacts on the surrounding area; and

The proposed operation will not have an adverse traffic impact on the surrounding road network as
demonstrated in the revtsed Transport Statement.

Should you require any further information or clarification in relation to this matter, please contact the
undersigned on 9221 1991.

ours faithfully

I^

Nathan Stewart

Rowe Group

CC. Client

Encl.
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Attachment One ~ Certificate of Title

Attachment Two - colanuary 2017 Development Approval

Attachment Three - 22 August 2017 Development Approval

Attachment Four - 27 March 2018 Development Approval

Attachment Five - Environmental Noise Assessment

Attachment Six - Revised Transport Statement

Attachment Seven - Waste and Dust Management Plan

^
I^
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re're'"""ME, A

Owner/s deloils

Reglslered prop, iaio, /, noridowner/SI o11he Quinto, Ised ogonl's deja, s must be provided In Ihis SOCiion. 1:1heie o1 it Iw
landowners please provide Qin rolevonl Informalion on a seporole pogo. Signalure/s musl b@ provided b o11 i I d 'by qn o, 1110j;redogenl, Memollv@Iy. oIdler o1cOnsenl, Which ;$519n@d by. !liedslered proprietors or b Ih, ;'if 9 ^"Prt' '150rbe provided. P ' v e ou homed agenl, con
Fullnome

Company/agency 111 OPPiicoblej Keppel Holdings Ply Ltd

Metropolitan Region Scheme
Form I

Application for Planning Approval

ACN/AsN IIOPpiicobiej
Postal address

Town/suburb

Signalure

Print name and position

If signing on beh01! o10 cornpony OR agencyI

Applicant datal!s

Name/company

Conf oct person

Postal address

Town/suburb

FDX

Appliconlsignalure

Print name Grid position

: 2.2. 501+ ~14-11 I>. 11.7
I P 0 1:3. 0}c L-1.1^

1/1/01<1^;;y
The 10nd"nail, eraull

is A1. .vA, i~o!Q. g In

! N"+^, A SI^!^4 ~ ^. At, , P^An@,~
1115/9nhg on bahnllo, a coinponyqagencyj

Properly dejalls

Certificate of title description of land:

Plan oldiagram 6291a

CDenj

NA

Rowe Group

Naman Slewart

Level3,369 Newcastle Street

Northbridge WA

Western
Australian

\;^^ . ^81^^^,, on

I o1h. coy, eqnlivbn, 1/1"a l!a OPP, =o11",

Centncafe of 11/19 description of land:

Plan or diagram I

Title encumbrances leg. easements, resinclive covenantsj
LOGOmy of developmenl Ihouse no, sired name, suburb, etcj
Nearest street intersection

Btisling buildlng/10nd use

Description of proposed development Grid/or use

Nature of any existing buildings Grid/or use

Approximate cost of proposed development lotc1.9511 $
Esfimaled lime of completion

e Z)11:6CfQ^

Postsode

oil

Postcode

nathan. ,towerI@rowegroup. comau

Date

(, 61^Ls,

1711 1201^

Office use only

Lol No

VOl

AGCeplance officer's initials Date received

Local government reference No. Commission reference No.

Them formation and pbirs pmided v, 11hihis application may hamade available by tileWAPCiorpubliovievJingin conned10/1 Ith I

Lot NO I
VCI

105

2110

Boos

.

.

G372B58

2 Clune Street. Bass. ridean

Clune SIreel and Lavan Street

Gorierele batchlng planl

Dale

Location No

Folio

1811 I9

Location No

Folio

Removal doomdltions 6.7, a. 9 & 10 of current PlanningApproval

Gorierele batchlng plant

300,000.00

2019

480

.
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Addilionol Information to be provided on Ihe MRS Form I :

Is the development within a designated Bushfire Prone Area? Y N

If yes, please provide either o BAL Assessmenf or 8AL Contour maplo assist in the assessment of this
OPPlicafion.

Does your application require deforminallon by a Developmenl Assessment Panel? IDAP) Y/^I)
Please refer 10 the following website for DAP requirements: h"p://WWW. planning. wagov. au/7581. OSp
If yes, please complete DAP Application Form as per DAP requirements.

Checkllsl tsupporling Informalon)

Please coinp!ef e Ihe checklisf below Grid ensure Iha1 o11 I he relevant information is provided wilh the
application.

I. Completed Me IIOPolifan Region Scheme IMRS) Form I

2. Plans o1 a scale nof less than I :500 IA3j showing:-

in Ihe local10n of the site including street names, 101 numberISI, north point Gridlhe dimensions of the
she:

tiny Ihe existing and proposed ground Grid floorlevels over the whole of me land that is the subject of
the OPPllcolion, Including dejaljs of proposed CUI and fill, and retaining walls;

the local10n, meinc dimensions, materials, finishes and type of o110xisiing and proposed SITUcfures,
including services, on the 10nd Ihal is the subject of the subject of the OPPlicafion and all existing
structures and vegelollon proposed to be removed;

11vj the exlsling and proposed use of the SIIe. including proposed hours of operalion and buildings to
be erecled on the site;

Ivj the existing and proposed means of CGcess and agress for pedestrians and vehicles to Grid from
the site;

Ivij fhe location, numbei; dimensions and layoul of o11 car parking spaces Inlendsd to be provided,
including provision forthe disabled;

Nil the location Grid dimensions of any area proposed 10 be provided fortheiooding and unloading
of vehicles carrying goods or commodities 10 Grid from fhe site and the meons of access 10 and
from I hose areas;

Nitj Ihelocofion, dlmensions and design of any open storage or trade dlsploy orea and particulars of
the manner in which It is proposed 10 develop those are OS:

Iixi the naiure and exlenf of any open space and landscaping proposed forthe site; and
Ixj proposed external righfing and signage.

3. Plans, elevations and sections, as OPPropriote, of any building or structure proposed to be erected or
altored and of any building or sliticf ure iris intended 10 rejoin;

4. Any specialist studies Ihollhe responsible authority may require the OPP!icon1 10 undertake In support
of Ihe OPPlicolion such as tramc, heritage, environmental. engineering or urban design studies:

5. Any management plans the responsible aulhorlly may require 10 support orlmplemenf Ihe application:
and

6. Any other plan Grinformolion that the responsible authority may require 10 enoble the OPPlicolion 10
be determined, This may include SCOle models or information in dig"al formals,

For oddifionalinformafion please refer 10 Development Control Policy 1.2
hl!p://WWW. planning. wa. gov. au/dop_pub_pdf/Developinenlol_Control_Policy 1.2. pdf

Metropolitan Region Scheme
Form I

Applicafion for Planning Approval

Iru

^!:

Western
AUSlrollan
Planning,
Commission

Them101malloriaiid p!ans ruraldad wilh this appllcailoii may be made available by thawAPCfor publlevlewlng in connection willIthe application.
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Metropolitan Region Scheme
Form I

Application for Planning Approval

Development OPPlicafion checklist
Lodgemenf requirements

Application signatures

The MRS Form is 10 be sighed by Ihe registered proprietor/s as shown on the
certificate/s of title.

Where the landowner/s connolsign, on authorised agent can sign and
aji ach evidence of the aulhortly.

If the subject land Is owned by a company, you muslconfirm whether it is a
sole proprietorship company and stale the full name/s and position/s of the
company signatory/ies.

Appropriote coinpony signatory/iesinclude one director and the coinpony
secl, Iwo directors, or one director and one secretary,

Eg:

Cerlific. Ie of Tit Ie

John F. Smith - Director
Sinnh Ply Lid

Or

Western

^ Ianning

John F. Smith - Sole Director
Sinnh Ply Lid

If the subject land Is owned by a SIrolo company, consent con be signed
by the sirolo company secrelory or by on elected person of tile sirolo
company providing proof of aulhoiiiy either by letter of delegated authority,
signed by an siralo owners or minutes showing delegated aulhoiily.

Change of name

Ensure the Cent^cafe of Tilts/s ISIare current Iwiihin 6 monthsj and provide
copy/s.

Conlocfs

Applications mode by ellher private owners or companies who have
changed names to Ihaf depicted on the Coalftcafe o1Tifle, musl provide
supporting documentof ion showing the change of name such as:
. a transfer of land document that incorporates a lodgement feeeipf,
. a company search from the AUSirafi. n Securities and Investment

Commission,

. a marriage cerllficate or

. a change of name certificate.

Peler S James - Director
Smith Ply Lid

Contracts of sole

A contact name, phone and email address is essential, In the event more
information Is required and fortssuing correspondence rebiing 10the
Department's decision.

Where the land is subjec110 a contract of sale Dr offer and acceplonce,
evidence of landowner's consent must be provided. Relevanl evidence
may include;
. an express provision of consent by Ihe vendor on the contract of sole or

offer and acceptance,
a lefter of consent from the regislered proprietor/s giving prospective
purchaseds consent 10 lodge Ihe OPPlicalion or
a copy of the transfer of land document Ihaf incorporates clodgemenf
recelpl.

Crown land

Deceased eslales

.

.

Where the land is registered in Ihe name of the Crown, Ihe OPPlicollon form
musl be signed by an authorised officer of the Department of Lands, siding
the name and position. Alternatively, a letter of consent from the Gumorised
Crown land officer

The minimation and plans prgylded wllh Ihls applicalimi may bB made available by the WAPC 101 public ventng in connection viilh the a^11cailori.

Where the 10nd is registered in joint tenonls, a copy of the death centiico+e
of me deceased landowner must be provided. Where Ihe land is regisf ered
in fenanls in common, a COPY of the granl of probate or endorsed enduring
power of oitarney musi be provided.
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Mefropolitcin Region Scheme
Form I

Application for PIqnning Approval

Development application checklisf

Lodgement requirements

Designaied Bushfire
Prone Areo

Emailed documents

Government agencies

If the proposed development Is located within a Bushfire Prone Area
o000rding 10 the Map of Bush Fire Prone Areas, then a BAL assessment or
BAL ContourMop should accompany a development OPPncolion.
Emailed applications or documents ore acceploble, however the
OPPlicolion must be signed by the registered proprietor/s.
Where fhe land Is registered in the name o10 government authority, the
application form musf be signed by on authorised officer of I he relevoni
CUIhoriiy, slating the name and position of the signatory/s. Alternatively, a
letter of consent signed by an authorised officer,

Western
AUSfrattan

\b^ ^g^'^I^^10n

The inlotmalion andplars provided \vilhlhlsapprrcalion may be madeavallable by 1118 WAPCimp;Iblicviewlngln connectlon withine a 11^!10n.



Attachment One - Certificate of Title
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Our Ref:DABC/BDVAPPS/2015-246:TR

RowE GROUP (PLANNING DESIGN DELIVERY)
LEVEL 3,369 NEWCASTLE STREET
NORTHBRIDGE WA 6003

Dear Sir or Madam:

PROPOSED CONCRETE BATCHiNG PLANT - (LOT 105) No. 2.8 cLUNE
STREET BASSENDEAN WA 6054.

I advise that your application has been approved by the State Administrative
Tribunal (SAT), in accordance with the conditions specified on the attached
Notice of Approval. with the Final Orders being:

I. The application is allowed ;

2. The decision of the respondent made on 28 June 2016 to refuse the
amended application as contained in the letter from Rowe Group to the
respondent dated 22 August 2016 and the attachments is set aside and
instead the application for development approval is granted subject to the
conditions attached in Annexure A.

48 Old Perlh Road, Bassendean WA 6054
co But 87, Bassendean WA 6934
e1; (081 93778000 Fan (08) 92794257

Emailg malebassendean. we. , .au
Its halts; wining sondean. wagov. au
AM 20 3,740,108

24 JAN 2011

This approval applies to development approval only, and approval of detailed
building plans and issue of a building permit must precede any development.

Should you wish to discuss any aspect of this matter further, please contact
Council's Planning Officer Timothy Roberts directly on 93778024.

Yours faithfully

has^

B ,^^^ 2.6ad
BRIAN REED
MANAGER DEVELOPMENT SERVICES

20 January 2017

KEPPEL HOLDINGS PIL ATF MANGIONE INVEST TRUST
PO Box 4/9
MDRLEY BC WA 6943

Encl: Determination on Application for Planning Approval
Copy of Approved Plan

Advancing Perlh"s Eastern Region @



APPLICATION FOR DEVELOPMENT APPROVAL

NOTICE OF DETERMINATION ON

NAME OF OWNER:

PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT ACT 2005

ADDRESS:

TOWN OF BASSENDEAN
LOCAL PLANNING SCHEME No. 40

APPLICATION NUMBER: 2015-246

RECEIVED ON:

DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT:
BATCHING PLANT.

KEPPEL HOLDINGS PIL ATF MANGIONE:
INVEST TRUST

The application for development approval is granted subject to the following
conditions:

I. Prior to the issue of a building permit, a development bond for
the sum of $1 0,000 being lodged with the Town of Bassendean
to ensure the satisfactory completion of all works associated
with landscaping, car parking, access ways, screen walls, and
other associated works. In the event the works are not
completed to a satisfactory standard, the Town may call on the
bond for the purposes of completing the works.

2. A detailed landscaping plan being submitted for approval prior to
or in conjunction with the application for a Building Permit which
demonstrates compliance with the following requirements:

(a) Provision of a minimum 6 shade trees for car parking on site;

(b) Shade trees being a minimum height of 2m at the time of
planting;

(c) Eucalyptus Leucoxylon Rosea to be planted with a minimum
pot size at the time of planting of I 00L;

(d) All landscaped areas being reticulated;

2-8 CLUNE STREET BASSENDEAN WA 6054

'81/2/20,5

CONCRETE



(e) A focus on the use of local species as specified within the
Town's adopted Local Planning Policy - Landscaping with
Local Plants.

3. All landscaped areas shall be reticulated and maintained for the
life of the development in accordance with the approved
landscaping plants.

4, Any fencing to be setback a minimum of two (2) metres from the
Ciune Street frontage, behind the landscaping strip as marked in
red on the approved drawings. Fencing is not permitted to be
constructed along the alignment of the Clune Street property
boundary. Fencing along the Wicks Street road reserve post
resumption of the unzoned portion of the lot is to be subject of a
separate planning application. Details of fencing to be submitted
for the approval of the Town in conjunction with or prior to the
issue of the Building Permit.

5. The proposed development is, at all times, to operate in
accordance with the Waste and Dust Management Plan and the
Environmental Protection (Concrete Batching and Cement
Produot Manufacturing) Regulations 1998.

6. Operating house are to be restricted to 6:00am to 6:00pm
Monday to Saturday (public holidays excluded), however no
front end loader may operate prior to 7:00am.

7. The annual output (I January to 31 December) of the facility is
limited to I 05,300m' of concrete.

8. There is to be no access to the site by trucks and semi"trailers
on Sundays or public holidays.

9. Average daily production of the plant not exceeding 350m3 per
working day with a maximum productions capacity of 375m3 on
any given day without the further approval of the Town first
having been obtained.

10. The amount of concrete batched on-site is to be provided
quarterly to the Town by no more than 30 days after the end of
each quarter ending 3, March, 30 June, 30 September and 34
December on any given year. The quarterly summary must
identify and highlight for each working day the date and time that
the maximum output was reached being:

(a) 350m3 as a daily average; and

(b) 375m' as a daily maximum.



I I . Prior to the building permit for the development being issued,
detailed design drawings for the wastewater management
system must be submitted to the Town for approval. The
wastewater management system must thereafter be constructed
in accordance with the approved plans.

I2. Standing water shall riot remain on site for a period greater than
120 consecutive hours, so as to minimise the possibility of
mosquito breeding.

43. All uricontaminated stormwater and drainage runoff produced on
site is to be disposed of onsite via the use of soakwells,
approved by the Town. The soakwells must deal with the entire
land area and be designed to contain a 24 hour storm duration
and I 00-year ARI.

14. A copy of an approval issued by the Department of Environment
Regulation - Licensing Section for the operation of the facility
shall be submitted to the Town prior to operations commencing.

I5. Any stored aggregate or sand outside the building is to be either
wetted at all times or covered to prevent wind driven ' dust
erosion.

16. Any material spills outside the material bins or waste storage
bins are to be immediately wetted prior to removal of the
materials,

.

17. Trucks must be washed down at the slump stand before leaving
the site.

18. No products, goods materials or waste shall be stored outside of
the material bins or waste storage bins unless in a designated
area that has been approved by the Town for this purpose.

19. A bine area is:

(a) To be provided of not less than I om2,

(b) To be screened by a gate and brick walls or other suitable
material to a height of riot less than 1.8m;

(0) To be provided with 75mm minimum thickness concrete
floors grading to a loomm industrial floor waste, with a hose
cock to enable both the bins and bin storage area to be
washed out; and

(d) To be provided with internal walls that are cement rendered
(solid and impervious) to enable easy cleaning.



20. Bins are to be washed only in approved wash down facility
within the bin area; drained to a silt trap and disposal of via the
Water Corporation sewer system or if this is not available, a
Ieach drain soakwell system which is separate to the stormwater
disposal system, or approved system, to the satisfaction of the
Town of Bassendean.

21. The 19 car parking space and t8 trucks parking spaces and
associated access ways shown on the approved drawings being
constructed, kerbed, marked and maintained thereafter to the
Town's satisfaction.

22. Car parking bays being setback two (2) metre minimum from the
existing corner truncation as marked in red on the approved
plans.

23. Concrete mixer trucks are to be parked within an approved truck
parking bay only,

24, Truck parking bays are to conform to the relevant Australian
Standards. Future truck parking as marked on the approved
plans are not approved as part of the planning application and
subject to a future application for development upon resumption
of the unzoned portion of the lot.

25. The required crossover post resumption of the unzoned portion
of land shall be constructed to Council's specifications, (Note:
Separate application and approval required).

26. On completion of construction, all excess articles, equipment,
rubbish and materials being removed from the site and the site
left in an orderly and tody condition.

27. No retail sales to be carried out from the premises.

28.8ignage being subject to a separate application.

29. The street number being prominently displayed at the front of
the development.

30. The issue of a Building Permit prior to the commencement of
any on site works.

Footnotes:

I) The Town of Bassendean encourages the retention of stormwater on-
site through various best management practices, as laid out in its
Planning Policy. Details of the stormwater containment and disposal
method are to be provided with the building licence application.



Dial Before You Dig

Underground assets may exist in the area that is subject to your
application. In the interests of health and safety and in order to
protect damage to third party assets please telephone 1100
before excavating or erecting structures. If alterations are
required to the configuration, size, form or design of the
development upon contacting the Dial Before You Dig service,
an amendment to the development consent (or a new
development application) may be necessary. Individuals owe
asset owners a duty of care that must be observed when
working in the vicinity of plant or assets. It is the individual's
responsibility to anticipate and request the nominal location of
plant or assets on the relevant property via Dial Before You Dig
",, 00" number in advance of any construction activities.

Telecommunications Act 1997 (Commonwealth)
Telstra (and its authorised contractors) are the only companies
that are permitted to conduct works on Telstra's network and
assets. Any person interfering with a facility or installation owned
by Telstra is committing an offence under the Criminal Code Act
I995 (Cth) and is liable for prosecution. Furthermore, damage to
Telstra's infrastructure may result in interruption to the provision
of essential services and significant costs. If you are aware of
any works or proposed works which may affect or impact on
Telstra's assets in any way, please contact Telstra's Network
Integrity Team on 1800 8.0443,

If the development the subject of this approval is not substantially commenced
within a period of 2 years, or such other period as specified in the approval
after the date of the determination, the approval shall lapse and be of no
further effect.

Where an approval has so lapsed, no development shall be carried out
without the further approval of the local government having first been sought
and obtained.

^,^^ ^e^I
BRIAN REED

MANAGER DEVELOPMENT SERVICES
for and on behalf of the Town of Bassendean

20 January 2017
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BASSENDEAN
I 11

Our Ref: DABC/BDVAPPS/2017-103:TR

RowE GROUP (PLANNING DESIGN DELIVERY)
LEVEL 3,369 N EWCASTLE STREET
NORTHBRIDGE WA 6003

Dear Sir or Madam:

PROPOSED AMENDED APPLICATION FOR CONCRETE BATCHING
PLANT - (LOT , o51 No. 2.8 CLUNE STREET BASSENDEAN WA 6054.

Council, at its Ordinary Meeting held on 22 August 2017, considered your
application dated 06 July 2017 for the above.

I advise that your application has been approved in accordance with the
conditions specified on the attached Notice of Approval.

This approval applies to development approval only, and approval of detailed
building plans and issue of a building permit must precede any development.

If you are dissatisfied with the conditions imposed* you may seek a review
either directly to Council in writing prior to the development commencing, or to
the State Administrative Tribunal within 28 days of the date of this approval.
The State Administrative Tribunal website htt ://WWW. sat. 'ustice, wa. ov. au/

48 Old kith Road. 8,330ndean WA 6054
in B" 87, Bassendean WA 6934
Tell (08) 93778000 Fall 1081 92794257
Emall: malletss, Bridean, in. gov. .u
Website WWW. bassend"". wa. ,ov. au
roll 20 3,740,108

provides excellent advice as well as access to the appeal forms.

Should you wish to discuss any aspect of this matter further, please contact
Council's Planning Officer Timothy Roberts directly on 93778024.

Yours faithfully

a ^ SEP 2117

I^-^s

Bmm 2.6ad
BRIAN REED

MANAGER DEVELOPMENT SERVICES

22 August 2017

KEPPEL HOLDINGS PIL ATF MANGIONE INVEST TRUST
PO Box 4/9
MORLEY BC WA 6943

Encl: Determination on Application for Planning Approval
Copy of Approved Plan

Adv. nc, rig Pertlfs Eastern Region O



NOTICE OF DETERMINATION ON

APPLICATION FOR DEVELOPMENT APPROVAL

NAME OF OWNER: KEPPEL HOLDINGS PIL ATF MANGIONE INVEST TRUST

2-8 CLUNE STREET BASSENDEAN WA 6054

APPLICATION NUMBER: 2017-, 03

PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT ACT 2005

TOWN OF BASSENDEAN
LOCAL PLANNING SCHEME No. ,o

ADDRESS:

RECEIVED ON:

DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT: AMENDED
APPLICATION FOR CONCRETE BATCHING PLANT.

The application for development approval is granted subject to the following
conditions:

The proposed car parking spaces marked in red on the approved plans
shall be relocated I. Din closer to the front lot boundary, to ensure that the
southernmost bay does not interfere with the general circulation of vehicles
on site;

2. Prior to the finalis at ion of the approval the applicant shall either confirm in
writing that there will be no increase in traffic to the site as a result of the
amended proposal, or provide a revised traffic management plan for the
approval of the Town, prior to this consent being implemented;

Prior to the finalis ation of this approval the nature and safety of ground
granulated blast furnace slag and end of line combustion processes, be
referred to the Department of Water and Environment Regulations to
ensure that the product complies with the licences issued by the
Department of Water and Environment Regulations; and

All other conditions and requirements detailed on the previous approval
dated 20 January 2017 shall remain unless altered by this approval.

I.

06/07/2047

3.

4.



Footnotes:

i) The Town of Bassendean encourages the retention of stormwater on-site
through various best management practices, as laid out in its Planning
Policy. Details of the stormwater containment and disposal method are to
be provided with the building licence application.

Dial Before You Dig
Underground assets may exist in the area that is subject to your
application. In the interests of health and safety and in order to
protect damage to third party assets please telephone 1100 before
excavating or erecting structures. If alterations are required to the
configuration, size, form or design of the development upon
contacting the Dial Before You Dig service, an amendment to the
development consent (or a new development application) may be
necessary. individuals owe asset owners a duty of care that must
be observed when working in the vicinity of plant or assets. It is the
individual's responsibility to anticipate and request the nominal
location of plant or assets on the relevant property via Dial Before
You Dig "1100" number in advance of any construction activities.

Telecommunications Act 1997 (Commonwealth)
Telstra (and its authorised contractors) are the only companies that
are permitted to conduct works on Telstra's network and assets,
Any person interfering with a facility or installation owned by Telstra
is committing an offence under the Criminal Code Act 1995 (Cth)
and is liable for prosecution. Furthermore, damage to Telstra's
infrastructure may result in interruption to the provision of essential
services and significant costs. If you are aware of any works or
proposed works which may affect or impact on Telstra's assets in
any way, please contact Telstra's Network Integrity Team on 1800
810 443.

If the development the subject of this approval is not substantially commenced
within a period of 2 years, or such other period as specified in the approval after
the date of the determination, the approval shall lapse and be of no further effect.

Where an approval has so lapsed, no development shall be carried out without
the further approval of the local government having first been sought and
obtained.

If an applicant is aggrieved by this determination there is a right of review under
Part t4 of the Planning and Development Act 2005. An application for review
must be lodged within 28 days of the determination.

Emu -~
BRIAN REED
MANAGER DEVELOPMENT SERVICES
for and on behalf of the Town of Bassendean

22 August 2017
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BASSENDEAN
,

Our Ref:DABC/BDVAPPS/2018-019:BR:TR

RowE GROUP
LEVEL 3I 369 NEWCASTLE STREET
NORTHBRIDGE WA 6003

Dear Sir or Madam:

PROPOSED AMENDED APPLICATION FOR CONCRETE BATCHING
PLANT - (LOT I o5) No. 2-8 cLUNE STREET BASSENDEAN WA 6054.

Council, at its Ordinary Meeting held on 27 March 2018, considered your
application dated 07 February 2018 for the above.

I advise that your application has been approved in accordance with the
conditions specified on the attached Notice of Approval.

This approval applies to development approval only, and approval of detailed
building plans and issue of a building permit must precede any development,

48 Old Perlh Road. Bassendean WA 6054
FD B^ 87, Bassendean WA 6934
Tell (08) 9377 8000 rare 1081 92794257
Email; memobassendean. wa. ,UV. au
^fobsile: WWW. bassendean. wa. gnu. a"
An 2031/4^101

If you are dissatisfied with the conditions imposed you may seek a review
either directly to Council in writing prior to the development commencing, or to
the State Administrative Tribunal within 28 days of the date of this approval
The State Administrative Tribunal website htt ://WWW. sat. 'ustice. wa. ov. au/
provides excellent advice as well as access to the appeal forms.

Should you wish to discuss any aspect of this matter further, please contact
Council's Planning oncer Timothy Roberls directly on 93778024.

Yours faithfully

I I APR 20/8

B, ^^ ^:^
BRIAN REED

MANAGER DEVELOPMENT SERVICES

27 March 2018

KEPPEL HOLDINGS PIL ATF UruGIONE INVEST TRUST
PO Box 4/9
MORLEY BC WA 6943

Enc!: Determination on Application for Development Approval
Copy of Approved Plan

ACv. rimg Perms Fast, in Reg an 16



APPLICATION FOR DEVELOPMENT APPROVAL

NOTICE OF DETERMINATION ON

NAME OF OWNER:

PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT ACT 2005

ADDRESS: 2-8 CLUNE STREET BASSENDEAN WA 6054

APPLICATION NUMBER: 2018-019

TOWN OF BASSENDEAN

LOCAL PLANNING SCHEME No. 10

RECEIVED ON:

DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT: AMENDED
APPLICATION FOR CONCRETE BATCHING PLANT.

The application for development approval is granted subject to the following
conditions:

I. Prior to the issue of a Building Permit, a development bond for the
sum of $10,000 being lodged with the Town of Bassendean to
ensure the satisfactory completion of all works associated with
landscaping, car parking, access ways, screen walls, and other
associated works. In the event the works are not completed to a
satisfactory standard, the Town may call on the bond for the
purposes of completing the works;

A detailed landscaping plan being submitted for approval prior to or
in conjunction with the application for a Building Permit, which
demonstrates compliance with the following requirements:

(a) Provision of 6 shade trees for car parking on site;

(b) Shade trees being planted with a minimum pot size of 90L
and a minimum height of 2m at the time of planting;

(0) Eucalyptus Leucoxylon Rosea to be planted with a minimum
pot size of 100L and a minimum height of 2 metres at the time
of planting;

KEPPEL HOLDINGS PIL
ATF MANGIONE INVEST TRUST

07/02/2018

2



(d)

(e)

3.

All landscaped areas being reticulated; and

A focus on the use of local species as specified within the
Town's adopted Local Planning Policy ~ Landscaping with
Local Plants;

All landscaped areas shall be reticulated and maintained for the life
of the development in accordance with the approved landscaping
plan. Landscaping along the Wicks Street road reserve post
resumption of the unzoned portion of the lot is to be subject of a
separate development application;

Any fencing to be setback a minimum of two (2) metres from the
aune Street frontage, behind the landscaping ship as detailed on
the approved drawings. Fencing along the Wicks Street road reserve
post resumption of the unzoned portion of the lot is to be subject of a
separate development application;

The proposed development is, at all times, to operate in accordance
with the Waste and Dust Management Plan and the Environmental
Protectibn (Concrete Batch^^g and Cement Product Menui^acturing)
Regulations 1998;

Operating house are to be restricted to 6:00am to 6:00pm Monday to
Saturday (public holidays excluded), however, no front end loader
may operate prior to 7:00am;

The annual output (, January to 34 December) of the facility is
limited to 105,300m3 of concrete;

There is to be no access to the site by trucks and semi~trailers on
Sundays or public holidays;

Average daily production of the plant riot exceeding 350m3 on any
given day with a maximum production capacity of 375m' on any
given day without the further approval of the Town first having been
obtained;

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

IO. The amount of concrete batched on-site is to be provided quarterly
to the Town by no more than 30 days after the end of each quarter
ending 31 March, 30 June, 30 September and 34 December on any
given year, The quarterly summary must identify and highlight for
each working day the date and time that the maximum output was
reached being:

(a) 350m' as a daily average; and

(b) 375m' as a daily maximum.

,



11. Prior to the building permit for the development being issued,
detailed design drawings for the wastewater management system
must be submitted to the Town for approval. The wastewater
management system must thereafter be constructed in accordance
with the approved plans;

Standing water shall not remain on site for a period greater than 120
consecutive hours, so as to minimise the possibility of mosquito
breeding.

All uricontaminated stormwater and drainage runoff produced on site
is to be disposed of onsite via the use of soakwells, approved by the
Town. The soakwells must deal with the entire land area and be
designed to contain a 24 hour storm duration and I% average
exceedance probability, Details of stormwater disposal being
submitted for the approval of the Town in conjunction with or prior to
the issue of a Building Permit, in accordance with Local Planning
Policy No. 14 - On-site Stormwater Policy.

A copy of an approval issued by the Department of Environment
Regulation - Licensing Section for the operation of the facility shall
be submitted to the Town prior to operations commencing.

Any stored aggregate or sand outside the building is to be either
wetted at all times or covered to prevent wind driven dust erosion,

Any material spills outside the material bins or waste storage bins
are to be immediately wetted prior to removal of the materials.

Trucks must be washed down at the slump stand before leaving the
site,

No products, goods materials or waste shall be stored outside of the
material bins or waste storage bins unless in a designated area that
has been approved by the Town for this purpose.

A bin area is:

(a) To be provided of not less than I Din2,

(b) To be screened by a gate and brick walls or other suitable
material to a height of not less than 1.8m;

(0) To be provided with 75mm minimum thickness concrete floors
grading to a loomm industrial floor waste, with a hose cock to
enable both the bins and bin storage area to be washed out;
and

(d) To be provided with internal walls that are cement rendered
(solid and impervious) to enable easy cleaning.

12.

13.

14,

15.

16.

17,

18.

I9.



Bins are to be washed only in an approved wash down facility within
the bin area; drained to a silt trap and disposed of via the Water
Corporation sewer system or if this is not available, a Ieach drain
soakwel! system which is separate to the stormwater disposal
system, or approved system, to the satisfaction of the Town of
Bassendean.

The I9 car parking space and 18 trucks parking spaces and
associated access ways shown on the approved drawings being
constructed, kerbed, marked and maintained thereafter to the
Town's satisfaction.

Concrete mixer trucks are to be parked within an approved truck
parking bay only.

Truck parking bays are to conform to the relevant Australian
Standards. Future truck parking is subject to a future application for
development upon resumption of the unzoned portion of the lot.

The required crossover post resumption of the unzoned portion of
land shall be constructed to Council's specifications. (Note: Separate
application and approval required).

On completion of construction, all excess articles, equipment,
rubbish and materials being removed from the site and the site left in
an orderly and tidy condition.

No retail sales to be carried out from the premises.

Signage being subject to a separate application.

The street number being prominentty displayed at the front of the
development.

The issue of a Building Permit prior to the commencement of any on
site works.

Footnotes:

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

i) The Town of Bassendean encourages the retention of stormwater on"
site through various best management practices, as laid out in its
Planning Policy. Details of the stormwater containment and disposal
method are to be provided with the building licence application,

Dial Before You Dig

Underground assets may exist in the area that is subject to your
application. In the interests of health and safety and in order to
protect damage to third party assets please telephone 1100
before excavating or erecting structures.



If alterations are required to the configuration, size, form or
design of the development upon contacting the Dial Before You
Dig service, an amendment to the development consent (or a
new development application) may be necessary. Individuals
owe asset owners a duty of care that must be observed when
working in the vicinity of plant or assets. It is the individual's
responsibility to anticipate and request the nominal location of
plant or assets on the relevant property via Dial Before You Dig
", 100" number in advance of any construction activities.

Telecommunications Act 1997 (Commonwealth)

The ribn TM network is Australia's new landline phone and
internet network. It's designed to provide all Australians with
access to fast and reliable phone and internet services, no
matter where you live. ribn (the company) was established in
2009 to design, build and operate Australia's new broadband
network. They are responsible for providing wholesale services
to phone companies and internet service providers who offer
ribnT" plans for homes and businesses.

Each building unit or lot in a new real estate development needs
to be serviced by "fibre-ready facilities" under the
Telecommunications Act. For new homes, ribn enables
developers to connect to the ribnTM network upfront in the new
build but the developer needs to apply viaprocess -

WWW, ribn, coin. au/newdevelo merits, ribn asks that you apply at
least 3 months before civils commence. If you do riot have these
facilities in place, there may be a delay with your titles process.

Telstra and ribn (and its authorised contractors) are the only
companies that are permitted to conduct works on network and
assets.

Any person interfering with a facility or installation owned by
Telstra or ribn is committing an offence under the Criminal Code
Act 1995 (Cth) and is liable for prosecution. Furthermore,
damage to telecommunication infrastructure may result in
interruption to the provision of essential services and significant
costs. If you are aware of any works or proposed works which
may affect or impact on assets in any way, please contact
Telstra's Network Integrity Team on 1800 810 443 or ribn on

If the development the subject of this approval is not substantially commenced
within a period of 2 years, or such other period as specified in the approval
after the date of the determination, the approval shall lapse and be of no
further effect.

relocationworks ribnco. coin. au



Where an approval has so lapsed* no development shall be carried out
without the further approval of the local government having first been sought
and obtained.

If an applicant is aggrieved by this determination there is a right of review
under Part 14 of the Planning and Development Act 2005. An application for
review must be lodged within 28 days of the determination.

BRIAN REED
MANAGER DEVELOPMENT SERVICES

for and on behalf of the Town of Bassendean

27 March 2018
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Acoustics

joyd George Acoustics
PO Box 717

Hilla, ys WA 6923
T; 04/26/1330 F:93004199

W: WWW. 18acousiics. comau

Environmental

Noise Assessment
Lot 105 (2-8) Clune Sireef, Bassendean

a
C^

Reference: 18/14736-01B

Prepared for:
BGC Australia



Report: 1,811.4736-01. B

Lloyd George Acoustics Pty Ltd

E : d""1,101"", au*I"L rain .,"

M: 0439032844

Daniel Lloyd

ABN: 79125812544

PO Box 717

Hillarys WA 6923

T: 93004L88I 940,777o
F: 93004L99

This report has been prepared in accordance with the scope of services described in the contract or

agreement between Lloyd George Acoustics Pty Ltd and the Client. The report relies upon data, surveys,

measurements and results taken at or under the particular times and conditions specified herein. Any

findings, conclusions or recommendations only apply to the aforementioned circumstances and no greater

reliance should be assumed or drawn by the Client. Furthermore, the report has been prepared solely for

use by the Client, and Lloyd George Acoustics Pry Ltd accepts 00 responsibility for its use by other parties.
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I INTRODUCTION

LIDyd George Acoustics was commissioned by BGC Australia to conduct an Environmental Noise
Assessment of a Concrete Batching Plant at Lot 105 (2-8) Clune Street, Bassendean - refer F1^ure I-
I. The site is amongst "Industrial" zoriing with "Residential" to the southeast, with the nearest at a
distance of approximately 430 metres.

The facility exists currently but proposes to operate a 24 hour batching plant, which involves loading
of aggregate, sand and cement material into concrete mixing trucks. This report provides an
assessment of operations as they might occur during critical night time periods.

The site was assessed by way of noise modelling and supplemented by site measurements, This
report assesses the noise levels in accordance with the Environmento1 Protection (Noise) Regulotions
1997 (Noise Regulations),

Lloyd George Acoustics
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2 C RITE RIA

Environmental noise in Western Australia is governed by the Environmental Protection Act 1986,
through the Environmental Protection (Noise) Regulations 1997 (Noise Regulations).

Regulation 7 defines the prescribed standard for noise emissions as follows:

"7. (1) Noise emitted from any premises or public place when received at other premises -

tai Must not cause or significantly contribute to, a level of noise which exceeds the
assigned level in respect of noise received at premises of that kind; and

(b) Must be free of -

i. Tonality;

ii. Impulsiveness; and

Modulation".

A ",.. noise emission is taken to signoficontly contribute to a level of noise if the noise emission
exceeds a value which is 5 dB below the assigned level. ,."

Tonality, impulsiveness and modulation are defined in Regulation 9. Noise is to be taken to be free
of these characteristics if

(a) The characteristics cannot be reasonably and procticably removed by techniques other
than attenuating the overall level of noise emission; and

(b) The noise emission complies with the standard after the adjustments of Table 2I are
made to the noise emission as measured at the point of reception.

Table 2- I Adjustments for Intrusive Characferisfics

Tonality

1/1 .

Lloyd George Acoustics

The baseline assigned levels (prescribed standards) are specified in Regulation 8 and are shown in
Table 2-2.

Noie: The above are cumulative to a maximum o1 15dB

Modulation

Reference: 181,4736-DIB

Impulsiveness
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Premises Receiving
Noise

Table 2-2 Baseline Assigned Noise Levels

Assigned Level IdBj

Ndse sensitive

premises: highly
sensitive area

0700 to 1900 hours Monday to Saturday
toay)

Time Of Day

0900 to 1900 hours Sunday and public
holidays tsunday)

1900 to 2200 hours all days (Evening)

Coinmercia

Industrial

I highly sensitive oreo riteansihat areajif anyjof noise sensitive premises comprising -
Iai a building. or a pan of a building, on the premises that is used for a noise sensitive purpose; and
Ib) any other part of the premises within 15 metres of that building of that part of the building.

The influencing factor has been calculated as 11 dB at the nearest noise sensitive receiver as shown
in Tobie 2-3. Note that this receiver is approximately 430 metres south of the subject site,

Table 2-31nfluencing Factor Calculofion

Within 450 metre Radius

Lloyd George Acoustics

2200 hours on any day to 0700 hours
Monday to Saturday and 0900 hours
Sunday and public holidays (Night)

45 +

influencing
factor

All hours

40 +

influencing
factor

LA,

55 +

influencing
factor

40 +

influencing
factor

Description

50 +

influencing
factor

Industrial Land

65 +

innuendng
factor

35 +

influencing
factor

50 +

influencing
factor

Commercial Land

65 +

influencing
factor

Within 100 metre Radius

60

45 +

influencing
factor

55 +

influencing
factor

Table 2-4 shows the assigned noise levels for the commercial and industrial neighbours and the
noise sensitive premises tincluding the influencing factor), The receiving noise sensitive premises
are identified in F1^ure 2-1. The Land use map of the area near the facility is provided in Appendix A.

1.1. dB

1.1 %

75

55 +

influencing
fa ctor

O dB

O%

Transport Fador

80

Reference: 18/14736-DIB

90

Total

3.9 dB

39 %

O dB

O%

6 dB

,. IdB
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Table 2-4 Assigned Noise Levels

,2.

4, ,.

Industrial Lots

Noise sensitive

premises: highly
sensitive area

^,

0700 to 1900 hours Monday to Saturday
IDaY)

Time Of Day

.

0900 to 1900 hours Sunday and public
holidays (Sunday)

1900 to 2200 hours all days IEveningj

2200 hours on any day to 0700 hours
Monday to Saturday and 0900 hours
Sunday and public holidays (Night)

All hoursIndustrial

It must be rioted the assigned noise levels above apply outside a receiving premises and at a point at
least 3 metres away from any substantial reflecting surfaces and within 15 metres of a noise
sensitive building.

Reference: 181,4736-DIB

Assigned Level IdBj

LAj
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Lloyd George Acoustics

It is rioted the assigned noise levels are statistical levels and therefore the period over which they
are determined is important. The Regulations define the Representative Assessment Period (RAP) as
a period of time of not less than 15 minutes, and not exceed^^g 4 hours, which is determined by an
inspector or authorised person to be appropriate for the assessment of a noise emission, having
regard to the type and nature of the noise emission. An inspector or outhorised person is a person
appointed under Sections 87 & 88 of the Environmento1 Protection Act 1986 and include Local

Government Environmental Health Officers and Officers from the Department of Environment
Regulation. Acoustic consultants or other environmental consultants are riot appointed as an
inspector or authorised person. Therefore, whilst this assessment is based on a 4 hour RAP which is

assumed to be appropriate given the nature of the operations, this is to be used for guidance only.

3 METHODOLOGY

Computer modelling has been used to predict the noise emissions from the site, augmented by site
measured operations. The software used was SoundPLAN 8.1 with the ISO 961.3 algorithms (ISO
17354 compliant) selected. These algorithms have been selected as they include the influence of
wind and atmospheric stability. Input data required in the model are:

. Meteorological Information;

. Topographical data;

. Ground Absorption; and

. Source sound power levels.

3.1 Meteorological Information

Meteorological information utilised is provided in Table 3-I and is considered to represent worst-
case conditions for noise propagation. At wind speeds greater than those shown, sound
propagation may be further enhanced, however background noise from the wind itself and from
local vegetation is likely to be elevated and dominate the ambient noise levels.

Table 3- I Modelling Mefeorological Conditions

Night 11900-0700j

' Note that the modelling pacLage used allows tor all wind directions to be modelled simultaneously

It is generally considered that compliance with the assigned noise levels needs to be demonstrated
for 98% of the time, during the day and night periods, for the month of the year in which the worst-
case weather conditions prevail. In most cases, the above conditions occur for more than 2% of the
time and therefore must be satisfied.

Parameter

Temperature 1'0

Humidity I%)

Wind Speed jin/s)

Wind Direction*

Reference: 18/14736-DIB

1.5

50

Up to Sin/s
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Topographical Data

Topographical data was adapted from Google EOFth, site photographs and site plans. Existing
neighbouring and on site buildings have also been included as these can provide barrier attenuation
when located between a source and receiver, much the same as a hill.

3.3 Ground Absorpfion

Ground absorption varies from a value of O to I, with O being for an acoustical Iy reflective ground
(e. g. water or bitumen) and I. for acousticalIy absorbent ground (e. g. grass). In this instance, a value
0.1 has been used for all roads, site car park and hard stand areas.

3.4 Source Sound Levels

The general list of noise emissions considered in the assessment are based on typical activities on
site, including:

. Front end loader working in material bins area;

. Dry loading of concrete truck;

. Wet Slumping of concrete truck; and

o Cement blowing (loading silo with cement from a delivery truck).

Short term measurements on site within close proximity of the above observed activities were used
to derive source levels. Based on these near field measurements, a set of source sound power levels
were calculated for the noisiest operations refer Table 3-2,

Table 3-2 Source Sound Power Levels, dB(A)

Octave Band Centre Frequency (Hzj

Lloyd George Acoustics

Loading Aggregate into Hopper- Lj

Loader working material area - L,

Truck Reversing Beeper- L,

Batching - Dry Loading into Truck - LID

Wet Slumping mixture in Truck - Ljo

Cement Blowing Ljo

Description

3.5 Description of Operations

The items listed in Toble 3-2 were identified as the noisiest repetitive operations on site. Other
short term events such as raw material deliveries and trucks moving were considered less of an
impact for assessment purposes due to their short term nature. With the exception of the loader,
the noise sources are generally at static locations around the main mixing tower.

86

125

88

82

250

91

90

500

80

92

81

95

83

Ik

Reference: 18/1473601B
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100

87

1.00

85

zk

90

97

96

104

1.02

4k

103

93

96

1.02

105

100

Overall

dBIA)

102

93

104

97

109

1.04

Log

92

107

ton

99

83

103

1.02

94

105

96

109

112
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The loader was observed to be confined to working in front of the material bins, generally pushing
delivered aggregate and sand into mounds and loading into the main conveyor hopper as required.
This occurs for as long as required to maintain the quantities in the main batching tower, While the
loader may work for as long as required to be considered an Ljo noise source for a given RAP, it is
constantly moving throughout the bins and hopper areas and then parking again for a time. As such,
it was considered most conservative to assess the loader as an Lt source but to position it at a point
that is worst case for noise, in this case that is in front of the southern most bin.

Typically, the batching tower loads a single concrete truck with a dry mixture of material. The truck
engine is idling at this time and operating its mixer drum. When fully loaded, the truck moves into
the wet "slumping" area, where water is fed into the drum while the mixer continues to run. At

peak throughput, two trucks can be simultaneously loading and slumping. Any trucks waiting to load
will be on site and parked with engines turned off.

Cement blowing describes the activity of loading the batching silo with dry cement powder by way
of a delivery truck. The truck has a powered pump at the back that feeds the powder from the truck
up into the tower.

The truck reversing tone is based on field noise measurements and conservative Iy normalised
against industry standards. It is modelled at 0.5m above ground level.

Given the proposed hours of operation being for 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, the night-time
scenario is most critical for noise sensitive premises. Noise modelling scenarios are:

I, Night LAio- Consists of 2 concrete trucks (I slumping, I dry loading) in loading positions, and
a cement blowing activity occurring;

2. Night LAz- Consists of all the activities of scenario I but with the addition of Loader working,
hopper loading noise, and a reversing beeper in the mixer truck area;

An image of the noise model for Scenario 2 is shown in Figure 3-1.

Lloyd George Acoustics
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4 RESULTS

4.1 Scenario I : Predicted Noise Night LA, o

The results of the LAjo Night scenario noise modelling are shown as a noise level contour plot in
Figure 4-1 and summarised below in Table 4-1.

Table 4-1 Predicted Night Noise Levels, dB IAIo

Guildford Road Residents

(Southeast)

Industrial Boundary
(Southwest)

Location

Noise is highest at the neighbouring industrial site boundary, with a combined level of 65 dB LAID
with dry loading noise being dominant. Over the representative period the noise level was not
observed to be tonal due to the noise being from several activities occurring simultaneously. The
noise level therefore marginalIy complies with the Industrial assigned level of 65 dB LAj .

At the nearest residential sites along Guildford Road to the South, the noise levels are predicted to
be 8 dB below the assigned level for noise sensitive premises,

4.2 Scenario 2: Predicted Noise Night LAi

The results of the Night LAjscenario noise modelling are shown as a noise level contour plot in Figure
4-2 and summarised below in Tobie 4-2.

Table 4-2 Predictsd Nighf Noise Levels, dB LAi

Slumping

Lloyd George Acoustics

Dry
Loading

Cement

Blowing
Overall

Critical

Assigned
Level, dB

LA, o

Guildford Road Residents

(Southeastj

Industrial Boundary
ISOuthwest)

*Also includes the LAID noise Sources from Scenario I.

Noise is highest at the neighbouring industrial site boundary, with a combined level of 69 dB LAj with
dry loading noise being dominant. Over the representative period the noise level was again not
considered to have tonal characteristics. Impulsiveness characteristics may be audible at the
industrial boundaries which would apply a +10 dB penalty. Despite this penalty, the noise level
therefore complies with the Industrial assigned level of 80 dB LAj,

At the nearest residential properties along Guildford Road to the South, the noise levels are
predicted to be 16 dB below the assigned level for noise sensitive premises.

Location

Exceedence

Amount

Hopper
Loading

Complies

Complies

Reversing
Alarm

27

65

Loader

Working

35

Reference: 181,4736-01B

58

Overall*

Critical

Assigned
Level, dB

LAt

Exceedence

Amount

Complies

Complies
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5 CONCLUSION

Noise levels resulting from operations at the existing Concrete Batching facility at Lot 105 (2-8) Clune
Street, Bassendean have been assessed and demonstrated to comply with the most critical night
time assigned levels at residential and industrial premises, as determined in accordance with the
Environmento1 Protection (Noise) Regulations 1997. Operations are demonstrated to comply at all
hours of the day without the need for mitigation measures,

Lbyd George Acoustics
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The following is an explanation of the terminology used throughout this report.

Decibel(dBj
The decibel is the unit that describes the sound pressure and sound power levels of a noise source, It
is a logarithmic scale referenced to the threshold of hearing.

A-Weighting
An A-weighted noise level has been filtered in such a way as to represent the way in which the human
ear perceives sound. This weighting reflects the fact that the human ear is not as sensitive to lower
frequencies as it is to higher frequencies. An A-weighted sound levelis described as LA dB.

Sound Power Level ILw)
Under normal conditions, a given sound source will radiate the same amount of energy, irrespective of
its surroundings, being the sound power level. This is similar to a I. kW electric heater always radiating
IkW of heat. The sound power level of a noise source cannot be directly measured using a sound level
meter but is calculated based on measured sound pressure levels at known distances. Noise modelling
incorporates source sound power levels as part of the input data.

Sound Pressure Level ftp)
The sound pressure level of a noise source is dependent upon its surroundings, being influenced by
distance, ground absorption, topography, meteorological conditions etc and is what the human ear
actually hears. Using the electric heater analogy above, the heat will vary depending upon where the
heater is located, just as the sound pressure level will vary depending on the surroundings. Noise
modelling predicts the sound pressure level from the sound power levels taking into account ground
absorption, barrier effects, distance etc.

Lloyd George Acoustics

LASl@w

This is the noise level in decibels, obtained using the A frequency weighting and the S time weighting
as specified in As1259. ,.-1990. Unless assessing modulation, all measurements use the slow time
weighting characteristic.

LAF@st

This is the noise level in decibels, obtained using the A frequency weighting and the F time weighting
as specified in As1259. I-1990. This is used when assessing the presence of modulation only.

LAPeo*

This is the maximum reading in decibels using the A frequency weighting and P time weighting
Asi2s9. I-1990.

LAm, ,

An LAm. * levelis the maximum A"weighted noise level during a particular measurement.

LA!

An LAj level is the A-weighted noise level which is exceeded for one percent of the measurement
period and is considered to represent the average of the maximum noise levels measured.

LAzo

An LAID level is the A-weighted noise level which is exceeded for 10 percent of the measurement
period and is considered to represent the 'Vntrusive" noise level.



LA, q
The equivalent steady state A-weighted sound level ("equal energy") in decibels which, in a specified
time period, contains the same acoustic energy as the time-varying level during the same period. It is
considered to represent the "average" noise level.

LA9o

An LAgo level is the A-weighted noise level which is exceeded for 90 percent of the measurement
period and is considered to represent the "background" noise level.

One-Third-Octave Bond

Means a band of frequencies spanning one-third of an octave and having a centre frequency between
25 Hz and 20 000 Hz inclusive.

LAm@x assigned level

Means an assigned levelwhich, measured as a LAs!,, value, is not to be exceeded at any time.

LAz assigned level
Means an assigned level which, measured as a LAsj. , value, is not to be exceeded for more than I% of
the representative assessment period.

LA, o assigned level
Means an assigned levelwhich, measured as a LAsj, ,value, is not to be exceeded for more than 1.0% of
the representative assessment period.

Tonal Noise

A tonal noise source can be described as a source that has a distinctive noise emission in one or more

frequencies. An example would be whining or droning. The quantitative definition of tonality is:

the presence in the noise emission of tonal characteristics where the difference between -

(a)

(b)

the A-weighted sound pressure level in any one-third octave band; and

is greater than 3 dB when the sound pressure levels are determined as LA, r levels where the time
period T is greater than 1.0% of the representative assessment period, or greater than 8 dB at any time
when the sound pressure levels are determined as LAsj, , levels.

the arithmetic average of the A-weighted sound pressure levels in the 2 adjacent one-third
octave bands,

This is relatively common in most noise sources.

Moduloting Noise
A modulating source is regular, cyclic and audible and is present for at least 10% of the measurement
period. The quantitative definition of modulation is:

a variation in the emission of noise that -

(a)

(b)

is more than 3 dB LA Fad or is more than 3 dB LA Fart in any one-third octave band;

is present for at least 1.0% of the representative.

Impulsive Noise



An impulsive noise source has a short-term banging, clunking or explosive sound. The quantitative
definition of impulsiveness is:

a variation in the emission of a noise where the difference between LA .. k and LA until is more than 1.5
dB when determined for a single representative event;

Major Road
Is a road with an estimated average daily traffic count of more than 15,000 vehicles.

Secondory/Minor Road
Is a road with an estimated average daily traffic count of between 6,000 and 15,000 vehicles.

Influencing Factor (IF)

^ -(% Typ^ Aun + % Tyre A, ,,)+-(% Typ^Bun + % TyreB, ,, )10 20 100 450
where :

% Type AIDo = the percentageof industrial land within
alOOm ridius of the premises receiving the noise

%TypeAqso = the percentageof industrial land within
a 450m radius of the premises receiving the noise

% TypeB, co = the percentage of commercial land within
alOOm radius of the premises receiving the noise

%TypeB4so = the percentageof commercialland within
a 450m radius of the premises receiving the noise

+ Traffic Factor (maximum of 6 dB)
= 2 for Gaoli secondary road within loom
= 2 for each major road within 450m
= 6 for each majorroad withinlOOm

Represent@tive Assessment Period

Means a period of time not less than 1.5 minutes, and riot exceeding four hours, determined by an
inspector or authorised person to be appropriate for the assessment of a noise emission, having
regard to the type and nature of the noise emission.

Background Noise
Background noise or residual noise is the noise level from sources other than the source of concern.
When measuring environmental noise, residual sound is often a problem. One reason is that
regulations often require that the noise from different types of sources be dealt with separately. This
separation, e. g. of traffic noise from industrial noise, is often difficult to accomplish in practice.
Another reason is that the measurements are normally carried out outdoors. Wind-induced noise,
directly on the microphone and indirectly on trees, buildings, etc. , may also affect the result. The
character of these noise sources can makeit difficult or even impossible to carry out any corrections.

Ambient Noise

Means the level of noise from all sources, including background noise from near and far and the
source of interest.

Specific Noise
Relates to the component of the ambient noise that is of interest. This can be referred to as the noise
of concern or the noise of interest.

Peak Component Particle Velocity (PCPV)



The maximum instantaneous velocity in mm/s of a particle at a point during a given time interval and
in one of the three orthogonal directions (x, y or z) measured as a peak response. Peak velocity is
normally used for the assessment of structural damage from vibration.

Peak Primcle Velocity ipPV)
The maximum instantaneous velocity in mm/s of a particle at a point during a given time interval and
is the vector sum of the PCPV for the x, y and z directions measured as a peak response. Peak velocity
is normally used for the assessment of structural damage from vibration.

RMS Component Particle Velocity (PCPV)
The maximum instantaneous velocity in min/s of a particle at a point during a given time interval and
in one of the three orthogonal directions (x, y or z) measured as a root mean square (rins) response.
RMS velocity is normally used for the assessment of human annoyance from vibration.

Peck Pontcle Velodty ipPV)
The maximum instantaneous velocity in min/s of a particle at a point during a given time interval and
is the vector sum of the PCPV for the x, y and z directions measured as a root mean square Irms)
response. RMS velocity is normally used for the assessment of human annoyance from vibration.
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I. Summary

Shawmac was commissioned to assess the impacts associated with the proposed change of operating conditions

for the existing concrete batching plant located at Lot I 05 (No. 2) Clune Street, Bassendean, in the Town of
Bassendean.

This Transport Impact Statement has been prepared in accordance with the WAPC Transport Impact Assessment

Guidelines for Developments: Volume 4 -Individual Developments (2016), for lodgement with the Development
Application.

Based on the assessment of traffic generation under the existing and the proposed peak period, it is predicted

that the existing and proposed operating schedule will riot have unacceptable impact on the adjacent intersections

and road segments. The proposal to remove the approval condition which restrlcts operating hours to be between
6:00am-6:00pm is supported from the traffic engineering perspective.
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2. Introduction

2.1. Background

Shawmac has been commissioned to prepare a Transport Impact Statement to assess the potential traffic impacts

associated with the proposed change of operating conditions for the existing concrete batching plant located at

Lot I 05 (No. 2) Clune Street, Bassendean, in the Town of Bassendean. The approved site plan of the facility is
shown in Appendix A.

A transport impact statement was prepared for the development prior to its establishment. The concrete plant has
been established with the planning approval and a list of conditions, one of the conditions states:

"Operating hours are to be restricted to 6:00am to 6:00pm Monday to Saturday (public holidays

excluded), however 00 front-end loader may operate priori0 7:00am. "

To suit adaptive workload, this condition is proposed to be removed and the purpose of this report is to assess

the traffic impact. Whilst the facility could operate 24 hours a day, the facility intends to (generally) operate the

concrete batching plant between 12 to 14 hours per day, six (6) days a week. The defined operating hours are

subject to change on a day to day basis depending on workload. It is rioted that the proposal also seeks to remove

a number of conditions which restrictthe production of the approved plant. As advised, removal of theseconditions

will riot affect the output amount as outlined in Table I.

2.2. Site Location

The subject site is located as shown in Figure I. An aerial view (January 2019) of the established concrete
batching plant is shown in Figure 2.

PC.

I "

') Bayswaiei
\

,

^2 Clurio SI, "I

Subjectslte

^

I

Figure I - Site Location
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In undertaking the study, the information listed below was referenced.

. WAPC Transport Impact Assessment Guidelines for Developments: Volume 5 - Individual
Developments

. MRWA Functional Hierarchy Criteria ;
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3. Site Proposal

3.1. Site Operation

The site currently operates from 6:00 am to 6:00 pm. Due to the seasonal effect on concrete demand, particularly

during summer times, concrete is required to be delivered early in the morning and the opening hours of the site

is required to start early (for example 4:00am). Discussion with the client indicates the length of daily operation

should be flexible between I2-14 hours, therefore the site requires a flexible opening hour and removal of the

approval condition which restricts the site to operate from 6:00 am to 6 :00 pin.

The client has advised that the maximum tealstic) output efficiency of the plant is loom3 per hour' Although the

site output efficiency varies based on demand, for the purpose of this assessment, traffic assigned to the road

network is based on the maximum output efficiency. The required transport metrics to meet the maximum output
efficiency is shown in Table I .

Peak Hour

Daily 02-houroperation)

3.2. Delivery Route

Output
Amou

The existing delivery route is via Clune Street, Lavan Street and Jackson Street to Collier Road and Tonkin

Highway. Although the access roads within the new industrial subdivision (Lot 10 Railway Parade) provides

additional routes from the site to access the greater road network, materials delivery to the site and concrete

export from the site will riot change

Table I - Transport Metrics

loom3

1200ma

Agitator Aggregates

4 (375)

45

Total
Vehicles

Vehicles
Movements

jin & out)
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4. Existing Situation

4.1. Existing Roads

An extract of the Main Roads Road Information Mapping web tool is shown in Figure 3 and shows the road

hierarchy surrounding the site. An aerlal view showing the latest configuration of adjacent network is shown in
Figure 4,
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Clune Street

Clune Street is the southwestern boundary of the site. It is a two-way, single carriageway road with a 9.8m kern-

to-kerb width. Clune Street is the only road provides frontage access to subject site. The north-western end of

Clune Street terminates at a CUI de sac and review of the latest aerial photo indicates the south end of Clune

Street has been connected to the access roads of a new in dustrlal subdivision (Tonkin Highway Industrial Estate

or THIE). Under the MRWA Functional Road Hierarchy, Clune Street is classified as an Access Road. Clune

Street operates with a 50 kmlh speed limit.

Lavan Street

Figure 4 - Adjacent Road Network Aerial View IJan 2019)

Lavan Street is located 120m north of the site. Before establishment of Tonkin Highway Industrial Estate, Lavan

Street was the most convenient Access Roads connecting Clune Street to Jackson Street. Lavan Street is

classified as an Access Road under the MRWA Functional Road Hierarchy and operates with a 50kmlh speed
limit.

Jackson Street

Jackson Street a Local Distributor Road provide access between Corner Road and Railway Parade. Jackson

Street operates with a 50km/h speed limit.

, Q. .,
'I "I^- ,,
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4.2. Road Hierarchy vs Actual Flows

The latest traffic volumes for Jackson Street were dented from MRWA SCATS Traffic count at Collier Road I

Jackson Street I Grey Street signalised intersection (3rd Dec 2018 - 7th Dec 2018). Traffic Data for Clune Street

and Lavan Street was riot available from Town of Bassendean or City of Bayswater. It is conservative Iy assumed

that Lavan Street volume is equivalent to 60% of Jackson Street volume and Clune Street volume (south of Lavan
Street intersection) is equivalent to 40% of Jackson Street volume.

Table 2 shows the daily and peak hour traffic count for Jackson Street and the assumed traffic volumes for Clune

Street and Lavan Street. Detailed SCATS traffic data is attached in Appendix B.

Table 2 - Road Classification and Indicative Traffic Volumes

Time
Period

8:00-9:00

(AM PEAK)
16:00-17:00

(PM PEAK)

Jackson Street

Daily

100

4.3. Changes to the Surrounding Network

As discussed in Section 4.1. Tonkin Highway Industrial Estate (THIE) has been constructed with access roads

connecting Clune Street. THIE roads have been constructed recently and the futureindustrlaldevelopmentswithin
the subdivision will increase the traffic volume on Clune Street,

For the purpose of this assessment, the Town of Bassendean have provided trip generation and distribution data

for prediction of assessment year traffic condition. it is understood that these data were extracted from a traffic

report previously prepared for THIE. Table 3 shows the adopted hip generation rates and calculated traffic volume.
Table 4 shows the adopted inbound and outbound distrtbution.

285

2,013

175

60

3,072

275

Lavan Street 160%)

345

5,085

60

171

1,208

105

36

1,843

165

Clune Street (400.1

207

3,051

40

114

805

70

24

1,229

110

138

2,034
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Land Use

Commercial

Warehouse

Fadory

Shunoom (Bulky Goods)
Total

Table 3 . THIE Weekday Trip Generation

Trip Generation Rate

Daily Peak Hour

2.02

0.49

0.62

231

Per loom2 GFA

Per loom2 GFA

Per loom2 GFA

PerlOOm2 GFA

Tonkin HighwaylndusttialEsiate

The data provided by Town of Bassendean indicated that the distribution of THIE traffic would be 4070 towards

Jackson Street and 60% towards Railway Parade. It is understood that the distribution assumption was made
based on the consideration that Wicks Street would extend to connect Jackson Street as a main east-west

connector road. As this is riot the case now, this assessment assumes the 40% of traffic volume would distribute

to Jackson Street via Clune Street and then Lavan Street (30%) or Duffy Street (10%). The hip distribution is
outlined in Figure 5.

3.2

16.2

Table 4 - THIE Peak Hour Distribution

AM Peak in

Estimated Generation

Daily Peak Hour

555 70

6,239 1,209

4,279 610

11,0731,889

Peak Distribution

AM Peak Out PM Peak In

\^

PM Peak Out

11^

^;\ ^^^,' \^
\^
I^,

^!^

Figure 5 - T"IE Trip Distribution
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5. Transport Assessment

5.1. Assessment Years

The development is assessed based on the year when the industrial developments are fully established assumed
as 2021.

5.2. Time Periods for Assessment

The time periods adopted for assessment are the peak hours on the adjacent road network (8:00-9:00 and 16:00-
17:00), as these represent the worst-case conditions on the wider road network.

To assess the worst-case scenarios, it is conservativeIy assumed that peak hour generation of the THIE and the

concrete batching plant (development site) both correspond to the peak hours of the adjacent road network.

5.3. Peak Hour Traffic Generation

As per Table I, the site operates with max efficiency during the first four hours, Assuming hamc generation evenly

distributed over these four hours, the site would generate 39 vehides during peak hour, (20 movements inbound

and 20 movements outbound. )

5.4. Distribution

As per Section 3.2, materials delivery to the site and concrete export from the site will be via Clune Street, Lavan

Street and Jackson Street. Table 5 shows the resultant peak hour traffic for the AM and PM peak hour scenarios.
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C"ne

Street

8:00-9:00

Scenario

Table 5 . Pre- and Post. Development Traffic Volumes

Lavan

Street

16:00-17:00

8:00-900

Jackson

Street

Northbound

16:00-17:00

Southbound

Backgroun
Traffic Volu

40

Northbound

Southbound

8 00-9 : 00

5.5. Impact on Roads

Eastoound

16:00-17:00

Westbound

5.5. I. AUStroads Guidelines

Table 5.1 of AUStroads Guide to Traffic Management Part 3. ' 71ai^c Studies and Analysis (AGTM06) as shown in

Table 6 provides the inid-block capacities for urban roads with interrupted flow.

70

THIE Volume
Increase

151

Northbound

Southbound

114

24

Northbound

60

Southbound

604

Development
Traffic

20

105

Northbound

604

171

Southbound

151

36

113

100

20

453

175

20

453

285

20

Table 6 - Typical Mid-Block Capacities for Urban Roads with Interrupted Flow

211

113

113

60

20

694

20

738

453

20

195

Median or inner lane

453

20

193

Divided Road

Undivided Road

Middle Lane (of a Three-Lane Carriageway)
Divided Road

113

Type of Lane

20

578

20

644

20

169

20

Undivided Road

233

The resulting peak hour traffic volumes on the road network will be well within the practical capacity of the existing

roads and the change of site operation will have minimal impact on the capacity of the road network at inid-block
locations.

Kern lane

648

Adjacent to Pa^ing Lane

Occasional Parked Vehides

Clearway Conditions

758

193

One-way Mid-Block Capacity IVph)

1,000

900

900

IPOO

900

600

900
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5.6. Impact on Intersections

5.6. I. Intersections Capacity

SIDRA Intersection 8 has been used to assess the peak hour capacity and pertormance of the Clune Street I
Lavan Street intersection and Lavan Street I Jackson Street intersection.

SIDRA is a commonly used intersection modelling tool used by traffic engineers for all types of intersections.

Outputs for four standard measures of operational perlormance can be obtained, being Degree of Saturation

(DOS), Average Delay, Queue Length, and Level of Service (Los).

Degree of Saturation is a measure of how much physical capacity is being used with reference to the full

capability of the particular movement, approach, or overall intersection. A DOS of 1.0 equates to full theoretical

capacity although in some instances this level is exceeded in practice. Design engineers typically set a

maximum DOS threshold of 0.95 for new intersection layouts or moultsations.

Average Delay reports the average delay per vehicle in seconds experienced by all vehicles in a particular

lane, approach, or for the intersection as a whole. For severely congested intersections the average delay
begins to climb exponentialIy.

. Queue Length measures the length of approach queues. In this document we have reported queue length in

terms of the length of queue at the 95th percentile (the maximum queue length that will riot be exceeded for

95 percent of the time). Queue lengths provide a useful indication of the impact of signals on network

pertormance. It also enables the traffic engineer to consider the likely impact of queues blocking back and
impacting on upstream intersections and accesses.

. Level of Service is a combined appleciatbn of queuing incidence and delay time incurred, producing an

alphanumeric ranking of A1hrough F. A Los of Aindicates an excellentlevelof service whereby drivers delay

is at a minimum and they clearthe intersection at each change of signals or soon after arrival with little if any
queuing. Values of B through D are acceptable in normal traffic conditions. Whilst values of E and F are

typically considered undesirable, within central business distrlct areas with significant vehicular and

pedesttian numbers, delays/queues are unavoidable and hence, are generally accepted by road users'

The volumes for these two intersections are assumed as shown in Figure 6.
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46

17.

R

165

565

AM re. k 8:00-9:00

PM Peak 16,017:Do

The results of the assessment are summarised in Table 7.

Clune Street I
Lavan Street
intersection

Jad;son Street I
Lavan Street
intersection

Figure 6 . Typical Peak Hour Intersection Volumes

232

72

370

163

The results indicate both intersections would pertorm with adequate degree of saturation, queue distance and

delay under all peak hour scenarios.

8:00-9:00

16:00-17:00

8:00.9:00

16:00-1700

Scenario

10.130n Street

Table 7 - SIDRA Outputs

L

225

52

0,507

0495

95%ile

Queue lmj

33.4

31.9

51.8

10.7

T

52

148

0615

0279

Average
Delay (s)

6.0

5.3

8.0

Irk, "13nr. .,

Worst Delay

10.4

15.9

17.7

5.0

Average
Los

8.3

A

Worst Los

A

A

B

C

C

A A
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5.7. Onsite Traffic Queue

As the Town has expressed concern regarding to potential overspill of truck queuing onto Clune Street when the

site is operating with I 00% output capacity, a desktop assessment of vehicle queue was carried out based on the
following assumptions:

When the site is operating with maximum output efficiency during peak hours, the site will have maximum

15 agitator trucks, I cement truck and 4 material trucks entering and exitthe site (refer Tablel);

. The maximum length of concrete truck is 8.89m, the detailed truck dimensions are shown in Figure 7;

. The cement trucks and material trucks are maximum 27.5m long B-doubles;

BGC TRUCK DIMENSIONS

our
a. 00

ton, , co"

Figure 7 - AgitatorTruck Dimensions

Table 8 summarlses the on-site circulation and general turn-over of the trucks. Concept sketches as attached in

Appendix D has been prepared to demonstrate the site operation.

Table a - On^Ite Truck Circulation

a Mrs. or

2.50

,^,
3780

^.

,7coWB

3500

to~,, 7.20

^

uus

,. 00 ,,;F
- L^-, *
^."~-, "co

,I'D

a un. el. r

,=,

4400 WE 20.0

fuse rumsu^nis are gu^o111^ only

Agitator Truck

55

3500, ".~

Vehicle Manoeuv

Agitator fucks enter via the southern crossover. U-turn around the fuel
depot and queue towards the south-easlem boundary.

Agilator trucks then manoeuvre into the batch load cell and the slump
stand. being serviced and then leave the premises through the central
exit.

Cement Trucks enter via the southern crossover. manoeuvre just 10 the
south of the waste bin and unload. The truck will make a U. turn and exil
the site via the southern crossover

Materlal Trucks also enter via Ihe southern crossover, un^ouple Ihe
back-trailers soulh of fuel depot, inve to the fronl yard, unload front
hailer into the material bins and loop around to unload the back trailer
Once 001h trailers are unloaded. The recoupled trucks exit the SIIe via
the northern crossover.

'toIru~

Cement Truck

".".,^...
.,*.,*Drip

Matchal Truck

2500

Realistically Ihe plani could
oulput looms per hour, With an
average truck capacity of 5.5
in3, the planlcould service18
trucks per hour

It takes typically 1.5 hours for
cement trucks to unload.

Material trucks are typically 20
minutes on site to unload Iboth
trailers) and leave the site.
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Based on the above, Cement Trucks will have minimum impact to the on-site circulation as there will be only one

truck onsite at a time to unload for 1.5 hours' The site operator has scheduled arrival times for cement trucks.

They also prioritise Cement Trucks and require Agitator Trucks and Matertal Trucks to give-way to the Cement
Trucks.

The client has advised that the site has sufficient space for two material trucks to temporarily decouple one of

their trailers while unloading the other one, The site also has sufficient queuing to accommodate 2 material trucks

(with one trailer) before unloading materials into the Material Bins. Considering the site accommodates 4 material

trucks during the peak hour and it typically takes material truck 20 minutes on site to unload (both trailers) and
leave the site, a one' hour period is more than sufficient to accommodate 4 material trucks to unload all trailers.

As per the sketch, the site has at least 64ruck capacity for agitators to queue onsite. Using a queuing theory
model (MIM/s) the expected queue length can be determined.

An MIM/s queue is a stochastic process to consider the number of customersin the system, including any currently
in service. Arrivals occur according to a Poisson process. The results of the queue model are shown below in

Figure 8 and indicates the expected queue length is 5 vehicles tound-up from 4.17). The available 6-1ruck

capacity will be able to accommodate the peak hour operation of agitator without overspill onto Clune street.

M!MIS
Arrival rate

Service rate

Number of 80rv. re

unlization

P(0), probability that the system is empty
Lq experted queue length
L, expeded number in system
Wq expeded time in queue
W expeded total lime in system
Probab Iy that a customer waits

=

02

^,^
ai05
a o

It should also be noted that the site has 18 Agitator Trucks parking bays providing additional queuing area for a
minimum of 24 trucks.

O 3 6 912 t5 1821 24 2730 333639.245 48 515,576063 66 6972757,81 " 87 90 93 96 99
Nun"R IN SYSTEM

Assumes Poisson musess for
arrivals and seMces

83.33%

0,667

4,667

5,0000

0.2778

0,3333

0,8333

Figure 8 - Queue Model for Agitator Trucks
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6. Site Specific or Safety Issues

6.1. Crash History

Crash data for the adjacent roads and major intersections were sourced from MRWA Crash Analysis Reporting
System (CARS) for the 5-year period ending 31/12/20i7. The reportis summarised in Table 9.

Table 9 - Crash History

Number of
Crashes

Clune Shed

SLK 0.00 IWicks Street) to SLK 0.18
(Lavan Street)

Clune Sireet I Lavan Street
intersection

Lavan Street

SLK 0.00 (Clune Street) to SLK 0.24
(Jackson Street)

Jackson Sireel I Lavan Street
intersection

Jackson Street

SLK 0.56 (Lavan Street) to SLK 0.92
(Jackson SIreel)

No atypical crash patterns were identified and there is 00 indication that the proposed change in operating hours
of development would change the risk profile to an unacceptable level.

I 'Right Angle'

MR Nature

I 'Right Angle'

NIA

N/A

I 'Property Damage - Minor

I 'Rear End'

I 'Medical'

NIA

NIA

I 'Property Damage - Major'
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7. Conclusion

An assessment of traffic impact and onsite circulation of an existing concrete batching plant under peak periods

of the adjacent road network concluded the following :

. The proposed operating schedule will riot have unacceptable impact on the adjacent intersections and
road segments; and

. The site has sufficient space to accommodate onsite operation and circulation of all types of vehicles;
queuing of trucks will riot overspill onto Clune Street.

The proposal to remove the approval condition which restricts operating hours to be between 6:00am-6:00pm is

supported from the traffic engineering perspective. The proposal to remove the conditions which restrict the

production of the approved plant is also considered acceptable provided that the output amount is consistent with

this report.
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Appendix A - Site Layout
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Appendix B - Traffic Count

MRWA SCATS traffic count for Corner Road I Jackson Street I Grey Street
Avera e hourl traffic volume from Monda 3/12/2018 to Frlda 7/12/2018

Site Graph CS
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Disclaimer

This Dust Management Plan has been prepared in a manner that can be easily read by a person
with a legitimate interest in the environmental status of the site, such as the owner, the
occupiers, advisors and regulatory agencies. It has been prepared internally by BGC (Australia)
Pty Ltd using all professional skill and care in the timerraines afforded. The authors have relied
upon reports, data, surveys, plans, photos, interviews and other information provided by external
organisations and individuals within the organisation. This plan must be read in its entirety as
key sections are in extricably linked. No other warranty, expressed or implied, is made as to the
content of this document.
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INTRODUCTION

f. I Background

BGC (Australia) Pty Ltd entities have been a long term manufacturer of construction products and
held over 251icenses for prescribed activities. BGC Concrete currently holds I 31icences for concrete
manufacturing.

BGC Concrete has recently commissioned a batch plant facility at 2-8 Clune Street, Bassendean,
Western Australia. The batch plant has a capacity to produce 100 in3 of concrete per hour,

The plant has a silo storage capacity of 350 t across five silos. The silos store GP cement, creme
cement and ground granulated blast furnace slag.

The leased premise is located in the general industrial zone within the Town of Bassendean Local
Government Area.

The main elements of the facility are listed below:

. Parker concrete batch plant of I 00 in' per hour capacity;

. 2 x 90 tonne, I x 75 tonne and 2 x 45 tonne welded silos;

. Silo high and low level alarms, reverse pulse cleaning with Duscotech 35m' silo top filters;

. 4 x aggregate and sand material bins each of 250 in3 capacity;

. Enclosed radial conveyor and feed hopper;

. 2 x above ground wet waste bins of approx. 90 in' capacity;

. 2 x below ground slurry waste bins of approx. 60 in3 capacity;

. I x above ground dry waste bin of approx 40 in' capacity;

. 80 kL storage tank to store returned waste water;

. 30 kL self-bunded diesel refuelling facility;

. 900 in2 site workshop, office and amenities;

. Concrete and bitumen hardstand;

. Vehicle parking,

I.
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7.2 Purpose of this Plan

The purpose of this Dust Management Plan (DMP) is to ensure appropriate site management of dust
in order to minimise the:

. Risk to human health; and

. Impacts of dust generating activities on surrounding sensitive receptors,

The DMP has been prepared as part of BGC Concrete's MYOSH management system and is
consistent with the BGC Group Environmental Policy.

The scope of this DMP covers the following:

. Relevant legislation and regulatory requirements for air quality associated with dust;

. Site setting and dust contextual information;

. Site aspects and risk assessment of potential air quality impacts arising from operations;

. Safeguards and mitigation measures to manage air quality impacts during operations;

. Roles and responsibilities of those involved in the design and implementation of air quality
management and controls;

. An effective monitoring framework to assess the effectiveness of the controls implemented.

LEGISLATIVEAND REGULATORY COMPLIANCE2.

2.7 Relevant Legislation

Key legislation relating to air quality management at BGC Concrete's Bassendean site are:

. Environmental Protection Act 1986;

. Environmental Protection Regulations 1987;

. Environmental Protection (Concrete Batching and Cement Product Manufacturing)
Regulations 1998;

. Environmental Protection Act 1986 - Environmental Protection (Unauthorised Discharges)
Regulation 2004;

. Local Government Act 1995;

. National Environment Protection Council Act 1994;

. National Environment Protection Measure for Ambient Air Quality 2003, reviewed 2011.

Ambient air quality goals set in the National Environmental Protection (Ambient Air Quality) Measure
(NEPM) 2003 recommends that PM, o concentration should riot exceed 50,191m3 over a 24 hour
averaging period.
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SITE SETTING

Location and Surrounds

BGC Concrete's Bassendean site is located on 7,563 in' of leased land in the Town of Bassendean

approximately 500 in east of the Tonkin Highway and I. 3 kin north-west of the Swan River with the
following coordinates:

W: E398755; N, 353,234

E: E398879; N, 353125,

N: E398807; N, 353,181

S: E398827; N, 353,304

Figure I shows the general location of the site. Figure 2 shows the premise boundary and layout in
more detail.

\

, I, \.,*,:$ , ' \.* .^..' ^^}- ;^,
\*,

Figure ,. Location of BGC Concrete Bassendean
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Figure 2. Premises boundary an ayo

According to the PlanWA database (DPLH 2019), the following planning zones are applicable:

o Metropolitan Regional Scheme (MRS): Industrial Zone

Local Planning Scheme (LPS): Town of Bassendean Local Planning Scheme No. 10:
General Industrial Zone

Current Planning Zones

The climate of the south western region of Western Australia is characterised by the Koppen and
Geiger Climate Classification as CSA - a Mediterranean climate featuring long, hot, dry summers,
and mild. rainy winters.

The closest official Bureau of Meteorology (BOM) weather station data is from Perth Airport (#9021 )
approximately 5.1 km south-east where quality controlled climate data is available between I 944
and 2019. The minimum average monthly temperature ranges from approximately 8 C to 17.5 C and
maximum average monthly temperature ranges approximately 17.9 C to 31.9 C (Figure 3).

Climate



Rainfall of >jinm averages 85.6 days per year. with the maximum mean rainfall being I56 min during
June. The annual average rainfall received at this station is approximately 765.3 mm per annum
(Figure 3).

Winds are prevailing easterlies in the morning and south westerly in the afternoon (Figure 4).
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Sensitive Receptors/Separation Distance

Sensitive land uses are defined as those where people live or regularly spend time and which are
therefore sensitive to emissions from industry (Environmental Protection Authority 20.5). Sensitive
land uses include, but are riot limited to residences, hospitals and nursing homes, short-stay
accommodation, schools, childcare and other educational facilities and some public buildings. The
sensitivity of a land use may also be proportionate to the size of the population affected by the
activity.

Table I below shows the closest distances to sensitive receptors.

Table , . Closest Sensitive Receptors.

Type of Receptor
Residence

School

Hospital

Childcare Centre

Nursing Home

The Environmental Protection Authority (WA) published guidelines in 2005 to address generic
separation distances between industrial and sensitive land uses to avoid conflicts between these

land uses (EPA 2005). In 2015, the DWER sought to increase the separation distances, but withdrew
the guidance to avoid confusion. More recently, the DWER has proposed "screening distances" as
they relate specifically to odour impacts on sensitive receptors (draft only) (DWER 2018). All are
shown below in Table 2.

Closest Distance to Premises Boundary
428 in south-east

978 in E Ashfield Primary School

4.9 kin SW St John of God Mt Lawley

I. 6 kin SW Great Beginnings Bayswater

I .O km W Juniper Tranby

Table 2. Separation and Screening Distances by Premises Type

Separation Separation
Industry Category Distance Distance

(OWER 2017 willId, awli)(EPA 2005)

300 in - 500 inCategory 77

Screening Distance
(OWER 2018 - dram



3.5

Currently, BGC Concrete's neighbours within 500 in are (from nearest to farthest):

. North-west

o Easy retaining walls - concrete products*
o Loinan Car Removals Perth - light vehicle storage
o Grant Elevators

o Boltmakers - Steelwork manufacturer*

o Donhad - Steelwork manufacturer*

o PIascorp - Distribution service
o Mas AUStraiasia - Scaffolding hire
o GHEMS Holdings - Environmental consultant
o Paull and Warner Body Builders - Car manufacturer*
o Eilbeck Cranes - Crane dealer

o ECL Group - fuel technical services
. North-east

o Vacant, vegetated land
o Federal Sheet Metal Works - Steelwork manufacturer*

o Jackson Street Lunch Bar

o Hoffman Engineering - Steelwork manufacturer*
o Pressform Engineering - Steelwork manufacturer*
o F10veror - manufacturer

o UGL - engineering services
. South-west

o Centurion Framing Systems - Steelwork manufacturer
o Vacant, cleared land

o Mostly cleared land with warehouse currently under construction
o Mostly cleared land with warehouse currently under construction
o Tonkin Highway

. South-east

o Tranen Revegetation Systems ~ Environmental consultant
o Vacant, cleared land
o Advance Press - Printer*

o West Coast Suspensions - Spring supplier
o Royal Wolf - Container storage
o Guildford Road

o Residences

Other Receptors

* Potentially contaminating activities according to DOE (2004).
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4.

4.1

DUST OVERVIEW

The Department of Water and Environmental Regulation (DWER) defines dust as: the generic term
used to describe solid airborne particles generated and dispersed into the air by processes such
as handling, crushing and grinding of organic or inorganic materials such as rock, ore, metal, coal,
wood or grain and stockpiling of materials and wind blown dust (DEC 2011). Most dust particles
are categorised based on their size (equivalent aerodynamic diameter) and the ability to cause
potential adverse environmental and human health effects in certain circumstances (Tillinari 2007),

4.7. I Total Suspended Particulate (TSP)

Total Suspended Particulates (TSP) are airborne particles less than 50 pin in size. The larger
particles of this fraction (PM, 0-PM50) may be referred to as "nuisance dust" and refer to potential
impacts on aesthetic environments rather than human health impacts.

4.7.2 Particulate Matter (PM, of

Particulate matter smaller than I O pin (PMio) remains suspended for longer periods and can
penetrate into the lungs, causing adverse health effects. The PMio fraction is termed "thoracic
particles" and may be inhaled into the upper part of the airways and lung (DEC 2011).

4.7.3 Particulate Matter (PM2.5)

Particulate matter smaller than 2.5 pin (PM2.5) are fine particles that are inhaled more deeply and
lodge in the gas eXchange region (alveolar region) of the lung and are commonly known as
"respirable dust". It is considered that these particles are of most concern to human health and if
contaminated, may pose further risk through absorption of chemicals in the blood. (DEC 2011).

Dust Definition

5.

5. f

SITEASPECTS ANDIMPACTS

The batching plant produces concrete by mixing cement with sand, aggregate, additives and water.
The mixture is combined in agitator trucks onsite and transported offsite for use. A schematic
overview of the process is presented as part of the conceptual site model in Figure 6.

5. I. I Raw Material Delivery

Raw materials (cement, sand, aggregate and various additives) are delivered to the premises via
the existing Clune Street entrance. The delivery trucks are fitted with tarpaulin covers that can be
activated electrically or manually to cover the material to control dust emissions. In addition,
aggregates and sand are pre-moistened at the source to further reduce dust emissions when
unloading onsite. The raw materials are tipped from the covered trucks directly into one of four
material bins: 20mm aggregate, loinm aggregate, 2mm aggregate and sand. Each three-sided
material bin has a roof and is fitted with sprinklers to minimise fugitive dust emissions.

Site Processes

9



5.7.2

A front end loader is used to load pre"moistened aggregates and sand into the feed hopper. The
feed hopper is connected to a radial conveyor which has the ability to be moved lateralIy and fill each
overhead feed bin individually. The radial conveyor is fully enclosed and the overhead feed bins are
covered by a roof.

Hopper and material feeding

5.7.3

Cement used in the manufacturing process is delivered by a cement pneumatic tanker and stored in
one of five silos comprising 350 tonnes of storage capacity. The dry cement is pumped from the
truck via a hose into the cement silos under slight negative pressure. During filling of the cement
silos, displaced air is passed through a baghouse to capture cement dust. Cement silo filters used
are Dustcotech filters with an area of 35m' of filter medium. BGC Concrete holds readily accessible
spare filter bags at it's maintenance subcontractors premises. The cement silos are fitted with high
and low level alarms to prevent overtilling and visual instrumentation is installed in the office/control
room to inspect cement levels prior to filling.

Cement Storage

5.7.4

Agitator trucks are used to prepare batches of concrete. As required, the concrete agitator trucks
reverse into the load cell and are loaded with weighed quantities of aggregate, sand and cement
which were been dispensed using the automatic control system. Dust generated from agitator
charging is recycled back into the silos via a hooded vacuum. The concrete agitator trucks then move
to the slump stand where water is added to adjust the workability of the concrete mixture. The water
used in the batching process is a mixture of bore water and partially cleaned process wastewater.
The wastewater is stored in two above ground tanks. Additives are also stored in tanks which are
connected to flow meters, enabling the batch water to be dosed for the correct amount of admixture
prior to discharge to truck agitator. A computer system is used to enable regulation of the automated
production facility from the plant control room and office. The computer system is designed to monitor
the operation of conveyors, material levels in silos, storage bins and admixture tanks.

Concrete Manufacture

5.7.5

Agitator trucks returned from job sites wash out at the recycle area. Stone and sand drop out in the
recycle pit while the wash water is vented into one of two above ground settlements pits. Suspended
solids are allowed to settle through a primary and secondary stage tank treatment connected by a
weir. The partly cleaned wastewater is then pumped from the secondary stage treatment basin into
two water tanks for re-use in the production process. Solid recyclables are reused back in the
production process of block manufacture at BGC's Hazelmere premises.

Recycling

Summary of Potential Dust Sources.

The following site operations have the potential to cause off-site dust emissions:

. Aggregate and sand movement - loading and unloading, conveyor transfer points;

. Cement and GGBFS unloading

. Discharging from silos;

. Vehicle movement onsite (fully hardstanded); and

. Vehicles leaving the premises with dust on wheels.

5.2

10
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Potential Impacts

Potential impacts from dust generated by vehicle movements, material transfer, material
processing, and storage, are as follows (Table 3).

5.3

Table 3. Potential impacts from dust emissions.

Amenity

Health

Contamination

Receptors adjacent to the premise could regard dust emanating from
the premise to be a nuisance and impact their visual amenity if dust is
deposited on their property, or public infrastructure.

Cement dust is deemed hazardous according to Safe Work Australia
criteria. It can irritate the skin, the mucous membrane of the eyes and
if inhaled, the respiratory system.

Cement and dried concrete pit waste is alkaline by nature and if
mixed with rainfall, runoff of high pH could be discharged to land,
groundwater or public drainage.

Cement dust is corrosive on contact with moisture and can change
the colour of paint on vehicles, form pitting on glass windows and
affect electronics.

Property damage

Resource efficiency

Summary of Aspects and Impacts

Table 4: Site Activities, Aspects and Impacts

5.4

Activity

Cement is valuable and if it escapes as dust it results in an economic
loss to the business. It is also an inefficient use of resources used in

the upstream manufacturing of cement.

Materials movement - trucks

Cement transport - receivals

Aspect Impact

Transporting aggregates and Receptors adjacent to the site
sand by road from quarries to and personnel on site could
the site and unloading of be exposed to dust which has
materials from the trucks the potential to impact on
onsite can release dust. amenity and health.

Unloading cement into silos Receptors adjacent to the site
can release dust if the flexible and personnel on site could
hose coupling is not secured be exposed to dust which has
properly or silos are overtilled the potential to impact on
or silo top filters fail. amenity and health.

Potential for property damage
on and offsite.

12

Resource efficiency is lost as
cement is unused and

valuable.



Storage of materials

Materials processing -
conveyors

Transport on site

Storage of aggregates and
sand and drying out pit waste
can release dust to the air

particularly in windy events.

Receptors adjacent to the site
and personnel on site could
be exposed to dust which has
the potential to impact on
amenity and health.

Transfer of materials by radial Receptors adjacent to the site
conveyor can release dust if and personnel on site could
riot adequately enclosed. be exposed to dust which has

the potential to impact on
amenity and health.

Receptors adjacent to the site
and personnel on site could
be exposed to dust which has
the potential to impact on
amenity and health.

Receptors offsite could be
exposed to dust which has
the potential to impact on
amenity and health.

Transport off-site

Windy events

Vehicle movement on the
hardstand surface can

mobilise dust deposited on
the hamstand.

Rainfall events

Vehicles leaving the premises
can release dust from
cementitjous materials

attached to tyres.

Strong winds can mobilise
dust deposited on the
hardstand

6.

6. I

Rain can mix with dust

deposited on the hardstand
and enter drainage

DUST MANAGEMENT

BGC Concrete operates under the BGC Group's Environmental Policy which includes specific and
measureble commitments relevant to its operations (Appendix).

Environmental POWcy

6.2

BGC Concrete operates under the following management systems.

, ISO 9001 Quality Management System.

. MYOSH Management System

Receptors adjacent to the site
and personnel on site could
be exposed to dust which has
the potential to impact on
amenity and health.
Stormwater can become

contaminated with high pH
from alkaline particles and
discharge to land or
interconnected water bodies.

Drains can become blocked
with dust and sediments.

Management Systems

13



6.3

Table 5 outlines site controls in order to reduce the potential impact of dust emissions. Further
detail is provided in the Operational Risk Assessment (Appendix). New or improved methods will
become available and current best practice should always be followed to ensure that control
measures are effective in minimising dust. Best practice means there is no case for unnecessary
discharges or degradation of the environment, even where an environmental standard is riot
exceeded.

Site Controls

Table 5. Dust controls at 2-8 Clune Street Bassendean.

Control

Dust suppression
during truck
movement.

Details

Tarpaulin covers applied during aggregate and sand
transportation.
Qualified & Authorised drivers.

Driver Verification of Competency.
Work Instructions describing methodology to prevent
dust emissions & contact with product.
Mobile sweeper service.
Dedicated traffic routes

I a kinh speed limit.
Hardstanded roads and site surface.

Dust mitigation
during operations.

Sand & aggregates not to exceed height of bunker bays.

Pumped transfer of cement using airslide under slight
negative pressure.

Fully welded silos (no flanged weak points) with High/Low
level alarms to prevent overtilling.
Fully enclosed radial conveyor.

Dust collectors are installed at all transfer points.

Scheduled preventative maintenance on all equipment
that handle dust generating material at the site.

Reverse pulse cleaning systems in the cement silos,
differential pressure monitoring.

Stocks of spare filter bags stored at it's maintenance sub
contractor's premises,

Scheduled dust filter bag replacementIservicing

Specification of all dust collection equipment is available.

Trained & authorised operators.
Verification of Competency for all operators.
Fully enclosed conveyors.
Documented Inspection process,
Fully welded silos.
Work Instructions & Training.

Operators trained in material handling.

Maintenance regimes I inspections.

Location

Public Roads

& on site.

Site.

14



A sweeper truck will be used to ensure materials remain on site

within the storage areas.

Wind strength, direction and site activities are observed Site
daily to assess the potential for offsite dust emissions.
Figure 4 is also used for forecasting.

Monitoring and Maintenance Schedule

Table 6 outlines the monitoring and maintenance schedule implemented onsite to ensure the
effective control of dust emissions that have potential to leave the premises.

Table 6. Monitoring and maintenance

Item Site Location

Sweepers

Weather

monitoring

6.4

Visual Dust

Monitoring

Weather

Record Keeping

All site locations

Complaints Register

N/A

Frequency

Divisional

Opportunistic
observation of visual

dust lift-off or

emissions

Dust collectors

N/A

Weekly

Inspections &
Maintenance records

in MYOSH.

Responsible
Personnel

Site Supervisor,

Silos.

Receival Bay.

Logged within 24-
hours of receipt

Site Supervisor.

Production Manager.

Weekly Inspections
Maintenance &

cleaning as required.

Personnel to refer all

complaints to
Production Manager.

Logged by Production
Manager.

Site Supervisor.
Production Manager

15



6.4. I Visual Monitoring

Visual monitoring of dust emissions is the primary mechanism for dust management following an
observation of dust lift off or emission. Mitigation actions are instigated without delay at the
observed source of dust emission. In the case of material loading or processing, this would include
ceasing the operation immediately to allow dust to settle, and only restarting operation at a low
intensity and slowly increased to ensure dust emissions are minimised.

6.4.2 Weather Monitoring

The Bureau of Meteorology (BOM) forecast will be reviewed at the start of each week to determine
if there are any strong winds forecast that may impact high risk dust emission activities on site and
increase the likelihood that dust will be emitted off site. This is an internal process that will not be
logged. Historical wind data will also be utilised to determine the highest risk periods on an annual
scale (refer Figure 4). The risk wind periods are morning easternes and afternoon sea breezes
between September and April.

6.4.3 Record Keeping

Routine checks and maintenance for control measures identified in Table 6 is scheduled and

recorded on Divisional MYOSH software. A Complaints Register will also be maintained.

6.4.4 Complaints Register

A complaints register will be maintained to verify that operating parameters are effective. Any
external complaints received regarding the Batch Plant will be referred to the Production Manager
for central coordination.

Any dust complaints that may be received will be evaluated against the wind direction and wind
speed data from the closest open BOM station (Perth Airport ~5km away) and compared against
any on site activity being conducted at the time of complaint.

The complaints register will record any complaints received, the meteorological conditions, site
conditions at the time and will track any trends that occur in regard to complainants' amenity.

The Production Manager will communicate immediately with the Regulator if reportable incidents
occur.

6.4.5 Dust Collectors

The Maintenance I Production Manager will ensure that dust collectors are inspected routinely and
replaced if required to ensure that they are operating at optimal levels and their effectiveness is not
compromised.

Should a dust collector not be operating at an optimal level, all operations shall cease operating in
the affected area until the issue has been rectified. This will be an internal process with a formal
log not required unless an issue is identified

Management Actions

Table 7 outlines the management actions that will be implemented on site as a result of the
identification of a trigger breach. A minor potential dust event will be regarded as a trigger or
series of triggers that are unlikely to give rise to emission of dust over the site boundary. A major
potential dust event will be regarded as a trigger or series of triggers that have the potential to

6.5
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result in dust transgression over the site boundary.

Table 7. Management actions

Item

Visual Dust

Monitoring

Trigger

Adverse Weather

Observation of dust lift off or

dust emission

Complaints Register

Strong winds forecast
during high risk dust
emitting activities (eg
uriconfined unloading,
material transfer etc)

Management Action

Opportunistic observation of visual dust
lift-off or emission. All operations
personnel to receive training to report
any major dust emission observations
to the relevant Supervisor.
The Supervisor is to take appropriate
action to minimize dust emissions that

may impact the environment.

Dust Collector

Dust complaint

Maintenance I Production Manager to
notify operations personnel to take
preventative measures during periods
of forecast strong winds.
Management may include water spray
measures and scheduling of material
transfers to less windy periods can also
be implemented as required.

Review and assess against wind data
and onsite activities at the time of the

complaint to verify the issue.
If the complaint is justified, take
appropriate remedial action and notify
complainant of the outcome.

Maintenance I Production Manager is
to ensure that appropriate action (e. g.
cleaning or maintenance) is undertaken
to ensure the ongoing effectiveness of
the dust collector.

6.5. ,

In the event that any of the triggers outlined in Table 7, occur on a regular basis, perimeter dust
monitoring during operations will be considered, to ensure that there is no impact on the
surrounding environment, or human health.

Operational less than
optimal due to dust build up

Dust Monitoring

Site monitoring may be undertaken for PMio using high volume samplers and results compared to
24 hour triggers, in accordance with the NEPM for Ambient Air Quality.

Should further monitoring be required for a human health impact assessment, other sampling tools
may be implemented, in accordance with As/NZS 3580.1.1:2007.

17



6.5.2 Monitoring Review

The effectiveness of this DMP will be reviewed periodically according to roles and responsibilities
outlined in Table 5.

Any corrective actions undertaken during the year will be reviewed for effectiveness immediately
after implementation, and also at the annual review for longitudinal assessment. If the longitudinal
assessment reveals systemic ineffective ness at any part of the premise, more regular inspections or
audits shall be implemented.

6.5.3 Roles and Respo"SIbMties

The roles and responsibilities of all site personnel are outlined in Table 8.

Table 8. Roles and Responsibilities

Role

BGC Corporate

BGC Concrete

General Manager

Responsibilities

Site Supervisor

. Provide ongoing support and advice to management and site
personnel.

. Assist with any licensing matters for the site.

. Assist in audits as required.

. Liaise with regulatory authorities as required.

. Ensure that adequate resources are provided to ensure compliance
with this DMP.

. Liaison with Regulatory Authorities, as required.

. Assist all personnel, including managers and contractors, to remain
compliant with the DMP.

. Review and update DMP periodically.

. Identify areas of opportunity for improvement of dust management
which may lead to improved performance.

. Act as the central registrar of any complaints received and ensure
appropriate action is taken in the event of a complaint relating to
nuisance or human health

. Conduct regular audits to validate that compliance with this dust
management plan is achieved,

. Cease any activity that may constitute a breach to this dust
management plan.

. Ensure that potential environmental hazards are identified and
reported.

. Assist in the development of any relevant Work Instructions required
for the safe operations of the Batch Plant.

. Assist Site Supervisor with overall review and compliance of the DMP

. Lead overall compliance with the DMP

. Ensure contract documentation specifies responsibilities of
contractors consistent with the DMP

. Ensure monitoring requirements are met

. Ensure ongoing effective communication with all site personnel,
including development of work procedures and ensuring staff are
trained in their use.

18
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Site Personnel

. Review breach, or potential breach, of any legislation and potential
environmental hazards, and take action where appropriate

. Conduct inspections on a regular basis of potential dust sources and
implemented control measures, more often during high risk periods

. Ensure that potential environmental hazards are identified and
reported

. Liaise with regulatory authorities as required.

. Familiarise and remain compliant with the DMP

. Meet general environmental duties, facilitated and supported through
appropriate training, work practices and event reporting.

. Report all incidents relating to dust, including visual dust
observations and infrastructure maintenance requirements.

. Ensure all contractors, visitors and personnel remain compliant with
the DMP at all times

. Any person left in charge of the premises is aware of the conditions
of the Registration and has access at all times to a copy of the
Registration

Premises Pollution Liability Insurance

In the event that an environmental incident ever transpired, 2-8 Clune Street Bassendean is insured
by Chubb Insurance Australia Ltd (formerly Ace Insurance Ltd) with limits of liability set at $10m for
both i) pollution conditions or indoor environmental conditions and it) transportation (Policy No.
05CLOi, If 6). This insurance policy applies to all of BGC sites and is available on request.

6.6

STAKEHOLDER CONSULTATION7.

Details of external stakeholders consulted to inform the development of this DMP, and for future
reference in the event of a need to communicate are as follows:

Stakeholder

Town of Bassendean

Contact

Alexander Sriadden.

asnadden@bassendean. wa. gov. au
Nathan Stewart.

Nathan. Stewart@rowegroup. coin. au
Sam Mangione
sam@instantwaste. coin. au
Rian MCIlduff

rincilduff@shawmac. coin. au
David Wills & Associates David Wills.

davidwills@dwaconsulting. coin. au
A1ysia Woodward

A1ysiaWoodward@360environmenta!. coin. au

Rowe Group

Keppel Holdings

ShawMac

360 Environmental

Comments

Planning guidance

Project Planning

Site owner

Traffic Engineers

19
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Purpose

BGC (Australia) Pty Ltd seeks excellence in every aspect of business including minimising the impact our
business operations may have on the environment, This Policy outlines our commitments in balancing
the economic, social a rid environmental needs of sustainable development throughout our quarrying,
transport, manufacturing, construction, contracting and administration activities.

Application

Responsibility for the application of this Policy rests with all BGC employees and sub-contractors
engaged in activities under our operational control. This policy will be reviewed periodically.

ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY

BGC IAustraliaj Pry Ltd is committed to:

. Reduce, reuse and recycle our waste, and ensure appropriate disposal;

Increase our energy efficiency per volume production, kilometre travelled & in' of office space;

Conserve water use per volume production and in' of office space;

Reduce the greenhouse gas emissions intensity of our activities;

Measure and monitor our waste, water and energy use, and greenhouse gas emissions;

Prevent pollution of the environment;

Integrate environmental considerations into our purchasing decisions;

Influence our supply chain to realise mutually beneficial environmental outcomes;

Meet relevant environmental legislation, regulations and standards;

Ensure that staff, customers & suppliers are made aware of our Environmental Policy;

Continually improve our environmental performance.

BC. .^ C

BGC (Australia) Pty Ltd is dedicated to the fulfilment of the above commitments and seeks the full
support of all employees, sub-contractors and visitors to BGC IAustralia) Pty Ltd sites. Instructions,
procedures and training will be resourced as necessary to support this policy.

11--\
Sam Buckeridge
Director

5 June 2017
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Waste and Dust Management Plan
BGC

Concrete Batching Plant
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Waste:

Washout system to suit Sin' and 7m' agritor trucks, anticipate that the system will need to be cleaned out
on a ^0 121 week cycle, dry material removed from site.

Servicing and Management

Discharges:

Not antkipated, see below for controls

Z.

Refer to 10/10wing management plans.

Control Methods

We do riot antlclpated holding large quantities of fuel on site, alive hides will use local service stations roc fuel,

charge card facility currently established by BGCl@r such purposes, this will be alended to plant based trucks.
Smallaboue. round self bunded dieseltank approximately 10,0001ibes to serviceioader and emergency truck
requirements.

Operating Hours

Anticipated hours are mererallylL2 to 14 hours per day, s^ladaysa week. There may be rare DCc"ions wher
the plant will operate on. Sunday or public holiday. We are aware of tlre need to comply with Environmental
Protection We'rej Regul@tons, 997.

If any, urtherlnfomiationis required please coatac, PhilHobbs trials2204718 cronL71810Z2.

3. Waste Management Objectiues

The following Waste and Dust Mariag. men, Plan I'WDMP'ladd, esses the Eerieraloperatlon of the propo
concrete hatching plant within Lot 105 INC. 21 C!une Street, Basser, dean,

TIE mm. ent and requirements of the Envfro"""fit@IPI@Iru@"ICO, nate Botch, "g and Cement Produd
Mori^od"byj Regu, @tons 2998 Ithe Regulators'I IAttachnent One) has been considered in the formul
of this unMP,

Waste 595tems

The following provides guidance for ^est practice' with, he most common materials, hatwill be segregated on
site and disposed of via the contraci. d waste removal service.

"., .I Colour Pigments, Steel Fibres, Sinco Fume and Waterproofing Admixtures

Designated material bins to collect packaging Irom colour pigments, steel fibres, silica rume and waterproofing
admixtures. contained within bin enclosures construded o1 masonry/concrete material.

4, ,

The design. operation. rid management of the proposed development must comply with the Regulationsa
times

ThlsWDMP effectiveIya"r'sse, the. ppropriate containr, ,entand disposal of waste. The WDMP has bee
prepared to errsure that wasteis entirely contained within the subject site boundaries

4.

It is ackno, ,ledged that waste concretion willoca, r from the use of the site.

4.1.2 Sint Free Water

Waste Generation

Settlement ponds and above emu, Id bins will be used to accept concrete 'wash out' water. Silk, ree water will be

recycled and reused in tile manufacturing process.

""...,, Into",.".".

4, , .3 Concrete Waste

Concrete wastewillbe removed Ironsiiewhen moisture contentisles, than 2096 by the Iarxiowner's
contradois or in the alternate aGC Transport

4.1 A Recgcling Water rind Water Management

Recyding pumpswithlevelswltcheswilltra, ,ferwas. e water, orstorage and reusein the manufacture of
concrete. Water source for the racllity will be from an approved bore to be constructed. t the subject site.
Ucences from the Department of Water to construct a bore and take water have been obtained, The estimated
annual bore water take is copmnd for up to aspOOkL

All erress water drainln. off the loadlng area. used to wash out agitator trucl:s. or. o dean up slit, drained off
sealed or paved areas is to be direaed into the slurry waste bin area.

4. ,. 5 Aggregate Recgcling Focilit!I

A recycling plant may be 11"orporated to recover areregales and encourage reuse.

5.

Waste will be collected by the was, e contrector from the waste binloc. tons. The waste centredor willha

direct access to these areas. The waste contractor will be r"ponsible for collartlng the birrs from the bin
endosures. The waste contrador will be made aware of any specific inanegement requirements.

S. , Wriste Controctors

Wriste Cone^ion

Waste will be colhaod through a private wane contractor, under BGC contrad,

Frequencg

The final frequency @1the collection and disposal of wastewill be coneded as ,requently aruequired to ens
that wastedoes ,rot ov. flow by the stores contractor.

5.2



6. Vehicle Tgpes grid Movements

Imported Material6.1

The frillonlngvehicles windellvermaterlals to the subject site:

Aggregate delve has {up to 275m ln lengthj- approximately 29 per day;
Cement delve ties top to 27.5m in lengthj -approximately 5 per day; and

Admlx. ure/pigment deliveries night trusts 3-5 tonnej- approximately 2 visits re

A" vehicles winenter/. xirthe subjed sitevlaCluneStreet.

Exported Material6.2

The following vehicles will export material, rom the subjectsite:

Conaete agitator irucls I^S vehides per day;

Conoete waste approxlmately L vehicle 110ad trainj per fortn glib and
Waste calledion vehicles as required.

Alivehicles will enter/^it the subjecL SIte via Clune Street

Dust Monogement Plan

The 10/10nl, ^ outlines the measures Incorporared into the concrete hatching plant design to ensure compliance
with the Regulations.

Introduction7.1

Airborne dustln concrete plantsis .scotia. od with raw materials namely aggregates and cement. It has the
potential to occurwhen material is transported onto site, treade, red on site and Is affected by wind conditions.
Controls are required to ensure dust is managed through sound procedures, sysre", s and the Implementation of
specific plant design features.

7.2 Training

All supervisory and site personnel are to receive training on chisr land '10/5e) managerrent as required by the
Reel, .lions.

In-house tramng of personnel on dust controlissue, will form part of the sire laduaion process. Reinforcement
of, uch will OCNr on. daily basis by supervisory plant pe, sonnel and management during routine visits. The
company currently, ,as a Produdion Manager, two Inerth and southjPlant Supervisorsv, ho are responsible, or
dust controlin the company's gisti". todinie$.

7.3 Plant/Equipment

The proposed plant/equipment wantontt. , with the following design features to minimise dust

Reverse pulse cement filters x 2134m'I;
Hidiandlowlevelaudio alarmindia. in. levels to eliminate equipment from over filling and thenrer bag

being inundated;

A Dustotech vacuum system at point of loading to dired aru visual fine cement dust Into silos ;
Relief vainesto be attached to them rers to ensure safe op. ration o1 planl;
Cement filterswillbe serviced/replaced. s necessary arsix(61monthinretvals;

A spare set of filter bags to be held on-site at antimes foremergency replacement; and

Sealed penetration, to ale cement silos and wadi hoppers, in duding inspection and servire hatches.

7.4 Aggregate Deliverg

Allag. rega. e arudc wlU be equipped with Ih. tolloning measures to prevent dust:

an aggregate trucks will be covered whenarrMng and departing the subject site;
Coarse .wagererrom s, ock piles at quarry will be moistened; and
A water tru* will be on-site to wet the ground, suppressing dust in the summer months.

Itshou!d be noted that theyard will betullysealed, o eliminate dust during on-site vehicle moremerits.

7.5 Raw M"tends Transfer and Storage

When, aw materials are to be transEe, red to offtorn the subject site, covers to the main stad, err radial conveyor
will be used. When gtorin. raw mate, jab the following measures will ham place to prevent dust

Reticulated ground bins to fadlitate dust free loading

"7, ,I'Di, ,coup_,.,



Dust coversto Quernead binsto eliminate windblown dust at hidierlevel; and
Height Urnitsi. newillbe placed on the Ground bins to ensure allraw materials remain belowthe heightof

the walls.

7.6 Truck Loading and Slumping

The following me"ur" will be usedwhenloadlngtrucls arthe subjectslte:

the loading cellwillbe equipped with a 'hood whichis conneded to a Dustotechvaaium system to
minimlse dust emissions attire point of loading;

A slump stand positioned near the orit will be used to wash down trucks pmr to altlng t*re subject she;
All Irudts are to be free groin dust on exiting the rubjed site.

""..~",. DMD. "*.
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Western Australia

Environmental Protection Act 1986

Environmental Protection (Concrete Batchii, g
and Cement Product Manufacturing)

Regulations 1998

As at 06 Feb 2004 Version 01 -a0-08
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Environmental Protection (Concrete Batching
and Cement Product Manufacturing)

Regulations 1998

Western Australia

Reprinted under the
Reprints ^of 1984 as
at 6 February 2004
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Environmental Protection iconcrete Batchfr, g and Cement Product
Manufacturing) Regulations 1998

Contents

Defined terms
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Environmental Protection (Concrete Batchi"g
and Cement Frod"ct Manufacturing)

Regulations 1998

^.
Western Australia

Environmental Protection Act 1986

Reprinted under the
Reprints ^ct 1984 as
at 6 February 2004

Citation

These regulations may be cited as the Enviro"menr@I Protection

(Concrete Batchi"^. grid Cement Product Man, !Igolt, ring)Regainlio"s 1998 I .

Interpretation

In these regulations -

rigit"tor means a tank attached to a concrete mixing truck, or
other plant, in which the ingredients of concrete are mixed;

aggregate means broken stone, brick or gravel which fomis one
of the ingredients of concrete;

ce", e, ,t means argillaceous and calcareous materials used in
cement products;

68", e"tprod, ,ct ",,,,,^fact", i, 18 means the manjuf^Gnuing of
products in which cement or concrete is the principal ingredient;
cornerete means a mixture of cement, sand, aggregate and water;
cornerate batc/, i"g means the production, or batching and
loading for transport, of concrete;

As at 06 Feb 2004 Version 01-a0-08
Extract from WWW, SIP. wa. gov. au, see 11.1w. haile for further information
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Environmental Protection iconc, ete Batching and Cement Product
Manufacturing) Regulations 1998

r. 3

filter means a bag, cartridge or other device used in an air
cleaning system to collect dust;

operator means a person carrying on concrete batching or
cement product manufacturing;

pre", toes, in relation to an operator, means the premises at
which the operator carries on concrete batching or cement
product manufacturing;

weig, I, 1.0pper means plant or equipment by which the
ingredients of concrete are weighed before being loaded into an
agitator.

3. Minimization of dust

(I ) An operator must not carry on concrete batching or cement
product manufacturing unless it is carried on in such a manner
that no visible dust escapes from the premises (or if there are no
defined boundaries to the premises, no such dust escapes onto
any place to which the public has access).

(2) All operator must mimed jarely clean up any material spilt
during concrete batching or cement product manufacturing.

4. Control of dust from trafficable areas

(I ) All operator must ensure that all parts of the premises to which
vehicles have access -

(a) are either -

co paved or sealed; or

(ii) treated with water or surf^ctanits as often as is
necessary;

and

(b) are swept, hosed or otherwise cleared of any loose
aggregate, sand, cement, concrete or other material as
often as is necessary,

to prevent loose material adhering to vehicles and to minimize
dust.

page 2 Version 01-a0-08 As at 06 Feb 2004
Exiract from WWW. SIP, re. gov. au, seoulat website for further information



Environmental Protection (Concrete Batching and Cement Product
Man"I^sturmg) Regulations f998

(2) an operator must not allow any vehicles carrying concrete, or
any of the ingredients of concrete, to leave the premises until it
has been washed free of cement slurry and dust.

Storage of aggregate and sand

(I ) All operator must store all aggregate and sand kept on the
premises in storage bins or bays which are designed to minimize
airborne dust, or where the use of such bins or bays is not
practicable, in stockpiles on the ground.

(2) An operator must not allow the height of aggregate or sand in a
storage bin or bay to exceed the height of the bin or bay
(including any windshields fitted to it).

(3) Where aggregate or sand is stored in a stockpile on the ground
the operator must keep it covered or damp, or otherwise treat it,
so as to minimize airborne dust,

(4) If, during the unloading of aggregate or sand, any visible dust
escapes from the premises the operator must ensure that
unloading stops immediately and does not resume until
appropriate measures have been taken to prevent the escape of
the dust from the premises.

Storage of cement

(1) All operator must store all cement kept on the premises -

(a) in bags; or

(b) in a cement storage silo -

(i) which complies with subregulation (2); or
(ii) which is one of a series of interconnected silos at

least one of which complies with
subregulation (2).

(2) To comply with this subregulation a cement storage silo must be
fitted with -

(a) an air cleaning system, which complies with
regulation 7, through which all air extracted from the

r. 5

As at 06 Feb 2004 Version 01-a0-08
Extract from WWW. SIP. un. gov. au, see that website forturlherinformation
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Environmental Protection (Concrete Batchi"g and Cement Product
Manufacturing) Regulations 1998

r. 7

silo while it is being filled must pass before it is
discharged into the environment; and

(b) either -

(i) a level indicator which complies with
regulation 8(I); or

(ii) a relief valve, which complies with
regulation 8(3).

(3) An operator must seal all inspection ports, hatches and other
openings to a cement storage silo while cement is being
unloaded into the silo.

(4) If, during the filling of a cement storage silo, any visible cement
dust escapes from the silo the operator must ensure that no
further loads of cement are unloaded into the silo until

appropriate measures have been taken to prevent the escape of
dust from the silo.

Air cleaning system for cement storage silo

The air cleaning system for a cement storage silo must -
(a) be either -

co a mechanical rapping air cleaning system with a
inititmum filter area of 23 square metres; or

(ii) a reverse pulse air cleaning system which
reduces dust emissions to less than 50 milligi. ams
of particulate matter per cubic metre;

and

(b) discharge air from the system into a weigli hopper or to
an outlet which is within one metre of the ground.

All operator must inspect the filters, or if the system is fitted
with pressure gauges for the detection of blockages or leaks,
check those gauges, at least weekly and mumediately clean,
repair or replace any filter which is blocked or damaged or has
an excessive build-up of dust,

page 4 Version 01-a0-08 As at 06 Feb 2004
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Environmental Protection (Concrete Batchlng and Cement Product
Man"beturf"g) Regulations 1998

(3) An operator must test the air cleaning system for a cement
storage silo at least weekly and ifit is not working efficiently,
must not unload any cement into the silo until the system is
repaired.

All operator must keep on the premises, or in a readily
accessible place, sufficient spare filters to replace all such bags
or cartridges used in the air cleaning systems of all cement
storage silos on the premises.

Level indicator system or relief valve for cement storage silo

(1) A level indicator system for a cement storage silo must
include -

(a) an audible alarrn which sounds if cement stored in the
silo reaches -

(i) 0.6 in below the inlet to the silo's air cleaning
system; or

(ii) 2 tonnes less than the silo's maximum capacity;
and

(b) a test circuit which indicates whether the level indicator
and alarrn are working correctiy,

Where a level indicator is used to comply with
regulation 60)(b) the operator must ensure that the test circuit is
activated before a load of cement is unloaded into the silo and
that no cement is unloaded into the silo if the level indicator or

alarm are not working correctly,

A relief valve for a cement storage silo must be designed -
(a) to automatically prevent the level of cement in the silo

rising above the level referred to in
subregulation (1)(a)(i) or (it); and

(b) so that any excess cement is piped into a weigh hopper
or to an outlet which is within one metre of the ground.

8.

r. 8

Version 01-a0-08As at 06 Feb 2004
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Environmental Protection (Concrete Batch", g and Cement Product
Menufactu, ing) Regulations 7998

r. 9

9. Movement of materials on premises and loading of agitators

(1) All operator must not use -

(a) a hopper, conveyor, chute, bucket elevator or transfi^r
point to move material on the premises; or

(b) any area of the premises to load agitators,

unless it is -

(c) enclosed;

(d) fitted with wind shields, water sprays or a dust
extraction system; or

(e) otherwise designed and operated,

so as to prevent the escape of any visible dust.

(2) All operator must maintain in good working order all wind
shields, water sprays, dust extraction systems and other devices
used to comply with subregulation (1).

Cement product manufacturing premises to be cleaned

(1) All operator carrying on cement product manufacturing must
regularly clean all inside areas on the premises to prevent the
accumulation of dust on any surface.

(2) All operator must not use water to carry out the cleaning
referred to in subregulation a ) unless all fittings and electrical
installations in that area of the premises are waterproof or
otherwise designed to withstand water.

(3) Subregulation (2) does riot apply in relation to a building in
which cement product manufacturing was being carried on
before these regulations came into operation.

Control of waste water

(1) All operator must ensure that -

page 6 Version 01-a0-08 As at 06 Feb 2004
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Environmental Protection (Concrete Batchi"g and Cement Product
Man"lecturing) Regulations 7998

(a) all water draining off any area where agitators, mixers or
moulds are loaded or where concrete is batched drains
into a slurry pit;

(b) all water used to wash out agitators, xixers or moulds or
to clean up spilt material drams into a slurry pit;

(c) all other water draining off sealed or paved areas of the
premises and which is likely to contain waste material
drains into a slurry pit or settling pond; and

(d) any water removed from, or which might overflow from,
a slurry pit drains into a settling pond.

All operator must ensure that no water used in concrete batching
or cement product manufacturing is discharged from the
premises until -

(a) it has been -

co through a silt trap; or
(ii) contained in a settling pond for long enougli to

allow all particulate matter to settle out;
and

(b) if the water is likely to contain hydrocarbons, it has been
through an oil interceptor.

Slurry pits, settling ponds, sit traps and oil interceptors

(1) All operator must not allow settled material in a slurry pit to -
(a) dry out (except when the pit is dried out to allow the

settled material to be removed); or

^) be higher than 30 cm below the top of the slumy pit
walls.

All operator must ensure that a settling pond is large enoug}I to
contain all water which might drain into it for long enougli to
allow all particulate matter to settle out,

r. ,2

As at 06 Feb 2004 Version 01-a0-08
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Environmental Protection (Concrete Batchi"g and Cement Product
Man"fact", ing) Regulations 1998

r. ,3

(3) All operator must ensure that slurry pits, settling ponds, silt traps
and oil interceptors are maintained, and emptied or cleaned as
often as necessary, to ensure their efficient operation.

Disposal of waste

All operator must ensure that all waste created during concrete
batching or cement product manufacturing (including muterial
removed from slurry pits, settling ponds, silt traps and oil
interceptors) is -

(a) recycled; or

(b) disposed of at an appropriate landfill site or waste
treatrnent facility the DCcupier of which holds a licence
under Part V of the Act in respect of that site or facility,

Offences and penalties

A person who contravenes any of these regulations commits
offence.

Penalty: $5 000.

IReg:,!@110" 14 omendedi" Gazelle 11 Dec 1998p. 6614. I

1/5, Omited under rh, Rep"tat, A, r 1984 s, 7(:4)697

16. Transitio"al

(1) Regulations 6(2), 7,8 and 11 do not apply in relation to an
existing facility until the day that is 6 months after the day on
which these regulations come into operation.

(2) In subregulation (1) -

artsti"81ncilt^, means -

(a) a cement storage silo in which cement was being stored;

(b) a premises at which concrete batching or cement product
manuf;*cturing was being carried on,

immediately before the COLLULiencement day.

or

page 8 Version 01 -a0-08 As at 06 Feb 2004
Extrad from WWW, SIP. wa. 900. an, see that website for further Information



Environmental Protection (Concrete Batchlng and Cement Product
Manu, ^during) Regulations 7998

Notes

This reprint is a compilation as at 6 February 2004 of the Binvir@"menial
Pro^C!ion Cornererg 801,111"g a, ,dCe, ,, glad Prod"or M@, 13:1'@c!"ringl
Reg, ,!@"bits 1998 and includes the amendments made by the other written laws
referred to in the following table. Tile table also contains information about any
reprint.

Citation

E"viro",,, enrolProrec, lull (Cornerore
8016/11"g and Cement Proof"61
M@,, libc, ",'1,431 Regulari0"$ 1998
Eru, fro, ,me, ,,@IFFo, @c"@"

(Miscell@"eo!, s^,,, endme", SI
Regi, !@, 10, ,$ 1998 PI. 8

Reprint 18 The Emuir@","cm, "! Pro^Crlo, , (Cornere, e Bare",,, g and Ce, "eat Frod"of
M@",!f@errr, ,, 81 Reg, ,Juli@,, s 1998 as at 6 Feb 2004 (in dudes amendments listed above

Compilation table

Gazettal

26 May 1998
p. 2958-61

11 Dec 1998

p 6597.614

Commencement

26 May 1998

8 Jan 1999 (see r. 2)

As at 06 Feb 2004 Version 04-a0"08
Exiled from WWW. SIP. wa, gov. au, see that webslte for further Information
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Environmental Protection iconc, ete Batching and Cement Product
Manufacturing) Regulations 1998

Defined terms

Inns is @ liar drip", s dell", dand, !, e provisions whereinq, are d^filled
71, e lisi is nor perl @1the jinv, I

Provision(s)Defined term

aggregate ..........,...........,...........,....,...,..,,...,,..,...,........,........,........,.....................,.. 2
agitotor ...........,.....,.,.,,..,,..,....,...,...,......,,...*,..,,.,......................,.,........................... 2
cement ......,,..................,...........................,,,..,..,,................,....................,,......,...,. 2

cement pro^Ci manu f^cmring ...... .... . .....,,.. .. .,.,.....,..,....,.......... .... .,...,...........,. ..., 2
concrete, ....................,..........,......................... , ................................,...,,..,.,.,..,...., 2

conc rele hatching . . ... .. . . ,., . . ... , . .. . . . .. . . ., . . ,. ,, .,.., . . , ,. . . ,. . . .. . ,, . .. , . .. . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . .. . . . .. . , .. ... . . . , 2
existing focili^, ...,.....................,.................,...,...............,...................,,......... I 6(2)
filler ....,...,,...,....,..,.........,................,,..,...............,........,.*...............,.,,.....,,.......,.... 2

operator ...,,,..,...,,...,..,......,,........,............,.,..,,.,,...,...,......,.....................,..,........,..., 2
premises ....,...,.......,............................,.,..........,.....,,......,...,...,...,...,........,...,,...,..... 2
weigh hopper ....,...................,.....,......,..................................,...,,......,...,............... 2

Defined terms

page I O As at 06 Feb 2004Version 01-a0-08
Exlract from WWW. SIP. wagov. au. see hat websile for further Inforrnallon
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Contact : Steven De Pia"i (9272 0627)

Referonce: 2015-246 & 2017-, 03

16 April20,9

Development Services
Town of Bassendean
mail bassendean. wa. ov. au

Dear Sir/Madam

CONCRETE BATCHING PLANT - AMENDED APPLICATION (REMOVAL OF CONDITIONS)
LOT 105,2-8 CLUNE STREET, BASSENDEAN

Thank you for the opportunity to provide comment on the proposed amendments to the above
mentioned development. The City has reviewed the proposed amendments and can provide the
following comments:

. Reverse beepers have riot been captured in the acoustic assessment (for vehicles
associated with the company as well as their suppliers/contractors), and may impact on
noise levels, particularly those in table 4-1 which is described to 'marginal Iy comply'. The City
is not convinced compliance with the noise regulations has been definitively demonstrated.

. The dust management plan does riot indicate any dust monitoring or sprinkler system to
suppress dust on site.

. It needs to be clearly demonstrated that an increase in hours of operation and intensity of the
use will riot result in nori-compliance with the relevant regulations and/or unduly impact on
adjoining properties.

. The Transport Impact Statement (TIS) should be based on the maximum concrete output the
facility can produce to determine the vehicle movements and establish impact on the
surrounding road network. The TIS has only applied a percentage of efficiency at a certain
number of hours per day, however operation will not necessarily be restricted to that amount
if the conditions are removed in their entirety. It may be more appropriate to amend the
conditions to reflect the hours and efficiency indicated in the TIS.

. In modelling for projection of future traffic volume a percentage increase has been provided,
however a more accurate model should be used where there is a known future development
adjacent (Tonkin Highway Industrlal Estate).

. Consideration should be given to the compliance of current operations at the site and
regularityseverity of any complaints when contemplating increased intensity of operation.

. The proposal should be referred to the Department of Water and Environmental Regulation
for comment.

. No objection to removal of conditions 6.7,8.9, and 10. subject to the above and operation of
the facility satisfactorily demonstrated to comply with the relevant regulations, and the TIS is
amended to satisfactorily address the inadequacies outlined in the comments above

O^ BA Vs JP

65 ,, ,,,,,,, ^!i,,,.^^, ^^^,,..-:^; @ ,,.
^^,:^3;^^! \^" aty . g. ,In

61 Brain Avenue. Moiley WA 6062
PO Boy 467. Money WA 6943

P (08) 9272 0622
F: (08) 9272 0665

mail@bayswaterwagovau

National Relay Service
1800 555660

WWW. bays, vater. wagov. au



Should you have any queries in relation to the above matter, please do not hesitate to contact
Stoven De Piazzi in the City's Development Approvals via steven. de Iazzi ba swater. wa ov au.

Yours faithfully

1/1 I^. ,
HELEN SMITH

DEVELOPMENT APPROVALS

CG: Alexander Sriadderi <asnadderi@basser, dean. wa. gov. au>

. ^



Alexander Sriadden

From:

Sent:

To:

Subject:
Attachments:

Hi Alex,

It is the formal advice from DWER.

Regards,

Annarie Boer <annarie. boer@dwer. wagov. au >
Friday, May 10,20194:19 PM
Alexander Sriadden

RE: Referral from the Town of Bassendean - 2-8 Clune Street, Bassendean
image003jpg; image004jpg; image005jpg; image006jpg

Annarie Boer

Appeals Advisor
Regulatory Services

Departmen of a er and E vi oninental Regulatio
Prime House

8 Davidson Terrace, 100NDALUP WA 6027

Locked Bag 10,100NDALUP DC WA 691.9
T: (08) 636464151 reception: (08) 63647000
emai : an arie, boer dwer, wa. ov. au I web: WWW. dwer. wa. av, au I WWW. ePa, wa. Rov. au
Twitter: @OWER WA I @EPA WA

From: Alexander Sriadden Imailto:asnadden@bassendean. wagov. aul
Sent: Friday, 10 May 20192:43 PM
To: Annarie Boer <annarie. boer@dwer. wa. gov. au>
Subject: RE: Referral from the Town of Bassendean - 2-8 Clune Street, Bassendean

Hi Annarie,

Can I assume this is the formal response from OWER?

Regards,

Alex Sriadden

Planning Officer
Development Services

^ 93778024
1.1 mail bassendean. wa. ovau

^ WWW bassendean. wa ovau

.^^ Pleaso consider the @nvl, onomi before orlniing this e-mail

BASSENDEAN

The contents of this email and any attachments are Intended solely for the named recipient(SI, and may be of a confidential nature. If You
riot the intended recipient, any use, disclosure, retransmission, publication or copying of any part of this email or its attachmentsis

,n*. 00

No. , ,, I", S. .,



unauthorised. The views expressed in this email are those of the author, and do not represent those of the Town of Bassendean unless this is
clearly indicated. If you are riot the intended recipient, please inform the sender and delete the email and its attachments. While the Town o1
Bassendean endeavours to ensure that it operates a virus free environment, this cannot be guaranteed and accepts no liability for any
interference or damage from a virus that may be attached to an email.

From: Annarie Boer mailto:annarie. boer dwer. wa ovau

Sent: Thursday, May 9,20192:51 PM
To: Alexander Sriadden <asnadden bassendean. wa. ov u>

Subject: RE: Referral from the Town of Bassendean - 2-8 Clune Street, Bassendean

Dea r Alex,

Apologies for the delay in responding

Our regional delivery team has forwarded this application to the DWER's Regulatory Services section to comment on
requirements under Part V of the Environmental Protection Act1986IEP Act).

I have reviewed the provided application and can advise that the applicant holds a registration for the operation
'Concrete batching of cement production manufacturing' for the premises at 2 Clune Street, Bassendean with the
Department of Water and Environmental Regulation IDWER). Registrations are issued for activities covered in Part 2
of Schedule I of the Environmental Protection Regulations 1987 (EP Regulations I and generally are associated with a
lesser degree of risk of environmental harm than activities covered in Part I of Schedule I of the EP
Regulations. Registrations do not contain conditions.

The premises are regulated under the Environmental Protection (Concrete Batching and Cement Product
Moriufocturing) Regulations 2998, the Environmental Protection (Noise) Regulations 1997 and the Environmental
Protection funouthorised Discharges) Regulotions 2004, including infringement notices.

Best regards,

e artm nt f W ter and Enviro in tal Re ul ti n Prim H u

8 Davidson Terrace, 100NDALUP WA 6027

Locked Bag 1.0,100NDALUP WA 6919
T: (08) 63647000 I F: (08) 63647001
E: inf @dw r wagov u I WWW. dwer. wa. ovau

From: Alexander Sriadden mailt a nadden ba endean w ov aul
Sent; Tuesday, 12 March 20192:37 PM
To:Info<info d erwa ova >

Subject: Referral from the Town of Bassendean - 2-8 Clune Street, Bassendean

Dear Sir/Madam,

Please be advised the Town has received an application to request to remove conditions of approval on an existing
development for the BGC concrete batching plant at No. 2 - 8 Clune Street, Bassendean. The proponent seeks to
remove conditions that currently restrict their operational capacity.

A brief summary of the application is as follows:

. The proponent seeks the deletion of conditions that primarily restrict the operational capacity, namely

o Condition 6, which relates to the restriction of operating hours;

2



Condition 7,9 and 10, which relate to the annual output of the facility, the average & maximum dail
production capacity, and reporting requirements to the Town, and

Condition 8, which relates to the restriction of access to and from the site on Sundays and public
holidays by trucks and semi-trailers.

In support of the application the proponent has submitted a detailed justification letter, accompanied by an
acoustic report, waste and dust management plans (electronic versions attached for your reference), and a
revised traffic management plan.

Prior to the Town making a determination on the application, we would like to extend the OPPortunit to the
Department to provide comment on the matter.

Attached is a COPY of the Towns request for Land Use Planning Advice, and a copy of the relevant development Ians
and technical documents.

It is requested that Your comments are provided to the Town at your earliest convenience, however, if comment is
not received from the Department, within 42 days from the date of this email (being the 23 April2019) it will be
assumed you have no comment or objection on the matter and the Town will make a determination accordingly.

Should you have any queries please do riot hesitate to contact myself on 93778024.

Kind Regards,

Alex Sriadden

Planning Officer
Development Services

^' 93778024
~{:I mail bassendean. wa. ovau
^, WWW bassendean, wa. ovau

.^^ Please consider the environment before primiin, this e-mail

The contents of this email and any attachments are intended solely for the named recipient(SI, and may be of a confiden!iai nature. it You are
not the intended recipient, any use, disclosure, retransmission, publication or copying of any part of this email or its attachments is
unauthorised. The views expressed in this email are those of the author. and do not represent those of the Town o1 Bassendean unless this is
clearly ind'cated. If You are riot the intended recipient, please inform the sender and delete the emailand its attachments. While the Town of
Bassendean endeavours to ensure that it operates a virus free environment, this cannot be guaranteed and accepts no Iiabilit 101 an
interference or damage from a virus that may be attached to an email.

Disclaiiner: This e-mail is confidential to the addressee and is tlie view of the writer, not Ilecessaril that of
the Department of Water and Environmental Regulation, which accepts no responsibility for the contcnts. If
you are not tile addressee, please notify the DepartingIt by retuni e-1nail and delete tlie message from your
system; you must not disclose or use the infonnatioii contained in tliis Ginail in any way. No warranty is
Inade that this material is free froin computer viruses.
Disclaimer: This e-mail is confidential to the addressee and is the view of the writer, not Ilecessaril tlial of
the Department of Water and Environmental Regulation, WITicli accepts no responsibility fortlie contents, If
you are not the addressee, please notify the Depart!nent by 1.6tunt e-mail and delete the Inessage froin your
system; you In ust not disclose or use the infonnatioii contained In tllis email in ally way. No warranty is
made that this Inaterial is free from computer viruses.

BAS'^^NiiEAN
No. , ., I. , ,...



Your Ref:

Our Ref

Minister for Environment; Disability Services
Deputy Leader of the Legislative Council

Mr Bob Jan/is
Chief Executive Officer
Town of Bassendean
PO Box 87
BASSENDEAN WA 6934

DABC/BDVAPPS/2015-246; OLET-6649217
62-0,190

Dear Mr Jan/is

Thank you for your letter dated I May 2017 regarding the approval for the constructio
of a concrete batching plant at Clune Street in Bassendean.

I understand that you are seeking a review of the works
Department of Environment Regulation (DER) to BGC
19 January 2017.

Concrete batching plants can be a source of significant public concern, due to the
possibility of health and amenity impacts from dust and noise emissions if not ro I
managed. On receipt of your letter I asked DER to provide me with an ex lariation of
the decision-making that led to the grant of the works approval.

I am advised that the proposed premises at Clune Street have been the sub'ect of a
risk-based assessment carried out by DER. The assessment included consideration
of the risks associated with noise and dust emissions from the reinises, and
concluded that those emissions could be acceptably managed with desi n and
operation requirements and given the location of the premises within an industrial
area, separated from residences by other industrial sites and a road and rail corridor.
I have attached a copy of the works approval and DER's decision report for our
information.

I am also advised that the operator of the premises will be required to construct and
operate the facility in accordance with the requirements of the works approval and the
Environmental Protect!bn (Concrete Batching and Cement Product Manui;^of unhg)
Regulations 1998 (Concrete Batching Regulations). Those regulations contain a
number of requirements forthe control of dust emissions, including a requirement that
the plant must be operated in such a way that no visible dust escapes from the
premises,

Document #: ILET-t2202017
12.06.20.7Date:

Officer: BRIAN REED
DABCIBDVAPPS/2015-246File:

. 1111/11.11/11/1111!null

approval granted by the
(Australia) Pty Ltd on

Level I2, Dumas House, 2 Havelock Street, West Perth, Western Australia 6005
Telephone: +6,865525800 Facsimile: +61 86552580f Email: minister. daws @d



I am further advised that DER will continue to ino 't h
compliance with the works approval and the Concrete Bat h ' R
I recognise the level of concern in the coinmunit around
Ltd, the D, ' rt g e WOr s. approval application by BGC (Australia) Pty
understand to be the principal concern of your constit t , '
can be acceptably managed. In the circumstances, it would t
to intervene in DER's regulatory functions me

Yours sincerely

Hon Stephen Dawson MLC
MINISTER FOR ENVIRONMENT

I 2 JUN 2017
Att.

ensure
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Government of Western Australia
Department of Environment Regulation

Works Approval Number

Works Approval Holder

Works Approval Holder ACN

Registered business address

Address for notifications

W5986/201 6/1

Expiry Date
22/01/2020

Category 77 - Concrete batching or cement
products manufacturing

BGC Clune Street
2 Clune Street
BASSENDEAN WA 6054

Being Lot 105 on Diagram 62913
Certificate of Title Volume 2110 Folio 480

Is gran e to the Works Approval Holder, sub'e t t th

Date Signed: 19 January 2017
Danielle Eyre

an Officer del, ,t , , ry 99U ation (Resource Industries)

Duration

BGC (Australia) Pty Ltd

005736005

Prescribed Premises

I8 Mount Street
PERTH WA 6000

A o0

Premises

PO Box 7223

CLOISTER SQUARE WA 6850

Commencement date
23/01 12017

. .

W5986/2016/1
File No: DER2016/00,753



Premises Description
The Works Approval Holder is proposing to construct a concre e a ' g p
Street, Bassendean

The Works Approval Holder will be carrying out activities at t e reins
Category 77 - Concrete batching or cement products manufacturing,
Premises are deemed Prescribed Premises under the EP Act

Conditions

Environmental coinp rice

The Works Approval Holder must comply with the EP Act an a reg
rescribed under the EP Act applicable to the Premises including:

The duties of an o0cupier under s 61;(a)

(b) The duty to notify the CEO of discharges of waste under s 72; an
offence under the EP(c) Not causing, or doing anything that is likely to cause, an

Act,

except where the Works Approval Holder does something in accor ance
Condition which expressly states that a defence under s 74A o t e y
available

reinises

The Works Approval Holder must carry out the Works within t e reinise
accordance with the requirements set out in Schedule 2.

Premises Description3. This Works Approval applies to the Premises define in e
Table, and as depicted in the Premises Map in Schedule I .

2.

Premises Description

General Location

2 Clune Street

Bassendean WA 6054

Locatio of Work

The Works Approval Holder must locate the Works generally in accor a
the Site Plan in Schedule 3 and the Stormwater Management Plan in c e u

In rastru ture and Equipment

Subject to Condition 7, at least 10 business days prior to the commenceirie
Works, The Works Approval Holder must provide to the CEO engineering o
building certification from a suitable qualified professional con Irming .
detailed construction drawings and plans for the Works include eac item o
infrastructure or component of infrastructure specified in column wi . e
requirements specified in column 2, as set out in the Infrastructure equirem
Table below

Sub'ect to Condition 7, on completion of the Works, the Works Approva o eSubject to Condition 7, on completion of the Works, the Works pprova
must provide to the CEO engineering or building certification rom a sui a y
qualified professional confirming each item of infrastructure or coinponen o

Legal land description reserve or tenement

Lot 105 on Diagram 62913

V012110 Folio 480

W5986/2016/1

File NO DER20i6/00,753



infrastructure specified in column I with the requirements specified in column 2, as
set out in the Infrastructure Requirements Table below have been constructed with
no material defects.

The Works Approval Holder must not depart from the requirements specified in
column 2 of the Infrastructure Requirements Table except:

(a) where such departure does is minor in nature and does not material Iy change
or affect the infrastructure; or

(b) where such departure improves the functionality of the infrastructure and does
not increase risks to public health, public amenity or the environment;

and all other Conditions in this Works Approval are still satisfied.

If Condition 7 applies, then the Works Approval Holder must provide the CEO with
a list of departures which are certified as complying with Condition 7 at the same
times, and from the same professional, as the certifications under Conditions 5
and 6.

Infrastructure Requirements Table

Column I Column 2

Infrastructure

Trafficable areas

Requirements (Design and ConstructionI

Bitumised or paved yard with designated parking, buildings and equipment
areas.

Paved areas graded 10 direct water to stormwater and wastewater
management systems.

Material Bins

Four concrete above-ground bins, one each for 20mm aggregates,
joinm aggregates, 2mm aggregates and sand

Three sided; dimensions of 3m high x 8.25m width each; and

Each fitted with a sprinkler system

With an enclosed transfer point to conveyor.

Fully covered radial conveyor used to transport raw material from the Feed
Hopper to the Overhead Feed Bins.

Overhead Feed Bins equipped with a raised wind shield for dust control

Cement Silos:

Two 45 tonne cement silos integrated within the Batch Plant Body

Designed in accordance with Regulation 8 of the Environmental
Protection (Concrete Batching and Cement Product Manufacturing)
Regulations 1998, including:

. High and low level alarms for filling;

. Overtlow pressure relief valve; and

, Visual instrumental monitoring cement filling operating from
control room/office.

Material Bins for the

storage of sand and
aggregate

Feed Hopper

Radial conveyor

Overhead Feed Bins

Cement Silos

W5986120,611

File No: DER20t61001753



Infrastructure Requi e ents Table

Column I G urnn 2

Infrastruct re Requirements (Design and Construction)

Designed in accordance with Regulation 7 of the Environmental Protectibn
iconcrete Balehing and Gemen! Product Manufacturing) Regulations 1998.

Dust emissions concentration to be less than 50 ing/in'
Baghouse

Concrete batching
plant with
incorporated
computer system to
control and monitor

flow

Slurry Waste Bins

Steelfields Major 60 design standalone mobile plant.

Two below ground level Slurry Waste Bins:

Graded to allow collection of storm water and wash water ;

Concrete lined to ensure no discharge to the environment occurs; and

Total volume of approximately 60m'.

Pipework and associated fittings to allow wastewater from the Slurry Waste
Bins to be transported to the Water Tank

Two above ground Wet Waste Bins:

Volume of approximately 90m' combined;
Concrete walls and floor; and

Containing weir to allow overflow into Slurry Waste Bins.

One above ground Dry Waste Bin:

Volume of approximately 40m'; and
Concrete walls and floor.

A 50 000L tank used to store returned waste water from the Slurry Waste
Bins.

Wet Waste Bins

Dry Waste Bin

Water Tank

Stormwaler System Designed in accordance with Schedule 4 SIonn Wafer Plan including:

. Settlement Chamber:

Located to collect stormwater runofi from the materials storage
and handling area:
Concrete"lined and designed to remove suspended solids by
sedimentation;
Have a treatment chamber designed for storage requirements
based on a I in I year, I-hour average recurrence Interval (ARI)
storm event; and
Designed to allow access by machinery to facilitate the removal
of suspended solids.

. Soakwells

. Associated piping.

W5986/20,611
File No: DER20,6100/753



Records and Information

9. The Works Approval Holder must maintain accurate records including information,
reports and data in relation to the Works

All information and records required under this Works Approval must
(a) be legible;

(b) if amended, be amended in such a way that the original and subsequent
anTendments remain legible or are capable of retrieval; and

(c) be retained for 6 years after the expiry of this Works Approval

IO.

Reports

If requested by the CEO from time to tiine, the Works Approval Holder must
provide the CEO witlT reports or information relating to the Works, the Premises or
any condition in this Works Approval (including data from any monitoring
conditions or environmental risk assessment studies).

Reports or information must be in such forIn as the CEO may require in a CEO
Request

Requests for Information
I3. The Works Approval Holder In ust comply witlT a CEO Request, within 7 days

from the date of the CEO Request or such other period specified in the CEO
Request

f 2.

W598612016/I

File No: DER2016/00,753



Definitions and Interpretation

Definitions

In this Works Approval, the following terms have the following meanings

CEO Request means a request made by the CEO to the Works Approval Holder in
writing, sent to the Works Approval Holder's address for notifications, as described at
the front of this Works Approval, in relation to:

(a) information, records or reports in relation to specific matters in connection with this
Works Approval including in relation to compliance with any conditions and the
calculation of fees (whether or not a breach of condition or the EP Act is suspected);
or

(b) reporting, records or administrative matters

co which apply to all Works Approvals granted under the EP Act; or

(11) which apply to specified categories of Works Approvals within which this Works
Approval falls.

Condition means a condition to which this Works Approval is subject under s 62 of the
EP Act

discharge has the same meaning given to that term under the EP Act and, in relation to
waste or other matter, includes deposit it or allow it to escape, or cause or permit it to
be, or fail to prevent it from being, discharged, deposited or allowed to escape

EP Act means the Environmental Protectibn Act 7986 (WA)

EP Regulations means the Environmental Protection Regulations 7987 (WA)

Premises refers to the premises to which this Works Approval applies, as specified at
the front of this Works A roval and as shown on the in a in Schedule I to this Works
Approval

Works Approval refers to this document. which evidences the grant of Works Approval
by the CEO under s 57 of the EP Act, subject to the conditions.

Works Approval Holder refers to the occupier of the Preinises being the person to
whom this Works Approval has been granted, as specified at the front of this Works
Approval

nt rpretation

In this Works Approval

(8) the words 'includiiig', 'in dudes' and 'include' will be read as if followed by the words
'without limitation';

(b) where any word or phrase is given a defined meaning, any other part of speech or
other grammatical form of that word or phrase has a corresponding meaning;

(c) where tables are used in a Condition, each row in a table constitutes a separate
Condition; and

(d) any reference to an Australian or other standard, guideline or code of practice in
this Works Approval means the version of the standard, guideline or code of
practice in force at the time of granting of this Works Approval and includes any
amendments to the standard, guideline or code of practice which may occur from
time to time during the course of the Works Approval

W59861201611
File NO DER2016/00,753



Schedule I : aps

Site Location Map
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Premises Map

The Premises are shown in the map below. The pink line depicts the boundary to the
Premises.
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Schedule 2 : Works

The Works to be carried out on the Premises are specified in the table below

in Works

Site works and construction of remaining
paving.

Delivery and positioning of mobile concrete
batching plant including overhead feed
bins, cement silos, feed hopper and radial
conveyor.

Construction of stormwater management
system including Settlement Chamber,
soak wells and associated piping

Construction of concrete below ground
Slurry Waste Bins, and above ground Wet
Waste Bins and Dry Waste Bins.

SpecificationslDrawings

BGC (Australia) Pty Ltd works approval
application and supporting documentation
received 26 August 2016 and supporting
documentation received 30 September
2016

Site Stormwater Management Plan from
David Wills and Associates Consulting
Engineers date 18 November 2016

W5986/2016/1

File No: DER20,6100/753
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Schedule 3: Site Plan
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Schedule 4: Stormwater
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Government of Western Australia
Department of Environment Regulation

Applicant:

ACN:

Application for Works Approval

Division 3, Part V Environmental Protection Act 7986

Works Approval Number:

File Number:

Premlses:

BGC (Australia) Pty Ltd

005736005

. ecision Report

Date of report

Status of Report

W598612016/'I

DER20,6100,753

BGC Concrote (Bassendean)

Lot, 05 on Diagram 62913
Certificate of Tile Volume 2.10 Folio 480

Being 2 Clune Street
BASSENDEAN WA 6054

*9 January 2017
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Appendix 3: Site Location Map
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Definitions of terms and acron ms
Term Definition

Category/Categories Categories of prescribed premises described in Schedule I of the EP Regs
(Cat. )

DER

EP Act

E P Reg s

Premises

Department of Environment Regulation

means the Environmental Pro^Clion Act 1986

Prescribed

Premises

TOB

means the Environmental Protect, bn Regulations 7987

As defined in the EP Act. Means residential, industrial or other premises of any
kind whatsoever and includes land, water, and equipment

Premises of the types listed in Schedule I of Ihe EP Regs.

Dow

SAT

Town of Bassendean

Department of Water

means the State Administrative Tribunal, Western Australia

DECISION REPORT: W5986/20161,
File No: DER20,6100,753



I. Purp se and Scope of ssessment
BGC (Australia) Pty Ltd submitted a Works Approval application on 26 August 2016, to
construct and operate a concrete batching plant at Lot I 05 on Diagram 62913 being 2 Ciune
Street, Bassendean.

2. Background
BGC (Australia) Pty Ltd (BGC) is a Western Australian privately owne group o companies
with interests in residential and commercial construction and product supply

BGC proposes to operate a concrete batching plant for residential and commercial supply of
concrete for a Category 77. ' concrete batching orcement products inariui^, of unng under the
Environmental Protection Regulat!bns f 987. The proposed premises in Bayswater will be
constructed on land leased by BGC from Keppel Holdings Pty Ltd. The term of the lease is 10
years with an option to renew for another 10 years

Table I describes the prescribed premises category and the infrastructure that will be
constructed. The existing workshop buildings will be used to conduct office and workshop
activities for the new business.

Table ,: Prescribed Premises Categories

Classification Description
of Premises

Category 77

Concrete batching or cement products
manufacturing: premises on which cement
products or concrete are manufactured for
use at places or premises other than those
reinises.

3.

3.1

Overview of premises

Infrastructure

The facility infrastructure, as it relates to Category 77 activities, is detailed in Table 2, with
reference to the Site Plan (attached in the issued Works Approval).
Table 2: BGC Facility Category 771nfrastructure

Infrastructure

Prescribed Activity Category 77

Estimated
annual

production

Graded hardstand

Four raw material bins to store 20mm aggregate, loinm aggregate, 2mm aggregate
and sand, with 3m hi h concrete anel walls and 8.25m width.

A hopper with a covered inclined conveyor to overhead material feed bins.

Two above ground waste bins with weirs to separate silt and water and a separate dry
waste bin. All waste bins are 8m b 3.6m.

Two slurry waste bins 5m by 2.8m each, with a 2.5m concrete panel walls on sides.

192,000 tonnes 700 tonnes or
per year mole peryear

Schedule I

Category
Threshold

DECISION REPORT: W5986120161,
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6

Infrastructure

A slump area to suit 5m' and 7m' agitator trucks, with two-weekly clean out cycle.

Mobile Batching Plant

2 x 45 tonne cement storage silos integrated within the Mobile Batching Plant.

Additive storage tanks

Office/control room incorporated with a computer system to monitor production facility,
cement silos levels, and stora e bins and re ulate admixture flow.
Site drainage including:

. sedimentation chamber;

. soakwells;

. gullies; and

. associated I ework

7

8

9

10

11

Operational Aspects3.2

Overv ew32

The batching plant produces concrete and concrete products by mixing cement with sand,
rock, aggregate and water. The mixture is combined in an agitator truck onsite and
transported offsite for use. An overview of the process is presented in Figure I. A site plan
showing the layout of critical infrastructure is shown in Figure 3. The full site plan has been
provided in Schedule 3 of the Works Approval document.
Figure I: Schematic diagram of process
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3.2*2 Raw material delivery

Raw materials (cement, sand, aggregate and various additives) are delivered to the premises
by BGC Transport Service via the existing Clune Street entrance. The delivery trucks are
fitted with tarpaulin covers that can be activated electrically or manually to cover the material
to control dust emissions. In addition, aggregates and sand have been pre-moistened at
source to further reduce dust emissions when unloading onsite.

The raw materials are tipped from the covered trucks directly into one of four Material Bins:
20mm aggregate, loinm aggregate, 2mm aggregate and sand. Each three-sided material bin
is fitted with a windshield and sprinklers to minimise fugitive dust emissions.

3.2.3 Hopper and material feeding

A front end loader is used to load pre-moistened aggregates and sand into the Feed Hopper
The Feed Hopper is connected to a Radial Conveyor which has the ability to be moved
lateral Iy and fill each Overhead Feed Bin individually (see Figure 2). The Radial Conveyor is
fully enclosed and the Overhead Feed Bins are covered at the top.

Figure 2: A typical radial stacker and conveyor delivering to overhead feed bins

Source: BGC supporting documents - date 30 Seplember 2076

3.2.4 Cement storage

Cement used in the manufacturing process is delivered by cement tanker and stored in two
45-tonne Cement Silos housed within the batching plant body. The dry cement is pumped
from the truck via a hose into the Cement Silo.

During filling of the Cement Silo, displaced air is passed through a baghouse to capture
cement dust. For the proposal, cement silo filtration will use Dustcotech filters with an area of
34m' of filter medium. The operator will hold spare filter bags on site.
The cement silos will be fitted with high and low level alarms to prevent overtilling and visual
instrumentation will be installed in the office/control room to inspect cement levels prior to
filling

Feed

Hopper

Overhead
Feedbins Radial

Conveyor
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Figure 3: Site layout showing critical infrastructure
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3.2.5 Concrete manufacture

Agitator trucks will be used to prepare batches of concrete. As required, the concrete agitator
trucks will reverse into the Load Cell and be loaded with weighed quantities of aggregate,
sand, water and cement which have been dispensed using the automatic control system

The concrete agitator trucks will then move to the Slump Area where water is added to adjust
the workability of the concrete mixture; trucks are washed down before leaving the premises.
The water used in the batchin9 process is a mixture of bore water and partially cleaned
process wastewater. The wastewater is stored in an above ground tank near the Slump Area.
The additives are also stored in tanks which are connected to flow meters, enabling the batch
water to be dosed for the correct amount of admixture prior to discharge to truck agitator.
A computer system is used to enable regulation of the automated production facility from the
plant control room and office. The computer systein is designed to monitor the operation of
conveyors. material levels in silos, storage bins and admixture tanks

3.2.6 Waste management

The Premises will use three types of bins to manage waste generated on site:

I) Two below ground Slurry Waste Bins to manage wash water and potentially
contaminated stormwater;

2) Two above ground Wet Waste Bins to manage wet concrete waste; and

3) One above ground Dry Waste Bin to manage dry concrete waste.

Trucks are washed down in the Slump Area prior to leaving the premises. The wash water
drains into two below ground Slurry Waste Bins, where concrete solids are allowed to settle.
The partly clarified wastewater is pumped from the Slurry Waste Bins into the Water Tank for
re-use in the process

Saturated waste material collected from agitator trucks and sumps is temporarily stored in the
above ground Wet Waste Bins. This waste material will be kept at 300mm below the top
metal clad bin walls. The Wet Waste Bins are each equipped with a weir to allow water to
overtlow into the Slurry Waste Bins, prior to collection in the Water Tank and re~use in the
concrete manufacturing process.

Dry solid concrete waste will be stored in the Dry Waste Bin. This material will be kept moist
until it is disposed to licensed waste facilities.

3.2.7 Water management

Water for the concrete manufacturing process will be obtained from a combination of bore
water and re-used process water. Recycled process water is contained in a Water Tank
located near the Slump Area.

The site is fully paved and graded to ensure that stormwater is directed to the appropriate
infrastructure based on its contamination risk. Specifically, the side is graded to separate
stormwater as indicated below. (See Works Approval Schedule 4 for plan of stormwater
disposal infrastructure).

I . Clean stormwater, including runoff from the roof of the existing building, is directed
towards the Clune Street boundary where a series of soakwells are located.

2. Stormwater runoff from the central lot area is directed via drainage gullies to a Settlement
Chamber prior to discharge to on-site soak wells. The Settlement Chamber has been
sized to remove cement fine suspended solids. Flows up to a I in I year ARI storm
event can be treated.

3. Stormwater potentially contaminated with cement dust and wash water generated in the

DECISION REPORT: W5986120,611
File No: DER20,6100/753



Slump Area is directed to the concrete-lined Slurry Waste Bins for recycling into the
process.

Legislative Context

Part N of the EP Act

, Background

The proposal was referred by the Applicant to the EPA for consideration of potential
environmental impact under Part N of the EP Act. EPA determined that the environmental
impact of the proposal was riot so significant as to require assessment by the EPA and issued
a notice under s39A93), dated *8 July 2016 (reference number CMS16122).

4.2 Contaminated Sites

The proposed site has not been classified under the Contaminatecl Sites Act 2003

Planning4.3

Development approval was granted by the State Administrative Tribunal (SAT) on 5
December 2016, subject to conditions. The Delegated Officer rioted planning approval
in duded the following conditions:

. OperatioiT in accordance with the Waste and Dust Management Plan and the
Environmental Plotection (001) o1ete Batchir7g and Cement Product Manufactun'rig)
Regulations 1998;

. Operating hours restricted to 6 am to 6pm Monday to Saturday (public holidays
excluded), however no front end loader may operate prior to 7am;

. annual facility output limited to 105,300m"

. Average daily production limit (350m') and maximum daily production limit (375m')
including reporting to the Town of Bassendean;

. fugitive dust management controls; and

. wash down water management

44 Department of Water

he premises was issued with licence GWL '82/37(I) by Department of Water (Dow) on 20
January 2016 to allow abstraction of groundwater from the Swan superficial aquifer.

Applicable Regulations, Standards and Guidelines4.5

Environmental Protection (Concrete Batching and Cement Product Manufacturing)
Regulations I998

Guidance Statement Regulatory Principles (July 2015)

Guidance Statement: Environmental Standards (September 2016)

Guidance Statement Land Use Planning (October 2015)

Guidance Statement: Licensing and Works Approvals Process (August 2016)

DECISION REPORT: W5986120161,
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Guidance Statement: Setting Conditions (October 2015)

Regulatory Complaints Policy (July 2013)

Enforcement and Prosecution Policy (July 2013)

Environmental Protection (Noise) Regulations 1997

. Environmental Protectibn (Unauthorised Discharges) Regulations 2004

. Environmental Protection (Controlled Waste) Regulations 2004

4.6 Part V of the EP Act

BGC has applied for a works approval to construct a concrete batching facility at 2 Clune
Street, Bassendean. The facility is a Category 77 prescribed premises, as outlined in schedule
I of the Environmental Protestion Regulations 1987.

4.7 Assessment of operator

The applicant holds thirteen registratioiTs for Category 77 premises in Western Australia.
While there have been occasional complaints, there are no outstanding issues relating to
concrete batching plants operated by the applicant in DER's Incidents and Complaints
Management System (ICMS).

Consultation

The application was advertised in the West Australian on Monday I9 September 2016
Letters were sent to the Town of Bassendean and a neighbour with a direct interest who
resides within 500m of the proposed premises

The Town of Bassendean replied in a letter received on 13 October 2016 advising that the
application would most likely be supported subject to compliance with the relevant regulations
and final planning conditions. DER was advised that planning approval was to be the subject
of a SAT hearing

The Delegated Officer wrote to the Applicant on the 23 November 2016 advising of the intent
to grant a works approval, subject to conditions, and provided draft copies of the works
approval and Decision Report. The Delegated Officer advised the Applicant that in
accordance with DER's Guidance SlatenTent. ' Land use planning, the works approval would
not be granted until the relevant planning approvals are in place and put the Application on
hold. The SAT granted planning approval on 5 December 2016, subject to conditions

Location and Siting

Siting Context

The Premises is located in Bassendean, approximately 10 kilometres east of Perth CBD. The
Premises is situated within an industrial area. The Premises occupies a land area of 7563 in'
of which 7514m' falls within the City of Bassendean and 49m' falls within City of Bayswater;
there are no buildings proposed for the section of the Lot that falls within the City of
Bayswater. The Premises is located in an area zoned "general industry' under the Local
Planning Scheme 10

The nearest residential properties are in the suburb of Ashfield, approximately 430m south-
east and separated from the premises by Guildford Road, Railway Parade and Midland train
line. A large parcel of land is located to the south of the Premises, at approximately 120m

DECISION REPORT: W5986/2016/1
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distance. This parcel of land is subject to future development; at the time of this decision
document the development status was unknown.

A map of the site location is provided in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Site location map
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6.2 Residential and Sensitive Premises

The distance to residential and sensitive receplors is listed in Table 3

Table 3: Receptors and distance from prescribed activity

Residential and Sensitive Premises Distance from Prescribed Activity

Residential Premises 430 metres south-east of the Premises - suburb of
Ashfield

430 metres south-east of the Premises - suburb of
Ashfield and other industries adjacent to the
Premises
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Specified Ecosystems6.3

There are no surface water bodies or threatened ecological communities within I kilometre of
the premises.
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6.4 Groundwater and water sources

The premises is located over a superficial aquifer, with the depth to ground water be in
approximately loin below ground level. The groundwater is considered to be marginalIy saline
with 500,000mg/L TDS. The information presented in Table 4 was extracted from the
Groundwater Atlas (Department of Water- 2076)
Table 4: Groundwater and water sources

Groundwater and water sources

Groundwater resource in the subject
area is known as Perth-Superficial
Swan

A suitaoe waterbody Swan River -
managed in accordance with the
Swan and Canning Rivers
Management Act 2006

Groundwater licence GWL182137(I) from Dow allows the Premises to extract up to 45,000
kilolitres of groundwater per annum.

6.5 Soil Type

The soil type in the area is considered to be Bassendean sand which is mainly quartz sand
with the poor water retention capacity. The soil type is thought to be mostly Ieached and
infertile (Earth Science Western Australia accessed 79 September 2076).

6.6 Meteorology

6.6. , Regional climatic aspects and temperatu e
The nearest weather station is located at Perth Airport and the mean maximum and minimum
day time temperature data is presented in Figure 5 and Figure 6.
Figure 5: Mean Monthly Maximum Temperatures

Distance from Promlses

Depth 10 groundwater encountered Groundwater is considered
at approximately 10 metres marginalIy saline and water is not

potable.The Premises is licensed to

construct a bore on the Premises Groundwater system linked to
as per Department of Water's Swan River
Guidelines.

Swan River is located 1.2
kilometres east of the Premises.

Environmental Value

The Swan River is ecological Iy
important to Perlh region for both
its aesthetic and environmental
benefits.
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Figure 6: Mean Monthly Minimum Temperatures
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6.6.2 Wind of ection and strength

The 9am annual wind rose for Perth is shown in Figure 7 and the 3pm wind rose is depicted in
Figure 8.

Figure 7: 9am Wind Rose based on Perth Airport data
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Figure 8: 3 pin Wind Rose based on Perlh Airport data
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6.6.3 Rainfall

The mean In onthly rainfall data generated from the Perth Airport station is presented in Figure
9.

Figure 9: Perth Airport monthly average rainfall
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7. Risk Assessment

Confirmation of potential impacts

Identification of key potential emissions, pathways, receptors and confirmation of potential impacts are set out in Table 5 and Table 6.

7. ,

Table 5: Identification of key emissions during construction
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Potential

Pathway

Noise

Air/ wind

dispersion

Potential

Impacts

Dust

Residential receptors
approximately 430m
south-east

Ameni!y impacts

Continued to
detailed risk
assessment?

Amenity/
healthimpacts

Air I wind

ofspersion

Reasonin

The Delegated Offcer considers that
the separation dtstance between the
source and potential lacepto, s is
sufic^nt and the ac, hilly wM be
carried out in an estab^shed
industrtalarea. Construction will

occur over a short period.

Amenity impacts

The premises is located within an
in dustrtal area and most of the

existing site is paved or bituminised
The Deregated Offcerconside, sIhat
dust impacts will be minimal and
short-tern, in dura!ion.

Amenityhealth
impacts

The premises is located in an
industrtal area. 771e Dolegaled
Offcor considers that Ramvay
Parade. Guildoid Road and Midland
Train line provide a phys, =al barrier
between the premises and the
nearest residential, ecepto, s .

The premises is beatsd wfthin an
Industtial area and must of the
existing site is paved or bituminised
The Detogated Offcer considers that
dust impacts will be minimal and
short-tofu in duration.



Table 6: Identification of key emissions during operation
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Potential Roceptors

Concrete

balehi"g
plant

Raw material feed

and mixing includes
sand, aggregates.
cement and water

Dust

Residential, BCepto, s
approximately 430m
southeast

Dust

Mixing of cemenl
products in agitator
trucks

Potential

Pathway

Noise

Residential, eceptors
approx, mateJy 430m
soull, -east

Air/wind

dispelston and the Polenlial
use of common amenily/health
access des^netsd Impacts
roads

Dust

Residential, eceptors
approximately 430m
south-east
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Potential

Impacts

Reskientibl, Beepto, s
approximately 430m
south-Gas!

Noise

Air I wind

dispersion

Reskiential recepto, s
approxima!e!y 430m
southeast

Air/wind

dispersion

Residenttolrecep, o1s
approximately 430m
south-east

Potenlial
amenity/health
impacts

No

Air I wind

dispersion

The premises is located w"bin
an industrial area. The nearest
residential, eceptois ale
separated from the premises by
Ramay Parede. Guildfo, d Road
and Midland Train libe. The
Delegaled 067cer considers that
this provides a physfoal barn'er
tornoise impacts.

Potential

amenity/health
impacts

Air/wind

dispelston

Yes

Potential

amenity/hea"h
impacts

Air/wind

dispersion

Yes

Potential

amen"y/health
Impacts

See section 7.4.

Yes

Potential

amenity/he
impacts

No

See seciion 7.4

See section 7.5

The 17ntshed final padtret is
moist Avet and in SIuny form and
loaded onto agitator trucks. The
Delegated Ohioer considers dust
impacts to be negii@lore.

See section 7.5

2



Waste water
run off

Containment and

storage of
wastewater

generaled by
washdown and other
actwifies

Stonnwater

Potential
Emissions

Site drainage and
stonnwater, unoi7

Contaminated
wastewafer runoi7

Potential Receptors

Stomwater runoff
containina!ed with
cement and other
substances

Groundwaler and surface
water

Potential

Pathway

Groundwafer end surface
water

Land contour and

through soilproWe
into groundwater

Potential

Impacts
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Contamination
due to akaline
material such as
cement or other

substances fog.
Hydrocarbons
from Iruck

washdown)

Continued to
detailed risk

assessment?

Land contour and

through soilprome
into groundwater

Conlami'nation
due to alkaline
mate, ial such as
cement

Reasoning

See seclion 7.6

Yes See section 7.6



7.2

During the assessment the risk criteria in Table 7 below will be applied to determine a risk
rating set out in Section 7.4 and Section 7.6

Table 7: Risk Criteria

Risk Criteria

I elf o0

Aimos C rlain

L el

Possib

Unlikely

Rare

(^_on sequence

Insignificant

Moderate

Moderate

Low

Low

Likelihood

The folio Ing Grimria has boon
u. od to ddomilna the 11kollhood of
tho riskl OPPorbin"y occurring.

M

Low

Almost
Certain

High

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

The event S

expectsd to occur
mostIn

CirO. lingbnCOS

Moderate '

High

High

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Consequence

The, allowing criteria hag boon 000d o dot mino a Gongequencos of a rigk occurring

Likely The event will
probBbly occur in
most circumstances

Major

Extreme

High

High

Moderate

Moderate

Severe

Possible

Public H. a h

The event could
occurat some lime

.

Severe

Major

.

Unlikely

LOBS o1 life

Exposure to hazeld with
permanent prolonged adverse .
health effects expected 10 large
population

Heath crlteria is signi"can"y
exceeded

Extrenie

Extreme

Extreme

High

High

.

The event
unlikely to occur

.

Moderate

Exposure to hazard unih .
permanent prolonged adverse
heallh effects expected to small
population

Significant Impac1 10 amenity 10r
extended periods expecied to
large population

Health criteria is exceeded

EGO, y, tornl
Envlronmonlal

Is

The evenl may only
occur in excepiional
circumsiances

. Irrev. robe impad to 819nificani hlgh
value or sensitive ecosystem expecied

Irreversible and significantimpaclon a
wide scale

Total loss or a threatened species
expected

Ecosystem ditcha is signilicantly
exceeded

Exposure to hazard with shod- .
term adverse health effects
expecied requirlng treetrneni

Impad 10 amenity expectsd for
short periods to large copulaiion
Health crlteria is at risk of noi
being me:

Exposure 10 hazard with short- .
term adverse health effectB
Gamerled

Impac1 10 amenity exjrecled for .
short periods 10 small population

Health criteria are likely to be met

.
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.

Irisign

Long-term impact 10 significant high
value or sensitive ecosystem expected

Long-term impaci on a wide scale

Adverse impaci 10 a haled species
expected

Ecosystem criteria is exceeded

.

,

can

,

NG detectable impacts 10 heallh

NG deleclable impacls to ameni, y
Health criteria met

Minor and short-term impad to high
value or sensitive ecosystem expec!co

00.8ile impacls 81 a local scale

Ecosystem witcha 19 at risk o1 riot
being met

.

.

Moderate 10 ,in pact 10minor

ecosystem component (physical
choniical or biological)

Minor off-siie ImpactB at a local scale

ECosyslem cineria are likely to be meI.

. None or insignificant impad to
ecosystem component (physical.
chemical or biological) expected with
no diect on ecosystem function

Ecosystem criteria met.



7.3

DER will treat risks in accordance with the Risk Treatment Matrix below:

Table a Risk Treatment

Risk Treatment

Risk Rating

Extreme

High

Acceptabi!ity

Moderate

Risks will be subject to multiple regulatory
controls including primary and secondary
controls. This will include both oulcome-based
and management conditions.

Acceptable, generally subject to Risks will be subject to regulatory controls
primary controls with a preference for outcome-based

conditions where practical and appropriate.

not Risks are acceptable and will generally not be
I subject to regulatory controls

CGeptable su Iect to prima
econdary controls.

7.4

Acceptable, gen rally
reciui ing control yon
pro o ents controls

4I General Hazard Characteris ation and inp c

Dust may be generated by activities associated with the Material Bins, Cement Silos and Feed
Hopper. Dust may be generated when raw materials (aggregates and sand) are transferred
from the delivery trucks to the Material Bins, or when cement is transferred from the cement
tanker to the Cement Silos. Further fugitive dust emissions may occur during storage.
Dust can be carried by the wind, uplifted by wind gust and vehicle movements. Dust
generation can potentially affect the nearest Isensitive receptors. The sensitive receptors are
located in the suburb of Ashfield along Guildford Road.

Exposure to dust can cause irritation, visibility issues and deposition on neighbouring
infrastructure causing amenity impacts.

42 Criteria for Assessment - NE M

The Australian Nailbnal Environmental Protection Council has developed national ambient air
quality standards as per National Environmental Protection Measures (NEPM) for ambient air
quality. The NEPM standard includes six key air pollutants to which most Australians can
potentially are exposed. The six pollutants described in the NEPM standards are carbon
monoxide, ozone, sulfur dioxide, nitrogen dioxide, lead and particulate matter

Accordingly, NEMP air quality criteria is applicable to assessldetermine air quality within the
subject area in reference to dusUparticulate matter. The NEPM sets ambient particles as PM
being 50Fig/in over one day averaging period with the maximum allowable exceed ance not
more than 5 days a year.

Treatment

Risk Assessment - Dust

Risks will nol be tolerated DER will refuse
proposals

DECISION REPORT: W5986120,611
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7.4.3 Applicant Controls

The Applicant has proposed a range of controls for dust management which have been
included in the Dust Management Plant provided as supporting information for their works
approval application. Key controls are presented in Table 9 below

Table 9: Applicant infrastructure controls for fugitive dust emissions

InfrastructurelActivity Infrastructure Details Operational Details

Trafficable areas

Delivery trucks

Storage area for raw
materials

Sealed IPaved roads.

Trucks to be filted with
tarpaulins

Reference to

Works Approval
Plan
Schedule 3

Maximum speed of at Site Plan
20 kin per hour is to be
observed.

Raw materials are pre- Site Plan
moistened at the

quarry.

Tarpaulins will be
lowered dunn ti in

Bins are riot filled Site Plan

beyond the height of
the walls and materials

Is sprayed with

sprinklers for dust
suppress!on

Additional water truck
to wet the rounds.

Replacement of The silos are

cement filters on six within the
monthly basis Batching Plant on

the Site Plan.
Collected dust from the
unit is returned to silos
for re-use.

Sand and Aggregate:

Three sided bins with wind
shields will be used.

Cement Silos:

Two 45-tonne cement storage
silos to be installed in an

enclosed building.

Visual instrumentation such
as cameras to be installed for

inspection prior to silo filling.

Dustotech vacuum system at
the point of cement loading to
direct cement fines back to
silos, relief valves on the
filters

Silos to be equipped with
pulse baghousereverse

system with a 28 filter
cartridge dust extractor unit.

High level alarms to be
installed to prevent overtilling.

Overflow pipes to be installed
and directed within jin of the

ground

DECISION REPORT: W5986120,6/1
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rastructure/Activity

Transfer and weighing Feed Hopper
of raw materials

Infrastructure Details

Movable Radial Conveyor is
enclosed

Transfer point between Feed
Hopper and Radial Conveyor
is enclosed.

Overhead Feed Bins are

covered to prevent dust
emissions when transferring
material into bins at height

Concrete agitator trucks

Refe re rice to

Works Approval
Plan
Schedule 3

Aggregates loaded into Site Plan
the feed hopper are
pre-moistened at the

Operational Details

Waste Bins

Concrete agitator trucks are
fully enclosed.

uarr

Two Wet Waste Bins and one

Dry Waste Bin. with a total
volume of I 30m

Wet Waste Bins each

equipped with a weir to allow
overflow of water from Wet

Waste Bins to Slurry Waste
Bins

7.4.4

The Delegated Officer has reviewed the information regar ing the dust emission
impacts from the premises and has found:

I. Dust emissions from the premises have the potential to cause limited impact;

2. Operational controls implemented by the PIioant are satisfactory, and

Pre 'ses is subject the E viro en a P tact' n (Concrete Batching and Geme t
Product Manui^atunng Regulations 7 98.

Key findings

Site Plan

Agitator trucks are Load Cell on Site
loaded in enclosed Plan

load cell.

Material in Dry Waste Site Plan
Bin will be kept moist
until removed from the

premises.

Overtilling prevented
by maintaining waste
level at least 300mm

below the top of the
bin

45 Consequ nc

Based upon operational controls at the premises, proximity of receptors, and surrounding land
use, the Delegated Officer has determined that dust may cause off-site impacts at a local
scale.

Therefore, the Delegated Officer considers the consequence to be Moderate.

Site Plan

DECISION REPORT: W5986120,61,
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7.4.6 Likelihood of Consequence

Based upon information provided in the application and operator controls, the Delegated
Officer has determined that consequence is unlikely to occur considering operator controls.

Therefore, the Delegated Officer considers the likelihood to be Unlikely,

7.4.7 Overall rating

The Delegated Officer has compared the consequence and likelihood ratings described above
to the Risk Matrix (Table 7) and determined that the overall risk rating for dust emissions
impact on sensitive receptors during operation is Moderate.

7.5 Risk Assessment Noise

7.5. , General Hazard Characteris ation and Impact
Generation of noise from a concrete batching plant is expected due to movement of vehicles
(80-100 vehicles per day transporting product offsite), mixing of material in concrete agitators,
and the operation of other plant and equipment such as pumps, power equipment and
material handling

As discussed in Section 6.2, sensitive residential receptors are located approximately 430m
south-east from the proposed premises. Railway Parade, Guildford Road and the Midland
train line, all sources of noise themselves, separate the two areas, potentially providing a
buffer against noise impacts from the proposed premises.

7.5.2 Criteria for Assessment

The applicant has not undertaken noise modelling or demonstrated that total sound power
level for all sources on site during daytime at sensitive receptors would be acceptable. The
Delegated Officer has determined that assigned noise levels as specified in the Environmental
Protection (Noise) Regulations 7997 (EP (Noise) Regulations) are the applicable criteria for
assessment.

7.5.3 Applicant Controls

The controls proposed by the applicant to reduce and manage noise emissions are presented
in Table 10

Table Co: Proponent controls for noise

Control Description

The premises is located within an existing industrial area.

A physical barrier (Railway Parade, Guildford Road and Midland train line)
exists between the premises and the noise sensitive residential receptors
within the suburb of Ashfield.

Siting

Engineering -
Fixed Plant

Engineering -
Mobile Plant

Implementation of engineering designs and controls to reduce operational
noise including enclosure of equipment

Equipment and machinery will be enclosed to minimise noise emissions.

DECISION REPORT: W5986120,61,
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754 Consequence

The Delegated Officer has had regard to the noise levels within the industrial estate vicinity.
the proposed infrastructure controls, the distance to sensitive receptors and the presence of
Railway Parade, Guildford Road and the Midland train line, and has determined that noise
impacts will be minor and local in scale. Therefore, the Delegated Officer considers the
consequence to be minor.

7. .5 U IthoodofC sequence

The Delegated Officer has determined that the impacts from noise will be unlikely to occur.

6 0v I rating

The Delegated Officer has compared the consequence and likelihood ratings described above
against the risk criteria and have determined that the overall rating for the risk of noise
emissions on sensitive receptors during operation is Low

7.6 Risk Assessment - Wastewater and Stormwater

76 I G ner I Hazard Characteris ation and Impa t

Water is used on the premises for mixing with cement and aggregates, washing and cleaning
of plant and equipment, and for dust suppression. Wastewater generated from these activities
will contain cement and could potentially contain traces of hydrocarbons from vehicle wash
and runoff water from the dust suppression and cleaning equipment containing cement.

7.6.2 Cr' eria for Assessment

Australian and New Zealand (ANZECC) Guidelines for Fresh and Marine Water Quality are
considered appropriate assessment criteria to assess the potential impact on groundwater or
surface water quality.

7.63 Applicant controls

The Applicant's controls to reduce and manage stormwater runoff and wastewater generated
from premises operations are set out in Table I I .

Table ,, : Applicant controls for contaminated runoff

Operation Details

Site Surface

Infrastructure Details

Drainage
systems for
potentially
containinaled

stormwater and

wastewater from

the plant and
truck wash

Graded hardstand. either
paved, bituminised or
concreted.

Hardstand areas are Stormwater runoff

graded to direct stormwater, potentially impacted by
according to its risk of the materials storage and
containinatbn, to either the handling area is directed
Slurry Waste Bins or to a Settlement Chamber
Settlement Chamber. prior to discharge to the

soakwells
Two concrete-lined Slurry
Waste Bins. Stormwater from the area

of the batching plantA single Settlement overhead feed bins and

DECISION REPORT: W5986120t6/I
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All operations are
conducted on hardstand.

Reference to Issued

Works Approval
Plan (Schedule 3)

Supporting
information received

on 30 September
2016

Application document
received 26 August
2016



Infrastructure Details

Chamber

Water Storage Tank holds
excess runoff water and
wash water which is

supplemented with bore
water for the plant use

Operation Details

slump area is directed to
the concrete-lined Slurry
Waste Bins.

Water collected in the

Slurry Waste Bins is
recycled back into the
plant and used for truck
washing.

The water system is
automatically controlled
via floats and shut off
valves.

Transfer of material

outside the plant does riot
occur. No fuel will be held
on site and local fuel
station will be used for

refuelling.

Drainage
syslenTs for
uricontaminaled
stormwater

Reference to Issued

Works Approval
Plan (Schedule 3)

Stormwater from areas that Clean stormwater from
are considered the roof of the existing
uricontaminated Is disposed building is directed to the
to a series of soak wells soakwells on site.

Note: Uricontaminated Should the capacity of the
stormwater areas are those soakwells be exceeded in

not impacted by the an extreme storrnwater

concrete batching process event, there will be a
including materials delivery discharge to the Water
and despatch. Corporation drainage

system. David Wills and
Associates advise that

this has been approved in
principle by the Water
Corporation.

Material storage

Concrete waste

Raw material is stored
within concreted areas with

the concrete cladding walls
on three sides.

Concrete waste from the

plant includes solids from
unused product and
sediments captured in the
sedimentation sumps.

Sprinkler water from this
area is captured in the
Slurry Waste Bins.
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764 Key Findings

The Delegated Officer has reviewed the information regarding impacts from
stormwater and runoff wastewa er and has ound-:

I Site activities wM take place on concrete hardstand;

2. The proposed Stormwater Management Planindibates that potentially contaminated
810rrnwater will be treated in eith r the SIIiriy W ste Bins or the Settlement Chamber
to remove sediment. and

3. Only uricon aminated stomi a er will be directed to the soakwells.

765 Conseq ence

The Delegated Officer has had regard to the management of process waste water and the
infrastructure controls in place, and has deterIn ined that contaminated material and
stormwater may impact on ground, groundwater and surface water on a minor and local scale.
Therefore, the Delegated Officer considers the consequence to be Minor,

6 Likelihood of consequence

Based upon the proponent control and the key findings, the Delegated Officer has determined
that that the impacts from contaminated material and stormwater will be unlikely to occur.

eral rating

The Delegated Officer has compared the consequence and likelihood ratings described above
against the risk criteria (Table 7) and has determined that the overall rating for the risk of
hazardous liquids and contaminated stormwater on sensitive receptors during operation is
Moderate.

Summary of Risk Assessment and Acceptability

The risk items identified in section 7.8 inc uding the app cation of risk criteria and the
acceptability with treatment are summarised in Table 12 below.

Table 12: Risk rating of emissions

Pathway
Receptor

77

Emission

Type

DList

Source

Aggregates
sand and
reinenl

Air/ wind dispersion

Planl and

equipment

Vehicles

Agitator
truck

and Proponent
controls
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Air/ wind dispersion

rastruclure

and

management
controls

Impact

Infrastrudure
and

management
controls

Visibility

Amenity

Risk Rating Acceptability
with treatment

(conditions on

instrument)

Amenity

Moderate Acceptable
subject to
proponent
controls and

ragulati

Acceptable and
su act 10

nvironmental
Protection (Noise)
Regulations 1998



Emission

Type

Waslewater
and
Stormwater

Source

Runoff from

storage bins.
vehicle
wash.

Pathway
Receptor

8. Determined Regulatory Controls

Summary of Controls

The regulatory controls within Table 13 will be applied through Works Approvals conditions.
Table 13: Summary of determined regulatory control

Controls

Seepage through soil

Receptors:
. Groundwater

. Surface water

and

8.1

Proponent
con rols

Infrastructure
and

management
controls

Impact

Water quality

Risk

^

I~.

=
o
.^

~
C. ,
co
10
e,
CD
cô

co

E

I . Dust from

aggregates and
cement

Rating Acceptsblllty
With beaiment
(conditions on

Instrument)

Moderate

2. Nolse from
Infrastructure and

opalations

ce.
@aE
- on.

^

^^^
^,^,

a,
*,̂

a,
co

DC
,^

3. Wastewater and
stormwater
control

^
^

Go .e
a! u

Low risk.

Subject 10 the Environmenlal Protection
(Noise) Regulations 1997

CD
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8.2 Specified Infrastructure and Equipment Controls

8.2. , Dust infrastructure and equipment

The following infrastructure and equipment should be maintained and operated onsite for the
control of dust on the premises.

Table 14: Infrastructure requirement for dust control

in rastructure Requirements

Infrastructure

Tiafficable areas

Material Bins for the

storage of sand and
aggregate

Requirem nts (Design and Construeti@n)

Bitumised or paved yard with designated parking, buildings and equipment
areas. Paved areas graded to direct water to stormwater and wastewater
management systems.

Feed Hopper

Material Bins:

Four concrete above-ground bins. one each for 20mm aggregates loinm
aggregates, 2ninT aggregates and sand.

Three sided; dimensions of 3m high x 8.25m width each; and

Each fitted with a sprinkler system.

With an enclosed transfer point to conveyor

Fully covered radial conveyor used to transport raw material from the Feed
Hopper to the Overhead Feed Bins

Radial conveyor

Overhead Feed Bins

Cement Silos

Overhead Feed Bills equipped with a raised wind shield for dust control

Cement Silos:

-Two 45 tonne cement silos Integrated within the Batch Plant Body

-Designed in accordance with Regulation 8 of the Environmental
PlatedIbi7 (0017cre!e Batching and Cement Produc! Manufacturing)
Regulalions 7998, including:

- High and low level alarms for filling;

-Overflow pressure relief valve; and

"Visual instrumental monitoring cement filling operating from control
room/office

Baghouse

Concrete batching
plant with
incorporated
computer system to
control and monitor

flow

Designed in accordance with Regulation 7 of the Environmental Pro^Ciion
(Concrele Belching and Cement PIOduc! Manufacturing) Regulations 1998.

Dust emissions concentration to be less than 50 ing/in3.

DECISION REPORT: W5986120,6/1
File No' DER20,6100/753

Steelfields Major 60 design standalone mobile plant



Infrastructure Requirements

Requirements (Design and Construction)

One above ground Dry Waste Bin:

-Volume of approximately 40m3; and
- Concrete walls and floor

Infrastructure

Dry Waste Bin

Water Tank

8.2.2 Wastewater infrastructure and equipment

The following infrastructure and equipment should be maintained and operated onsite for the
control of waste water and storin water on the premises.

Table 15: Infrastructure requirements for management of wastewater and stormwater

Infrastructure Requirements (Waste Water and Storm Water)

Requirements (Design and Construction)

Bitumised or paved yard with designated parking, buildings and equipment
areas.

Paved areas graded to direct water to stormwa!er and wastewater
management systems

Two below ground level Slurry Waste Bins:

-Graded to allow collection of storm water and wash water ;

-Concrete lined to ensure no discharge to the environment occurs; and

-Total volume of approximately 60m3.

Pipework and associated fittings to allow wastewater from the Slurry Waste
Bins to be transported to the Water Tank.

Two above ground Wet Waste Bins:

~Volume of approximately 90m3 combined;

- Concrete walls and floor; and

-Containing weir to allow overIfow into Slurry Waste Bins.

One above ground Dry Waste Bin:

-Volume of approximately 40m3; and
- Concrete walls and floor.

A 50 000L tank used to store returned waste water from the Slurry Waste
Bins.

Infrastructure

Trafficable areas

Slurry Waste Bins

Wet Waste Bins

Dry Waste Bin

Water Tank

Stormwater System

DECISION REPORT: W5986120,61,
File No: DER20,6100/753

A 50 000L tank used to store returned waste water from the Slurry Waste
Bins.

Designed in accordance with Schedule 4 Storm Water Plan including:
. Settlement Chamber



Infrastructure Requirements (Waste Water and Storm Water)

Requirem nts (Design and Construction

-Located to collect stormwater runoff from the materials storage and
handling area;

~Concrete-lined and designed 10 remove suspended solids by
sedimentation;

- Have a treatment chamber designed for storage requirements based
on a I in I year, I-hour average recurrence interval (ARI) storm
event; and

- Designed to allow access by machinery to facilitate the removal of
suspended solids.

. Soakwells

. Associated piping

Infrastructure

Note: The Applicant specified a I in I year ARI design specification for the settlement
treatment chamber but did not specify the stoinT duration. The Delegated Officer specified a I
hour average which is expected to be reasonable based on the consideration of the
contaminated (suspended solids) and the Department of Water published guidance in Water
sensitive urban design, Stormwatei'desigi7 considerations, Department of Water, June 2011.

Specified Actions8.3

The specified actions are set out in the Environmental Protectibn (Concrete Batching and
Cement Product Manufacturing) Regulations 1998.

Setting Conditions
The conditions in the Issued Works Approval have been determined in accordance with DER's
Guidance Statement on Setting Conditions.

Condition Ref

Environmental Compliance
Conditions I, 2.3 and 6

Infrastructure and Equipment
Conditions 4 and 5

Departure from specified works
Condition 7

Information

Conditions 8.9,10,11,12 and 13

Grounds

Environmental compliance is a valid, risk-based
condition to ensure appropriate linkage between the
works approval and the EP Act.
These conditions are valid, risk-based and contain
a ro fiate controls

This condition is valid, risk-based and enables
flexibilit in o erations

These conditions are valid and are necessary
administration and reporting requirements to ensure
coin Iiance

DECISION REPORT: W5986/20,611
File No: DER2016100,753



10. Applicant's Comments on Risk Assessment
The applicant was provided with the draft decision report and draft works approval on 15
November 2016. The applicant provided comments on 16 November 2016 requesting minor
changes relating to the name of certain equipment and confirming operational details as
requested by DER. Further information regarding storm water management was received on
18 November and 21 November 2016. Full details are provided in Appendix 2 of this Decision
Report.

11. Co clus' n

This assessment of the risks of activities on the premises has been undertaken with due
consideration of a number of factors, including the documents and policies specified in this
decision report (summarised in Appendix I).

Based on this assessment, it has been determined that the Issued Works Approval will be
granted subject to conditions coinmensurate with the determined controls and necessary for
administration and reporting requirements. The Applicant may apply for a registration instead
of a licence with respect to the operational phase of the premises at the completion of works.

Danielle Eyre
Senior Manager - Industry Regulation (Resource Industries)
delegated Officer under section 20 of the Enviionmental Protection Act I986

DECISION REPORT: W59861201611
File No: DER20,6100/753



Appendix I ' Key Documents

Document Title Availability

BGC (Australia) Pty Ltd Works Approval der. wagov. au
Application Received 26 August 2016
BGC (Australia) Pty Ltd Supplementary der. wagov. au
information Works Approval Application
Received 30 September 2016
Site Stormwater Management Plan by David der. wagov. au
Wills and Associates Consulting Engineers,
18 November 2016.

DER Guidance Statement on Regiilatory der. wagov. au
prtnc4)Ies (July 2015)
DER Guidance Statement o17 Seijiiiq
conditions Se ternber 2015
DER Guidance Statement on Licence

duration (Novelnber 20.4)
DER Guidance Statement OJT Licensing
and works approvals processes
(September 2015)
SAT citation DR:68/20,6

3

3

4

5

6

WWW. sat. justice. wagov. au
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Appendix 2: Summary of Applicant's Comments
Assessment and Draft Condit'ons

Applicant Comments

Various clarifications regarding the activities
on site were provided.

Storm water plan was provided.

Delegated Officer consideration of
A Iicant comments

Decision Document was updated to
accurately reflect activities on site.

Based on this information, risk assessment of
waste water and stormwater was reviewed.

on Risk

DECISION REPORT: W5986120,6/1
File No: DER20,6100/753



Appendix 3: Site Location
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